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Summary

Summary

The core of this thesis deals with an investigation of the mechanics of muscular contraction on the

cellular and subcellular level. Muscle can be considered to be an engine, which generates force and

motion using ATP as its fuel. This engine operates at room temperature and is highly efficient, more

than standard combustion engines used in industry. The final products that are released are water

and carbon dioxide which are harmless to living organisms. In fact, muscle is a marvellous example

of how clever and wise constructs of Mother Nature can be. Since for scientists muscle contraction

still remains mysterious in some aspects, it is unlikely that anyone will create such a remarkable

construct in near future.

Cellular muscle physiology and mechanics has a long tradition and over the last fifty years muscle

structure and function has been broadly resolved. Despite the significant contributions made by

well-known scientists and contributions from molecular biology research, the working principle of

skeletal muscle as a composite mechanical system is not yet fully understood and certain

fundamental questions about muscle functioning and control remain unresolved. One of these

enigmas is how thousands of sarcomeres that line up as a series of linear motors within a single

muscle cell operate during contraction. Mainly, we present a theoretical and experimental work

which is aimed at elucidating the effects ofthe intracellular, i.e. sarcomeric dynamics on observable

parameters like contraction force or shortening. Moreover, we show that such effects challenge the

current understanding of muscle function on the very basic level and contraction models used for

the interpretation of experimental data.

The present dissertation is composed of seven chapters. In the introduction, chapter 1, we present

the reasons for our interest in the mechanics of subcellular components in muscle by outlining some

unexplained phenomena and problems raised from past experiments. Chapter 2 gives an overview

of the basic structure and function of muscle, the mechanical properties and current models. In

chapter 3 we show by means of theoretical approaches to what extent the intracellular dynamics has

an effect on the force response. Importantly, we introduce the half-sarcomere as the functional unit.

Moreover, we show by means of transient cross-bridge model simulations that the force response is

definitively and crucially dependent on the dynamic state of a half-sarcomere. Chapters 4 and 5 are

the main part of the experimental work and present for the first time data of the dynamics of

individual sarcomeres and half-sarcomeres in single myofibrils during isometric and lengthening

contractions. Chapter 6 describes a specifically designed setup for the video-microscopy of muscle

fibres during mechanical experiments and presents preliminary experiments with single fibre

segments demonstrating the feasibility of video-enhanced striation imaging. In chapter 7 we

summarise and conclude the most important findings from a theoretical and experimental point of

view.
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Summary

The linguistic usage of the present work originates from both the physical and the biological field.

Therefore, the authors are aware that without having basic knowledge in both research areas, either

physics or biology, especially animal physiology, this work can only be laboriously read and

understood. However, in the hope that some people in the field might be interested, we intend to

mention general definitions and explanations while keeping the dissertation in the shortest form

possible.
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Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung

Der Kern dieser Dissertation handelt von Nachforschungen der Mechanik der Muskelkontraktion

auf zellulärer und subzellulärer Ebene. Der Muskel kann als Maschine betrachtet werden, welche

ATP als Treibstoff für die Krafterzeugung und Fortbewegung benutzt. Diese Maschine arbeitet bei

Zimmertemperatur und ist hoch effizient; viel höher als gängige Verbrennungsmotoren in der

Industrie. Die Produkte der Verbrennung sind Wasser und Kohlendioxid und somit harmlos für

Lebewesen. Die Muskulatur ist ein wunderbares Beispiel für die clevere Art unserer Natur,

Konstruktionen hervor zu bringen. Für Wissenschaftler ist die Muskelkontraktion teilweise immer

noch ein Rätsel, und somit ist es unwahrscheinlich, dass in naher Zukunft jemand eine solche

Maschine bauen wird.

Die zelluläre Muskelphysiologie und -mechanik hat eine lange Tradition über die letzten fünfzig

Jahre, in der die Struktur und die Funktion der Muskulatur weitgehend aufgeschlüsselt wurden.

Trotz signifikanter Beiträge berühmter Wissenschaftler und der Fortschritte in der Molekular¬

biologie ist das Funktionsprinzip der Muskulatur als mechanisches Verbundsystem noch nicht

vollständig bekannt, und einzelne fundamentale Fragen betreffend die grundlegende Funktion und

Regelung bleiben unbeantwortet. Ein ungelöstes Rätsel ist, wie tausende Sarkomere als

Linearmotoren in Serie in einer Muskelzelle während der Kontraktion operieren. Wir präsentieren

hier eine theoretische und experimentelle Abhandlung, die Effekte der intrazellulären, also der

Sarkomer-Dynamik, auf die beobachtbaren Grössen wie Kraft oder Verkürzung beschreibt. Zudem

zeigen wir, dass diese Effekte das generelle Verständnis der Muskelfunktion auf grundlegender

Ebene herausfordern und Kontraktionsmodelle, die üblicherweise zur Interpretation der Daten

herangezogen werden, in ein neues Licht bringen.

Die vorliegende Dissertation ist in sieben Kapitel gegliedert. In der Einführung, Kapitel 1, zeigen

wir die Gründe auf, weshalb die Mechanik subzellulärer Einheiten des Muskels von Interesse ist.

Wir zitieren an dieser Stelle einige unerklärbare Phänomene und dadurch auftretende Probleme in

Experimenten an Muskelfasern. Kapitel 2 gibt einen Überblick über die grundlegende Struktur und

Funktion des Muskels, die mechanischen Eigenschaften und die aktuellen Modellvorstellungen. In

Kapitel 3 zeigen wir anhand theoretischer Betrachtungen auf, inwieweit die intrazelluläre Dynamik

Auswirkungen auf die Kraftantwort hat. Wir führen des Weiteren das Halb-Sarkomer als

funktionelle Einheit ein. Zudem zeigen wir anhand von transient berechneten Querbrückenmodellen

auf, dass die Kraftantwort massgeblich vom Bewegungszustand des einzelnen Halb-Sarkomers

abhängt. Die Kapitel 4 und 5 sind der experimentelle Hauptteil der Arbeit und präsentieren erstmals

Daten über die Dynamik von einzelnen Sarkomeren und Halb-Sarkomeren in einzelnen

Myofibrillen während isometrischer Kontraktion und Verlängerung während Kontraktion. Kapitel 6

beschreibt einen eigens konzipierten Messstand für die Videomikroskopie von Muskelfasern

v



Zusammenfassung

während mechanischen Experimenten und zeigt vorrangige Ergebnisse von Experimenten an

Segmenten von Muskelfasern auf, welche die Machbarkeit von video-unterstützter Bildgebung der

Querstreifung demonstriert. In Kapitel 7 fassen wir die wichtigsten Befunde zusammen und

diskutieren sie in theoretischer wie experimenteller Hinsicht.

Die in dieser Arbeit benutzte Sprache setzt sich aus Teilen sowohl des physikalischen wie auch des

biologischen Sprachgebrauchs zusammen. Es ist den Autoren somit bewusst, dass diese Arbeit von

Leuten ohne grundlegende Kenntnisse in beiden Bereichen, der Physik und der Biologie, speziell

der tierischen Physiologie, nur mühselig gelesen werden kann. Dennoch möchten wir versuchen,

Definitionen und Beschreibungen anzuführen, ohne die Arbeit in unnötige Länge zu ziehen und in

der Hoffnung, dass sich Fachleute dieses Gebiets für diese Arbeit interessieren.
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Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

„Normalscience means researchfirmCy eased upon one or more

past scientific achievements, achievements that some particular

scientific community acknowledgmentsfor a time as supplying
thefoundationfor itsfurtherpractice. [...] 'Normalscience, the

puzzle-solving activity [...] is a highly cumulative enterprise,

eminently succèssfulin its aim, the steady extension ofthe scope

andprecision ofscientific knowledge. [...] "Yet [...] normal

science does not aim at novelties offact or theory and, when

successful,finds none.
"

Thomas S. %uhn, 1962
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Chapter 1

Page 7: Citation from "The Structure of Scientific Revolution" (1962) by Thomas S. Kuhn. He argued
that science is not a steady, cumulative acquisition ofknowledge. Instead, science is "a series ofpeaceful
interludes punctuated by intellectually violent revolutions", which he described as "the tradition-

shattering complements to the tradition-bound activity of normal science.
"

After such revolutions, "one

conceptual world view is replaced by another". Kuhn was responsible for popularizing the term

"paradigm ", which he described as essentially a collection of beliefs shared by scientists, a set of

agreements about how problems are to be understood.
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Introduction

Research in muscle physiology and mechanics is mainly concerned about the question how exactly,

how efficiently, and under what conditions muscle transforms chemical energy into mechanical

work. The search for a detailed mechanism has been pursued by means of structural analysis on the

one hand and mechanical experiments on the other hand, followed by an identification of the

structure-function relation. Both approaches benefit from the fact that skeletal muscle has a strongly

ordered structure similar to a crystal. It allows determining an average measure of a structural

quantity, e.g. the mean "sarcomere length" or the "filament lattice spacing", by means of diffraction

of electromagnetic waves (light, X-ray) over a broad region of a muscle cell. Analysing these

diffraction patterns has brought much advancement, mainly in the understanding of molecular

events during contraction by using X-rays. However, several past exemplary experiments have also

unveiled that from a mechanistic point of view, the response of the "mean single sarcomere" does

not consistently correspond to the response of the entire cell. Therefore, at least under certain

circumstances if not generally, the identification of a mean structural quantity with general muscle

functioning might be error prone or delusive.

1.1 Historical Outline

Muscle contraction has been examined over a range of paradigms during past times. Concerning

muscle structure, first systematic research goes back to the second century A.D. done by Galen. In

the seventeenth century Leeuwenhoek was the first to reveal the fibrous composition and the cross-

striation of skeletal muscle by means of microscopic examinations. Around the same time Lorenzini

brought up the distinction between two different fibre types. In the late eighteen fifties, with the

advent of phase contrast and polarised light microscopy, several researchers contributed to the

discovery of microscopic structural discoveries like the A- and I-band, the Z-line, and red or white

muscle fibre types.

A mechanistic explanation for muscle contraction was pioneered by Erasistratus in the third century

B.c. He suggested that the nerves and muscles were a pneumatic system driven by the "animal

spirit". Although in our conception a much too spiritual theory, however, it was accepted until the

seventeenth century. Since muscle volume would change during contraction, Swammerdam and

Glisson disproved the pneumatic theory in the 1660's by means of a volumetric analysis. During the

industrial revolution it was argued that muscle works like a thermal engine. As the thermodynamic

efficiency of an animal muscular system was roughly known to be 20-30%, thermodynamics would

predict an internal body temperature of 130 °C, a fact which caused the downfall of this concept.

First experiments on fundamental muscle mechanics were performed by A.V. Hill between 1910

and 1950. He pioneered the concept of muscle shortening and heat production. Not before the use of

phase contrast microscopy at the end of the nineteenth century and electron microscopy in the first

9



Chapter 1

half of the twentieth century, researchers, particularly A.F. Huxley and H.E. Huxley and co¬

workers, realised that muscle shortening is due to sliding filaments that are regularly arranged,

whereby muscle force is generated by interactions between these filaments. The sliding filament

theory is nowadays well accepted among the muscle community, and the contributions from

molecular biology research has given broad evidence that supports the lever-arm theory during

actin-myosin interaction. There is not much doubt about its correctness, and the function of cross-

bridges as tension generators is now universally accepted. New theories or concepts that challenge

its overall correctness have little or no room in muscle research, indicating that it is strongly guided

by its paradigms.

1.2 Terms and Definitions

It is necessary to summarise and define certain standard terms used in this work and in the

literature, which might not be especially introduced later in the text, but need to be clarified.

• Muscle cells are also called muscle fibres, presumably because they are multinucleate fibrous

cells.

• The sarcomere is considered to be the structural and functional unit in a muscle fibre. Its length

is an important parameter for contraction analyses. Sarcomeres in series form a myofibril, a

longitudinal subunit of a muscle fibre.

• The word contraction is usually used to denote mechanical activity of a muscle, whether or not

this includes shortening. A contraction can be measured as a change in force or length.

• With stimulation we mean the application of electrical impulses that excite an intact muscle and

induce contraction. A stimulated muscle is called active or contracting whereas an

unstimulated muscle is called resting, at rest or relaxed.

• The terms twitch and tetanus refer to the type of stimulation of muscle. A twitch contraction is

a rapid increase and subsequent slower drop of force due to a single stimulus. A tetanus

contraction is the smooth force rise when repetitive stimuli at frequencies of 20 to 100 Hz are

applied. If not mentioned differently we imply a contraction to be tetanic.

• Steady-state is generally used to denote a stable situation, i.e. without any changes during time

course, whether in force or in length. A steady-state (force) is sometimes also mentioned in the

context of 'plateau force'.

• The slack length is the maximal length at rest, at which the external measured (passive) force is

just zero.
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• In an isometric or end-held contraction both ends of the muscle sample are fixed and the

external length is held constant. In this case the isometric force development and the force at

steady-state, i.e. the maximal isometric force, F0 is the observed response.

• In an isotonic contraction the force exerted by a muscle is maintained constant as a control

parameter. In this case the length and length change is measured to determine e.g. shortening

velocity.

• In isovelocity experiments the speed of lengthening or shortening is the control parameter and

muscle force is observed.

To summarise, the most important parameters and responses of muscle during contraction are the

actively generated force, the passive force, the fibre length or the sarcomere length, and the

shortening speed. One of these parameters is generally being controlled during activation while

measuring the response for further interpretation. The relationships of active or passive force at the

corresponding (sarcomere) length are often mentioned as active / passive force-length relation.

1.3 Non-Uniformity and Length Measurement

Single muscle fibre experiments are the means by which researchers try to unveil the molecular

events during contraction. However, there is one basic problem with such preparations regarding the

way results are interpreted. A single muscle fibre is a complex compound of different filaments

with an ordered alignment, forming thousands of sarcomeres which are operating as more or less

independent motors in series and parallel. Therefore, the system response is a sophisticated

convolution of the dynamics of all functional units. If force recordings are interpreted down to the

level of molecules, it is implicitly assumed that all units are operating exactly the same. However, it

is well known that a biological variability does exist in muscle, i.e. that not all sarcomeres have the

same force generation capacity or the same passive elasticity. For example, the variability in

isometric force generation is assumed to be up to 10% (Hill, 1970). From a mechanical point of

view an in-series connected system of force generating elements with variable properties must

exhibit highly non-uniform dynamics. Although the problem of non-uniformity is known to arise, it

has not been satisfactorily coped with in the last decades. Indeed, Sugi & Tsuchiya (1998) pointed

out very clearly that non-uniform sarcomere lengths (and length changes) more or less prevent

interpretation of experimental data from going into elementary molecular events. In today's

research such interpretations are still made although the dynamics of lengths during contraction is

not monitored.

Yet in the early fifties, A.V. Hill (1953), a pioneer in muscle mechanics, suggested that

irregularities in the striation spacing could occur in slightly stretched fibres. He pointed out that for

11



Chapter 1

slow length changes on the descending limb of the active force-length relation, the stiffness is

negative and the homogeneity of sarcomere lengths is therefore unstable. This was cited and

confirmed ten years later by Gordon et al. (1966) in their study of length dependency of force

generation in striated muscle. Furthermore, sarcomere non-uniformity was considered in connection

with the 'creep' phenomenon of muscle after length changes, in which tension recordings showed a

slow phase in tension rise. Julian & Morgan (1979a; 1979b) investigated the inter-sarcomere

dynamics during tetanic contractions and the effects of length changes on the degree of uniformity.

They found that, when the starting sarcomere length corresponded to the descending limb of the

length-tension relation, most of the fibre was lengthening while small regions were shortening as

the contraction proceeded: the tension 'creep' corresponded to this non-uniform behaviour. During

active lengthening beyond the plateau region, the non-uniformity was observed and tension was

greater after stretch than that characteristic to the longer length without stretch, a phenomenon

known as 'permanent extra-tension'. In a later study Morgan (1994) showed with a schematic static

fibre model that lengthening of active muscle fibres beyond the plateau of the length-tension curve

would occur very non-uniformly; it consists essentially of rapid, uncontrolled and randomly

distributed elongation of individual sarcomeres until the tension is borne by passive components.

This uncontrolled lengthening of some sarcomeres was called 'sarcomere popping'. In a

controversial discussion Allinger et al. (1996) and Zahalak (1997) established the conditions under

which sarcomeres become unstable. All these analyses were confined to a static rather than a

dynamic situation. Recently, Denoth et al. (2002) reconsidered the issue of sarcomere instability

and length inhomogeneity based on a more complete mechanical and mathematical analysis and in

dynamic situation. This study has shown that the issue of inter-sarcomere dynamics can not be

excluded from the analysis of experimental data.

Sarcomere length measurement during experiments is usually provided by laser light diffraction

(Rudel & Zite-Ferenczy, 1979). Roughly, the first order peak of the diffraction pattern is inversely

proportional to the mean periodicity of the striation at the spot of the laser. Although this technique

is convenient and easy to establish for fibre sarcomere length monitoring, it is an integral technique

which gives an average estimate for the length of a large number of sarcomeres of myofibrillar

planes that fulfil the Bragg condition. Small deviations from the ideal grid cause blurring in the

diffraction pattern, but the origin of irregularities is not detected. The laser diffraction technique has

also been incorporated in a feed-back system in which sarcomere length in a very short fibre

segment is 'clamped' by keeping the distance between the zero and first order peak constant (Bagni

etal, 1988).

An older and rudimentary method is the 'spot follower' technique in which markers are put on the

fibre surface and their position is observed by a photo-electric device (Gordon et al, 1966). The

length of two markers can also be held constant ('length clamp') with a feed-back system and a

12
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servo motor that pulls one fibre end. However, sarcomere length is measured as an average of all

sarcomeres lying between the markers, and sarcomere non-uniformity is not detected. The ultimate

problem of controlling striation uniformity could be weakened but not completely solved with the

'striation follower'. It is also an integral technique by which a fibre region is monitored for striation

uniformity (Huxley et al, 1981a). In principle, the images of about ten consecutive sarcomeres are

optically averaged to form a single cycle sinusoidal light intensity distribution, which is then

projected on an array of five photodiodes. The signal of these photodiodes is combined to give the

fibre displacements in terms of sarcomere length, therefore counting the number of sarcomeres

entering and leaving the optical field.

The interpretation of force data from contraction experiments is generally made in terms of cyclic

events on the molecular level ('cross-bridge cycling') but neglecting the multi-segmental mechanics

of a muscle fibre. The occurrence of sarcomere non-uniformity in skinned fibre preparations has

been a well recognised problem in experiments, particularly at physiological temperatures. The

studies mentioned above are just a few examples of stretch and release experiments in which a

segment of a fibre and whole fibres were measured in parallel, and which have unveiled that the

responses of the "mean" single sarcomere does not consistently correspond to the response of the

complete system. It is also assumed that during activation and relaxation such non-uniform

behaviour is prominent (Mutungi & Ranatunga, 2000). Evidence can only be found by direct spatial

observation of the preparation during contractions, which is, however, rarely performed. In such

dynamic situations, e.g. activation, relaxation and stretch, new measurement methods for a smaller

population or even for individual sarcomeres have to be explored.

In the mid-nineties, the group around G.A. Pollack established a new technique for mechanical

studies of a much smaller muscular unit: the myofibril (Bartoo et al, 1993; Linke et al, 1994;

Rassier et al, 2003a). Force kinetics was measured while observing the band pattern of the

myofibril. Individual sarcomere length estimation was accomplished in bright field and phase

contrast video microscopy of single myofibrils by means of a (semi-automatic) profile analysis of

the A-band or I-band patterns. However, it seemed that synchronous force and sarcomere length

measurement was not possible and therefore never published. In their latest experimental study

Stehle et al. (2002a) presented for the first time the dynamics of individual sarcomeres together

with force kinetics, although only for the relaxation phase. In their work a rapid solution change

technique was adapted from Colomo et al (1998) to control and change activation quasi

instantaneously. Nevertheless, all the afore-mentioned studies used the profile analysis of the

sarcomere pattern to determine sarcomere length, which bears certain problems and systematic

errors. These problems will be further outlined in the present thesis.

13
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1.4 Intent and Motivation

So far, no systematic analysis is available on force kinetics and individual sarcomere length changes

in fibres that occur during end-held active contractions with or without stretch. Also, meticulous

theoretical studies of the dynamics of sarcomeres in myofibrils and fibres have not been numerous

up to now. For the understanding of effects of sarcomere non-uniformity on force response it is

necessary to study the mechanics of motor network systems and transient force generation. The

measurement of individual sarcomere or half-sarcomere lengths and force kinetics in myofibrils

during end-held contraction has not yet been accomplished. In both preparations, fibres and

myofibrils, the direct quantification using high-resolution visual data acquisition and computer

vision would contribute to a new understanding of muscle force generation and sarcomere

dynamics.

The present dissertation has three general goals. Firstly, it aims at contributing to a theoretical

framework of sarcomere dynamics and non-uniformity problems by elaborating the ideas and

methods of Denoth et al (2002). Secondly, we intend to present for the first time reliable

experimental results of individual half-sarcomere dynamics in myofibrils during a whole activation-

relaxation cycle, and during stretch. The experiments were done in collaboration with the R. Stehle

at the University of Cologne. The latest experiments of Stehle et al. (2002a) represent a landmark in

our overall study of single sarcomere behaviour from a theoretical and experimental point of view.

The data allows the mechanical modelling of muscle that accounts for the organised internal

network of motors, cooperative and coupling mechanisms and biological variability. Thirdly, we

present the design of a self-made setup for the visualisation of single skinned muscle fibre segments

during contraction on the basis of video-microscopy. The work has been done in collaboration with

the Ranatunga lab at Bristol University. Such a setup will allow new insight into whether there is an

intrinsic, built-in, sarcomere pattern arrangement; for example, whether sarcomeres at fibre ends are

generally weaker, shorter etc., and how they behave during single activation, continued activation

and fatigue.

14
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Chapter 2

Muscle Contractility
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Chapter 2

Page 15: "Strokes ofGenius
"

— Andrew F. Huxley (1917 —), a muscle researcher who revolutionised the

understanding of muscle contraction. The image was taken at the 'London Muscle Series
'

meeting on

January 21
,
2002.
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Muscle Contractility

2.1 Basics of Muscle Contractility

The following subsections describe the current understanding of the process of muscle contraction.

The seminal discoveries were made more than half a century ago, but still they are the basis of

today's understanding of muscle contraction. We concentrate mainly on vertebrate striated muscle

(skeletal and cardiac), and do not relate on smooth muscle, of which mechanisms and structural

features might be similar in some cases.

2.1.1 Muscle Structure and the Sliding Filament Hypothesis

Skeletal muscle contains fibres that are large multinucleate cells between 10 and 100 um in

diameter. They span along the whole length of the muscle and, depending on the species, can

therefore be several centimetres long. The nuclei are arranged around the edge of the fibre. Muscles

are organised in fibre bundles, which are visible by eye. The fibre itself is again organised

hierarchically and contains hundreds of parallely aligned myofibrils (~2 um width), surrounded by

the sarcoplasm, which also contains mitochondria, the internal membrane of the sarcoplasmic

reticulum and a similar but transverse membrane system of connecting tubuli. A myofibril consists

of serially connected sarcomeres.

It is broadly accepted that the sarcomere is the structural and functional unit in skeletal muscle. It

consists of thin actin filaments, which are anchored at the sarcomeric boundary, the Z-disks (Z-

lines), and run from the I-band through the A-band to the H-zone. Furthermore, it consists of thick

myosin filaments which are localised in the centre of the A-band and cross-connected via M-band

proteins, analogous to the Z-disk. A detailed scheme is shown in Fig. 2.1. Using light or electron

microscopy, skeletal muscle fibres reveal a repeating pattern of light (Isotropic) and dark

(Anisotropic) bands. Responsible for this cross-striation are the parallely aligned myofibrils, which

are in register, and the regular arrangement of thin and thick filaments which form the sarcomere.

Yet, it was early mentioned that, from an activation point of view, the functional unit should be

centred on the Z-disk, and not separated by them, so that the units consists of a Z-disk with the I-

band in which it lies and the half A-band on either side (Huxley, 1957).

In the mid-fifties a monumental discovery was made independently by H.E. Huxley and Hanson

(1954) and by as A.F. Huxley and Niedergerke (1954): that active muscle shortening results from

relative sliding of the actin filaments past the myosin filaments towards the centre of the sarcomere,

where the length of the filaments remains constant. The region of interdigitation between the two

filaments is called the A-band, in which an interaction between these filaments can occur. At that

time there was a series of experimental evidences which led to the following concept:
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Muscle Fibre Myofibril
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Muscle Contractility

Fig 2 1 (page 18) Diagram of the hierarchical structure of striated muscle The pictures are

not drawn to scale (A) Striated muscle fibre comprising numerous myofibrils in parallel (B)

section of a myofibril with band structures (A-band, I-band, H-zone, M-band) The sarcomere

is the myofibrillar structure measured from two consecutive Z-lmes (C) Schematic

representation of the filaments in a sarcomere Thm (actin) and thick (myosin) filament

mterdigitate, and myosin filament are connected to the 'zigzag' Z-lme structure by the titin

filaments In the M-region (M-band) the thick filaments are cross-linked by M-band proteins

(myomesm, M-protem, etc ) The length of thm and thick filaments remains roughly during

contraction (D) diagram of a single myosin II protein with tail, middle S2 portion and SI head

('cross-bridge') Adapted from (Rayment & Holden, 1994) (E) Section of a thm filament,

containing two F-actm helices, two tropomyosin strands (connected tropomyosin molecules)

each containing one troponin complex One troponin molecule (made up of three parts, TnC,

TnT, Tnl) and one tropomyosin molecule are associated with seven G-actm monomers

Adapted and modified from (Ebashi, 1974) (F) Fine structure of the titin (connectm) filament

The I-band portion of the giant titin molecule contains mamly Ig like domains and the unique

PEVK sequence, the A-band portion mainly Fn like domains The molecule is linked to the Z-

lme proteins (e g a-actinin) and the thm filament of the adjacent half-sarcomere

Active shortening and contraction in skeletal muscle originates from independent force generators,

the cross-bridges, between actin and myosin filaments. The leading observations supported the

concept of sliding filaments: (i) Electron microscopy images of fibres in rigor demonstrated the

existence of regular, flanking projections along the myosin filament (Huxley, 1953). Furthermore,

extraction of myosin demonstrated that these projections are part of the myosin filament (Hanson &

Huxley, 1953). (ii) The isometric force is proportional to the degree of filament overlap (Ramsey &

Street, 1940). (iii) The maximal shortening velocity is independent on the degree of filament

overlap, which is a prerequisite for the idea of independent force generators (Huxley & Julian,

1964). All subsequent studies supported these findings (Huxley, 1974).

To date numerous intensive structural and biochemical investigations have unveiled the

organisation of the proteins forming the cross-bridges and functional sites in the contractile

apparatus (Squire, 1981; Rayment et al, 1996). The molecular motor of the muscle system,

identified as the myosin II, consists of two globular heads attached to a long tail. It has a molecular

mass of approximately 500 kDa and is built from six polypeptide chains; two heavy chains (200

kDa each) and two sets of light chains (20 kDa each). The two heavy chains are connected by

forming a coiled coil which is almost 150 nm long. The remaining portion of the heavy chain is

associated with the two pairs of light chains (an essential and a regulatory light chain each) to form

the two globular heads. These myosin heads can be cleaved from the rest of the molecule by mild

proteolysis to yield the so-called subfragment-1 (SI). These fragments protrude into the inter-
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filamentary space and are anchored to the backbone of the myosin filament through the 95 nm end

of the tail, with the tail pointing towards the centre of the filament. The organisation of these

molecules in the filament is highly regular with a helical order and a periodicity of 42.9 nm and an

axial interval of 14.3 nm. Most importantly, the SI fragments contain the functional sites of the

molecule: the nucleotide binding site, the actin-binding site and the converter or lever arm. In the

literature they are often referred to as 'cross-bridges' or 'myosin heads'.

The thin filament is a construct of polymerised actin monomers (G-actin), forming two helical

strands of F-actin which are wound round each other with a pitch of 73 nm. The axial separation of

the G-actin monomers is 5.5 nm and the helical periodicity of the filament is 36.5 nm. Taken up by

this F-actin matrix are the regulatory proteins, consisting of tropomyosin (Tm) and troponin (Tn)

molecules. Tropomyosin lies in the grooves between the actin strands and covers seven pairs of G-

actin monomers, two for each strand. Between two Tm molecules lies a troponin complex, which is

compiled by a Ca2+ binding (TnC), an inhibitory (Tnl) and a Tm binding (TnT) subunit. Seven actin

monomers, one tropomyosin and one troponin molecule form a regulatory unit. Troponin I together

with tropomyosin inhibits the binding of myosin to actin (and the ATPase of myosin catalysed by

actin, see later), physically by blocking the myosin-combining site on actin. Because of its affinity

to calcium, troponin sensitises the thin filament to calcium; when troponin C is combined with

calcium, it is able to remove the inhibitory effects of tropomyosin and thus allows contraction

(Squire & Morris, 1998).

The sarcomere contains, in addition to thin and thick filaments, a filament composed of the giant

protein titin (also known as connectin, for a review see Tskhovrebova & Trinick, 2003). Titin was

discovered by Mayurama and Wang in the late seventies (Maruyama et al, 1977; Wang et al,

1979). It is a large molecule with a molecular mass of about 3.0-3.7 MDa. It anchors in the Z-disc

and extends to the M-band region of the sarcomere connected to thick filament. Titin is composed

mainly of two types of segments: the tandem Ig segments, consisting of serially linked

immunoglobulin-like (Ig) domains together with a smaller number of fibronecting-like (Fn)

domains, and the non-modular PEVK and N2A / N2B segment, which have a unique amino acid

sequence, located in the middle of the I-band. The Fn domains are confined to the section of the A-

band. The A-band section of titin seems to act as a ruler or template for the assembly of myosin

molecules (Trinick, 1994). The N2 region differs only between cardiac and skeletal muscle,

whereas the size of the Ig segments and PEVK region varies between all types of muscles. The

majority of titin's I-band region functions as a molecular spring and a random-coil configuration at

rest with a compact PEVK domain. The extensibility of this section was also shown to be

inhomogeneous, from random-coiled at rest, with straightening Ig domains at small stretches and

rubber-like straightening for large stretches (Labeit & Kolmerer, 1995; Gautel & Goulding, 1996).

This spring is assumed to maintain the structural arrangement of thick and thin filaments, and gives
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rise to passive muscle stiffness. The length of the PEVK region is found to be different in different

muscle types, which suggests its relevance for the elasticity and mechanical function (Bullard et al,

2002).

The Z-band in vertebrate striated muscle is an intriguing structure that tethers anti-parallel actin

filaments from adjacent sarcomeres into a tetragonal lattice (Vigoreaux, 1994). The Z-band serves

to transmit tension generated by muscular activity from sarcomere to sarcomere. The links

connecting anti-parallel actin filaments are probably formed by ot-actinin. The sarcomeric M-band

is thought to provide a link between the thick and the elastic filament (titin) systems. Only a few M-

band components, beside titin and myosin, have been identified to date. These include proteins like

myomesin and M-protein, which are thought to play a mainly structural role. Myomesin seems to be

an essential component ofthe M-band, since it is expressed in all types of vertebrate striated muscle

fibres investigated and can be found in its mature localisation pattern as soon as the first myofibrils

are assembled (Agarkova et al, 2003; Lange et al, 2005).

2.1.2 The Swinging Cross-Bridge Theory and the Lever Arm Hypothesis

In the late sixties the swinging-cross-bridge theory describing the structural changes during muscle

contraction was proposed by H.E. Huxley (1969). From EM studies and X-ray data he suggested

that a change in attachment angle of the globular SI head to actin is responsible for the strain of an

elastic component and force generation and relative movement between thin and thick filaments.

Thereby, the myosin cross-bridge first binds to actin in an initial conformation and then undergoes a

change in binding state to actin and a swinging motion that 'rows' the actin filament along. Yet, it

took more than a decade to provide first experimental evidence of cross-bridge movement (Huxley

et al, 1981b). However, large movements were only interpreted to come from the distal part of the

myosin cross-bridge moving as a lever arm. It gradually became clear that the movements seen in

diffraction studies are from a much smaller mass than the whole SI head (Cooke, 1986). Therefore,

the swinging cross-bridge was modified into a rotating-lever arm hypothesis. The understanding of

this movement has been maintained, although it has been resolved in more details (see Geeves et al

(2005) for a review). Two distinct structural states of the SI portion have been identified to be

involved in the force-generating conformational change ('power stroke'): The 'OPEN' state which

is presumably identical to the post-power-stroke state after ADP release and which is favoured by

actin binding in nucleotide free configuration, and the 'CLOSED' (rotated) state which is thought to

be the putative pre-power-stroke state and in which ATPase is enhanced. The transition from

'OPEN' to 'CLOSED' form involves a rotation of the converter domain through about 60°,

whereby the end of the lever arm moves through 10-11 nm along the actin helix, which is about the

expected magnitude of the power stroke. This large change is driven by a small (5 Â) change in the
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active site and amplified by gears in the converter domain. The transition from OPEN to CLOSED

state while bound to actin and moving the actin monomer along for -10 nm is termed 'power

stroke'. It is noteworthy that the myosin structure might be able to flop between the two states to

take up any intermediate state in response to external force (Burgess et al, 1997; Conibear et al,

2003). Still, it is not clear where exactly the compliant portion of the cross-bridge is located

(presumably S2), extension of which is responsible for the force production during the power

stroke.

2.1.3 ATP Hydrolysis Cycle and Actomyosin (Cross-Bridge) Kinetics

Skeletal muscle myosin, or more precisely the SI fragment, is a molecular motor that hydrolyses

ATP at a rate that is greatly accelerated by actin, but slowed down by high concentration ofADP or

Pl5 the products of the hydrolysis (actin-activated, product-inhibited ATPase). The kinetics of

actomyosin interaction, i.e. myosin SI binding to actin and forming cross-bridges, is based on two

fundamental biochemical properties: actin binding catalyses the ATP hydrolysis, and ATP binding

catalyses actin dissociation (Eisenberg & Moos, 1970). These principles govern a tight coupling

between the biochemical cycle and the mechanical events of bond formation, conformational

change and force generation of the actomyosin complex (Howard, 1997).

12 3a 3b 4 5 6 7

M+T — M-T — M#-T ~— M"-T — M"-D-Pj — M#-D-Pj — M#-D — M-D — M+D

Fig 2 2 The seven step Bagshaw-Trentham scheme of ATP hydrolysis

The major molecular events in the myosin ATPase mechanism were first proposed by Lymn &

Taylor (1971) and is now most commonly referred to as the seven step Bagshaw-Trentham scheme

of actomyosin ATPase (Bagshaw et al, 1974). This scheme has remained essentially unchanged

since its introduction (Fig. 2.2). Each ligand binding/dissociation event is described in a two-step

process, a diffusion-limited reaction followed by (at least one) irreversible conformational change in

the structure. The seven steps consist of a two-step association of ATP, hydrolysis of ATP to leave

ADP and Vl tightly bound to the protein, and a two-step Vl release followed by a two-step ADP

release (see Geeves et al (2005) for a review, and Sleep at al (2005) for most recent findings).

Each of these processes may be even more complex, since the conformational changes may

comprise several local changes in the structure. However, in most of the cases it is well

approximated by a two-step process.
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Three events in the kinetic cycle are discussed in more detail: the binding of myosin to actin, the

release of Pj in relation to the power stroke, and the strain-sensitive release of ADP.

(a) Actin Binding

Kinetically, docking of myosin to an actin filament in solution can be resolved into at least three

events (with '—' pointing to the resulting state in Geeves & Conibear, 1995): (i) initial complex

formation (— collision complex, weakly-bound state) (ii) stereospecific hydrophobic interactions

and rearrangement of the actin-Sl complex (— A-state, strongly bound, low-force state) (iii)

isomerisation involving a large volume increase and water displacement (— R-state, rigor state,

high-force state). Although the three events seem similar, they show differences in rates and

equilibrium constants with or without ADP and Pj. The conformational change in step (iii) has been

suggested to be closely related to the power stroke of ATPase cycle (Geeves et al, 1984). More

importantly, the key feature of the binding mechanism is that isomerisation in step (ii) results in a

major strengthening of the actin binding to myosin ('weakly' —> 'strongly' bound state) and

simultaneously a weakening of the nucleotide binding to myosin (Goody & Holmes, 1983).

(b) P, Release and Power Stroke

It has been suggested for a long time that the release of inorganic phosphate (?) and the force

generating event are closely related (see for example Hibberd et al (1985) and references therein).

To date, there is broad evidence that the SI conformational change called 'power stroke' occurs

prior to the release of Pj. Experimental evidence has been gained from mechanical studies on intact

and skinned fibres in variable environment (Millar & Homsher, 1990, 1992; Zhao & Kawai, 1994;

Coupland et al, 2001; Ranatunga et al, 2002), from caged-compound experiments on skinned

fibres (Dantzig etal, 1992), and Pj-step experiments on myofibrils (Tesi etal, 2000).

Experiments using a range of phosphate concentrations show that (i) force is depressed with

increasing [PJ with a sigmoidal dependence to log[PJ, (ii) the force/stiffness ratio increases linearly

with [PJ, (iii) force recovery phase of the tension transient induced by stretch (a 'stalling'

perturbation against cycle direction) of different amplitudes is sensitive to changes in [PJ so that the

initial tension decline becomes faster with increasing [PJ, which is not apparent in the tension

transients induced by length release (a 'forward' perturbation enhancing the cycle), and (iv) since

the force-generating step has been shown to be endothermic (Ranatunga, 1996, 1999; Coupland et

al, 2005), the Pj sensitivity of force is shifted towards higher force (to the right), whereas addition

of phosphate shifts the T-dependency of force towards lower force (to the left). Thus, all these

results are consistent with the scheme in which the rapid Pj release is preceded by the force-

generating step. However, the possibility that the Pj release coincides with or even precedes the

force generating step has also been considered (Pate & Cooke, 1989). This conclusion has been
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directly deduced from their finding that force decreases linearly with log[PJ. Tesi and co-workers

showed that at micromolar concentrations of Pj the force-log[PJ relation is fairly flat, but a non¬

linear relationship is present above millimolar concentrations, suggesting that Pj release follows

force generation.

Furthermore, Pj-step experiments with skinned fibres using caged Pj show that a step increase in [PJ

induces first a slow linear ('lag phase', phase 1) followed by a fast exponential decline in force, a

minor slow increase (phase 3) and a slow minor decrease (phase 4). It was reported that only the

rate (/f+Pl) and amplitude of the fast phase 2 clearly depends on the final [PJ. A simple one-step

process of Pj release and force-generation would result in a linear dependence of k+Pl and [PJ.

Because of its non-linear, saturating dependence found in caged-compound studies it is thought to

probe the kinetics of the force generating step attributed to an isomerisation between low-force-

generating and high-force-generating AMADP.Pj-states, which leads to the theory that the power

stroke precedes Pj release. In myofibrils step increase and decrease in [PJ show an asymmetry in the

rate of force change (ä+Pi » kPl), which is not expected from current models, and also that k.Pl «

kTR, the Ca2+-dependent rate constant of mechanically induced force redevelopment. Recently, it has

been suggested from experiments on myofibrils that ä+Pi (equivalent to the rate of phase 2

introduced above) is presumably dictated by sarcomere dynamics rather than by cross-bridge

kinetics (R. Stehle, personal communication). These findings challenge the models introduced by

the Homsher group.

(c) Strain-Sensitive ADP Release

MgADP is a product released later in the actomyosin ATPase cycle; it binds to nucleotide free

(AM) cross-bridge, potentiates active force (Lu et al, 1993), decreases maximum shortening

velocity and ATPase rate in muscle fibres (Seow & Ford, 1997) and in myofibrils (Tesi et al,

1999). In the early days, strain-sensitivity was attributed to the detachment of the cross-bridge and

has been proposed from efficiency considerations. For the energy of ATP hydrolysis stored in the

elastic link of the cross-bridge to be used more efficiently for filament sliding, the SI head must be

kept attached until the sliding of the filament is complete, but insofar that the spring is not

compressed. In isometric contraction the strained cross-bridge should have a long lifetime to

generate force. Both characteristics can be elegantly solved by considering a strain-sensitive

detachment in which the positively strained cross-bridge remains attached and ATPase is stalled,

whereas negative strain strongly increases the detachment rate (Huxley, 1957). The same

mechanism is responsible for the Fenn-effect (Fenn, 1924) which basically states that shortening

muscle (high detachment rate) liberates more energy and heat. However, it is known these days that

the affinity of ATP to bind to the nucleotide-free head is very high and millimolar concentrations

cause detachment of the cross-bridge (2nd order rate ~105 M'V1) (Goldman et al, 1984), therefore
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the cross-bridge being in the AM state just -1% of the cycle time. There is good correlation

between ADP release and shortening velocity. The most reasonable slow step before detachment

following the power stroke is the release of ADP. Unlike in solution studies in which P; release is

rate limiting, ADP release is considered to rate-limit the whole ATPase cycle of functioning muscle.

This step seems to fine-tune muscle efficiency. Furthermore, it has been shown in smooth muscle

myosin that the ADP state has two structurally distinct conformations (Whittaker et al, 1995). The

strain-sensitivity might be caused by a conformational change of the S1 portion prior to ADP

release, and this change is opposed to the load on the cross-bridge. So far, direct evidence has been

found only in slow muscle and non-muscle myosin. It is argued that despite the lack of evidence it

is universal for all myosins (for a review see Nyitrai & Geeves, 2004).

2.1.4 Regulation and Calcium Sensitivity

Calcium regulation of muscle contraction is mediated through the thin filament, which regulates

strong binding cross-bridges binding to actin. Structural and biochemical studies suggest the

existence of three states of the thin filament: (see Gordon et al (2000) and references therein) (i)

one in the absence of Ca2+ in which Tm 'blocks' cross-bridge access to thin filament binding sites

(ii) a second called the 'closed' state in which cross-bridges can weakly bind to actin and (iii) a

third called the 'open' state in which myosin can strongly bind to actin. Tm position on the actin

filament is regulated by the occupancy of Ca2+ binding sites on TnC, conformational changes

resulting from Ca2+ binding, and changes in the interactions among Tn, Tm and actin and as well as

by strong SI binding to actin. The movement of Tm over the actin surface increases the 'open'

probability of myosin binding sites on actins so that some are in the open configuration available for

myosin binding and cross-bridge isomerisation to strong binding, force-producing states. In the

presence of saturating Ca2+ the position of Tm is such that -20% of the actin sites at any time are in

the open state and -80% are in the closed state.

Research in muscle regulation is a wide field and has greatly advanced. To summarise briefly, the

most important findings of past research are: (i) Ca2+ binding to Tn/Tm exposes sites on actin for

myosin to bind (ii) The initial rate of force development depends mostly on the extent of Ca2+

activation of the thin filament and myosin kinetic properties (iii) A small number of strong binding

cross-bridges within a regulatory unit can 'activate' the actins in one unit and perhaps those in the

neighbourhood; this results in additional myosin binding and isomerisation to strongly bound states

(cooperativity) (iv) the cooperativity between neighbouring regulatory units contributes to the

activation by strong cross-bridges of steady-state force but does not affect the rate of force

development (v) Strongly attached and cycling cross-bridges can delay relaxation in skeletal muscle

in a cooperative manner.
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The initiation of isometric force upon increase in Ca2+ in a skinned (for methods see below) muscle

fibre was the first demonstration that Ca2+ activates contraction (Ebashi et al, 1969). The steady-

state relationship between [Ca2+] and force was shown to follow a saturating model, usually

described with the Hill formula

F =
%

^ (2.1)
n(pCac,Q% —pG'a)1 + 10

with pCa = — log10 [Ca2+] and where pCam% gives a measure of [Ca2+] required to attain 50% of

isometric maximal force (Donaldson & Kerrick, 1975). The parameter n gives a measure for the

cooperativity of Ca2+ activation, varying from -2 to 5-6 in skeletal and cardiac muscle (Brandt et

al, 1998).

From point (v) in the summary above we can conclude that the steady-state shortening velocity

should not depend on muscle activation because shortening velocity is directly related to the rate of

cross-bridge cycling and thus force development. This idea was tested several times by means of a

'slack test' (Julian, 1971; Edman, 1979; Julian et al, 1986; Vandenboom et al, 1998) and

confirmed only for forces greater than -10% isometric force. However, the effect appears to differ

in skinned fibres from that observed in intact fibres and depend on the distance of shortening. Yet,

there might be no discrepancy between the different studies since the shortening distances in intact

fibre experiments of Edman were much smaller than in the skinned fibre experiments.

2.1.5 Fibre Type Diversity

Muscles vary greatly in their time characteristics during contraction, a fact which is obviously

expressed in different shortening velocities. These differences are correlated with differences in the

ATPase activity of different myosin isoforms (Barany, 1967). Briefly, for skeletal muscle we refer

to twitch fibres of the distinct classes, which are related to different myosin heavy chain (MHC)

isoforms: (i) red-slow, type I (slow oxidative), slow fatigue-resistant (ii) red-fast, type IIa (fast-

oxidative-glycolitic), fast fatigue-resistant and (iii) white, type lib (fast-glycolitic), fast fatigue-

sensitive. An intermediate type IIx with properties between these of lib and IIa was also found (see

Schiaffino & Reggiani (1996) or Bottinelli (2001) for a review). Almost all skeletal muscles of

mammals are composed of twitch fibres, whereas some amphibian muscles are tonic with rather

slow contraction properties. Differences in the myosin ATPase pathways between fast and slow

skeletal muscle fibres have been investigated by Millar & Homsher (1992). The mammalian heart

contains two cardiac myosin isoforms: ot-myosin heavy chain (MHC) is found predominantly in the

ventricles of large mammals, and ß-MHC is expressed in the atria. It is well established that the
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unloaded velocity of shortening for an ot-MHC isoform is 2-3 fold greater than for a ß-MHC

isoform of the same species (see Schaub et al (1998) for a review).

2.2 Experimental Methods

This section gives an account of the used methods and techniques in current muscle mechanics

research. We comment on several important technical advantages and disadvantages of

preparations, of which some are mentioned later for the relevance ofthis work.

2.2.1 Experimental Preparations

To develop detailed understanding of molecular and cellular processes underlying muscle

contraction and its regulation, the characterisation of mechanical properties, the chemical identity

and structural features of all relevant cross-bridge states as well as the evaluation of kinetics of all

the cycle steps is pursued. As the emphasis of this investigation is mainly on the contractile event

itself, several small isolated preparation techniques were developed in past times. Thereby, the way

the nervous system selects and activates muscle motor units or how energetic requirements are met

is not considered, but still artificially guaranteed or controlled. We indicate briefly some of the most

widely used techniques and mention their limitations.

(a) Whole Muscle Preparations

Since the nineteenth century, intact whole skeletal muscle isolated from amphibian animals (frog or

toad) have been used widely by physiologists, because they can be kept in a living state in

physiological saline solution, and respond to electrical stimuli with contraction. An advantage of

whole muscle is the relative ease of dissecting without damage, and they are large enough that

measurements of force and displacement can be made with simple, robust transducers. Some of the

problems are:

• Differences in fibre type. Many muscles are known to contain fibres of several types differing

in their mechanical and biochemical properties. Measurements obtained with them are thus not

typical because of lack ofhomogeneity.

• Stimulation. In thick muscles stimulation might be a problem regarding sufficient activation

and damage. Fibres near the electrodes might be greatly affected.

• Diffusion limitation of02. In thick muscles the insufficient diffusion of oxygen to the middle

part ofthe muscle might generate a rigor core.
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• Effect ofpassive tissue. There are substantial passive structures in parallel with the fibres in

whole muscles, of which the mechanical properties are unknown. The passive tension may

therefore be high at long muscle length, while it might also be time and history dependent.

• Limitations in sarcomere length observation. In thicker muscles microscopic observation of

sarcomere length is restricted to surface fibres which may not be typical of those deeper in the

muscle. Light diffraction methods can only provide a mean value in a specific region.

(b) Isolated Intact Fibres

Single or small bundles of intact fibres are prepared by dissecting a freshly isolated muscle in saline

solution down to a small number of living fibres, still attached to the tendon parts. Such

preparations have been widely used since the nineteenth century, mainly from amphibian animals.

Among small preparations, intact fibres are thought to mimic best the conditions in vivo. They

respond to electrical stimuli with contraction and can be kept living, like whole muscle, for some

hours in physiological saline solution. Single intact fibres have the following advantages:

• Adequate stimulation, particularly twitch type contractions are possible.

• The preparation is likely to be more homogeneous regarding myosin isoform content than a

whole muscle.

• The mechanical, biochemical and energetic behaviour of different fibres can be compared with

each other as long as the fibre types are known.

• The distribution of sarcomere lengths within the preparation can be observed by laser

diffraction or microscopy.

The problems or limitations with intact fibres are:

• Experiments are more difficult because of the size of the preparations. The measurement tools

need to be more sophisticated.

• Fibre diameter might be a limiting factor because of the high stresses.

• Intact fibres are very robust regarding structural disorder compared to skinned fibres. However,

inhomogeneities in sarcomere lengths along the fibre length can be troublesome in some cases.

• There is a difficulty of modifying and precisely controlling the chemical and ionic conditions to

which the contractile proteins are exposed.

• The single fibre as a mechanical system with ten thousands of sarcomeres is a highly complex

network which can not be accounted for rigorously by modelling when interpreting

experimental data.
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(c) SkinnedMuscle Fibres

To overcome the limitations of chemical and ionic strength control in intact fibres, while keeping

the three-dimensional filament-lattice structures intact, various 'skinned fibre' preparations were

developed (see (Brenner, 1998) for a detailed review). These are isolated fibre preparations in

which membranes were removed or made highly permeable, either by dissection or by chemical

treatment, while the contractile system is left intact. Activation is directly controlled by an increase

of free calcium in the bathing solution. The first method for skinned fibre preparation was chemical

skinning with aqueous glycerol solutions (Szent-Györgyi, 1949), which also served as a method to

preserve skinned fibres at -20 °C for weeks. Mechanically skinned fibres were used to study effects

of calcium on isometric force (Hellam & Podolsky, 1969) or maximum shortening velocity

(Podolsky & Teichholz, 1970).

The early stages of preparation of the fibres are much easier than preparation for experiments with

intact fibres because damage to the surface membrane is of less importance and because only a

short segment ofthe fibre is usually required. Like in intact fibres most of the sarcomere lengths can

be monitored. The problems arising with skinned fibres are:

• An extra compliance might be introduced with the damaged regions of the fibre ends where it

is attached to the mechanical apparatus.

• Structural instability: one major problem is the tendency for progressively increasing disorder

during calcium activation. Evidently, removal of the surface membrane destroys, or removes,

some structures that tend to stabilise the organisation of the myofibrils.

• The composition of the bathing solution must be carefully chosen to properly meet the levels of

substrate and products of a physiological situation. To create an osmotic environment that

maintains the filament lattice spacing similar to that in vivo, the solution must contain high

molecular weight polymers, with e.g. Dextran (Godt & Maughan, 1977).

• Rapid kinetic measurements of the myosin ATPase are difficult with fibres, because time

resolution is restricted by the diffusion kinetics. The width of fibres is therefore limiting the

time needed for substrates or products to spread out equally inside the fibres and may be too

large for the kinetics studied.

• Regarding system complexity see intact fibres.

(d) Single Myofibrils

In the last decade, another system for kinetic and mechanical studies has been proposed: the

myofibril. The original myofibril preparation was developed by (Knight & Trinick, 1982). It

conserves the organisation of the muscle with a succession of sarcomeres and of thick and thin

filaments, and its contraction is sensitive to the calcium concentration of the bathing solution. With
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native myofibrils, ATPase can be studied in the resting mode (in a relaxing buffer containing a low

calcium concentration) or in unloaded shortening condition (in an activating buffer containing

calcium). Lately, mechanical studies on single myofibrils or bundles have become possible with the

advent of sophisticated force measurement techniques (Anazawa et al, 1992; Bartoo et al, 1993;

Colomo et al, 1997; Stehle et al, 2002a). These laboratories concluded that the overall myofibrillar

physiological properties do not differ much from those of fibres. An important advantage is that

myofibrils consist of a limited number of sarcomeres, which allows observing the behaviour of the

single sarcomere. Because of their small size (the diffusion distances are less than 2 um), single

myofibrils equilibrate with bathing solutions in less than one millisecond. Furthermore, the

preparation allows to study the contribution of myofibrillar and membranous structures to the

passive force development as well as a comparison between cardiac and skeletal muscle (Colomo et

al, 1997).

Serious problems have not been mentioned so far, presumably because the methods are still new.

However, it is questionable if the myofibril, as a structure isolated from its surrounding mechanical

and biochemical environment, still reflects the contractile properties observed in vivo. This can be

seen as advantage (the pure contractile apparatus) or disadvantage (the partly damaged contractile

apparatus).

2.2.2 Measurement Techniques

Doing research in muscle mechanics implies the measurement of the force (tension) and the length

of the whole muscle or specific parts like the fibre or myofibril. Either variable may be controlled

by the experimenter or made to follow a pre-determined sequence of changes, while the other

variable is monitored. Such control, sometimes called 'clamping', may be achieved by a variety of

different techniques: an isotonic lever or force-feedback-controlled motors enable the clamping of

active force generation while measuring (sarcomere) length changes and in particular shortening

velocity. Ramp length changes and fast length steps through piezo stacks and linear motors enable

the measurement of stiffness and force response to lengthening. More sophisticated length clamping

is achieved by monitoring a small selected region of a fibre at a given sarcomere length, allowing

the end parts to shorten or lengthen. With this method one can measure tension for a corresponding

uniform sarcomere length. By monitoring two markers on the fibre with a 'spot-follower', a servo

motor eliminated length changes between them (feed-back system) by pulling the tendon at one end

of the fibre. A similar technique can be implemented by laser diffraction or direct striation analysis

('striation follower') at two close regions of the fibre (bundle) and by performing 'differential

clamping'. The force response is then attributed only to the section in between the spots by

neglecting the dynamics in series.
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A common method to measure maximum unloaded shortening velocity is the 'slack test'. Thereby,

the preparation is rapidly released for a defined length step, causing force to drop to zero. While the

preparation actively shortens by the amount of the length step performed, the period from the time

point of step application until force redevelopment is measured. When force is redeveloping the

sample is prevented from shortening by the constant length of the motor. Length step divided by the

time period of unloaded shortening is calculated as maximum shortening velocity.

In the measurement of isotonic contractions, the tension exerted by the muscle is maintained

constant, usually by allowing it to lift a constant load, and its length change is measured. A pre¬

loaded contraction is one in which the muscle is loaded in the resting length and then stimulated.

This technique is not much used, since the pre-loading changes the initial length of the muscle,

which is probably not desirable. Instead, an after-loaded contraction is more often used, the muscle

is not loaded in rest, but when the stimulation starts it must lift a load in order to shorten. There is a

small delay between first stimulus and shortening, which increases with greater loads. A third way

of measuring isotonic contractions is by means of the isotonic release method. At the beginning of

the stimulation the muscle contracts isometrically, and at the maximum tension one end is released

to shorten against a constant load. Typically the tension falls abruptly to a lower level which is

equal to the load, and at the same time the muscle shortens immediately, before a steady isotonic

shortening takes place. In each method the isotonic phase shows the relation between force and

velocity.

In order to unveil the molecular mechanism of muscle contraction other perturbation methods

different from length and force steps have evolved during the last years, including T-jump

experiments using laser pulses, hydrostatic pressure changes and, most importantly, chemical

perturbation with either one of the chemical products of the ATPase (i.e., P1; ADP) using photolysis

of caged-compounds, and furthermore with [Ca2+] steps for activity control, and pH in fatigue

studies.

2.3 Mechanical Properties of Muscle

2.3.1 Energetic Studies of Fenn and Hill

The early experiments of A.V. Hill researched the effects of electrical stimulation on nerve

function, the mechanical efficiency of muscle and energy processes in muscle during recovery. In

1938 he published his most cited work on the heat production during active muscle shortening (Hill,

1938). He found in isotonic shortening experiments that the relation between developed force and

shortening velocity is non-linear and follows more or less the empirical equation
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(F + a)(v + b) = (F0+a)b (2.2)

with F being the force, F0 being the isometric force and v the measured velocity and F0 / a ~ 4 at

0°C (Fig. 2.3, left part). The power output, the product of force and velocity, has a maximum value

at 0.31 fmax. Hill and his colleague W.O. Fenn also demonstrated in heat measurement experiments

that muscle which shortens and does work, produces more heat than when it contracts isometrically

('Fenn-Effect') (Fenn, 1924). The shortening therefore liberates more energy in two accounts -

external work and additional heat (see also section 2.4.2). This increase of total energy liberation

flattens off at higher speeds of shortening. From data fitting and recalculations Hill obtained

roughly the same constant a as in Eq. (2.2). From this he derived a second empirical equation for

the rate of total energy liberation

E = Q + Fv = ab + av + Fv (2.3)

whereby a is called the thermal constant of shortening heat, ab is the activation heat and av is the

shortening heat. Hill showed later that the rate of energy liberation falls off more sharply with

increase of shortening speed than indicated in his 1938 paper; indeed, the rate passes through a

maximum when the speed of shortening is about 0.6t>max, indicating that the heat rate does not

increase linearly with shortening speed (Hill, 1964).

v/v„

power

-10 -0 8 -0.6 -0 4 -o.:

(shortening)

0 \ 0.2 0 4

(lengthening)

Fig. 2.3: Active force-velocity (F-V) relation for shortening (left, negative part) and

lengthening (right, positive part) and overlaid power-velocity curve (dashed). Axes are

normalised; the abscissa with vmax, and the ordinate with isometric force F0 and the power with

Pmax. Note the change in slope of the force at the axis origin.
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These experimental results suggested that the mechanics and heat observations are somehow linked.

However, the understanding of the biochemical basis of the force-velocity relation was to be

presented two decades after the first publication.

2.3.2 Early Experiments on Lengthening Muscle

Katz (1939) was the first to investigate systematically the relation between force and velocity

during stretch. His stretch experiments were isotonic as well. When a load greater than the isometric

force F0 is applied to a stimulated muscle, v is negative and the muscle lengthens. However, the

steady speed of lengthening is much smaller than would be expected from an extrapolation from

speeds of shortening at loads below F0 according to Eq. (2.2). The experimental results lie above a

smooth continuation of the force-velocity curve for shortening (Fig. 2.3, right part). In addition, the

muscle 'gives' when the load is first applied; the extent of this 'give', a transient lengthening, is

small when the load is only a little greater than F0 but becomes very large, simulating complete

relaxation, as the load approaches a value of approximately 2F0. This is also referred to as

'yielding' or 'yield point ofthe F-v relation'.

2.3.3 Steady Force and Length

If the sliding filament hypothesis is correct, and the force generation and the ability to shorten

depend on overlap between two sets of filaments, then all signs of active contraction should

disappear when muscle is stretched until there is no more overlap any more. This prediction was

first tested by A.F. Huxley & Peachey (1961). They found that in intact fibres of the frog the

sarcomeres did no longer shorten when stretched beyond about 3.5 um, which was also reported to

be approximately the length at which there was no overlap of the filaments, measured with electron

microscopy. This finding was confirmed in 1964 by Podolsky (1964) for skinned frog fibres,

reporting the sarcomere length with no overlap to be 3.6 um. Moreover, if the cross-bridges act as

independent force generators, then the isometric tension should be proportional to the degree of

overlap of the two filaments.

The problem of measuring the relation of tension with sarcomere length was that force has to be

measured on a whole fibre which may not be homogeneous along its length with respect to

sarcomere length. Nevertheless, it was solved by Gordon et al (1966) inventing the spot-follower

technique (see section 2.2.2). The findings were (see Fig. 2.4): (i) tension is zero from about 3.65

um and beyond, and the linear fall from 2.2 um to 3.6 um ('descending limb') shows that the force

is proportional to the degree of overlap, (ii) The 'plateau region' of constant tension between 2.0

um to 2.2 um indicates that no further overlap is achieved below 2.2 um. (iii) Below the plateau,
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Fig 2 4 Active force-length (F-L) relation of frog muscle and corresponding filament overlap

proposed by (Gordon et al, 1966) (A) Theoretical relationship of force to sarcomere length

(SL) derived from the sliding filament hypothesis Section a-b is termed 'descending limb',

section b-c 'plateau' and section c-e 'ascending limb' of the F-L relation (B) Proposed

situation of thm and thick filament overlap that correspond to the different sections

emphasised in A In case d more and more force that opposed active shortening is produced

due to the interaction of neighbouring thm filaments with cross-bridges (double overlap)

tension falls gradually with decreasing length down to about 1.65 um, then much more steeply,

reaching zero at about 1.3 um ('ascending limb'). Causes for the less steep drop were suggested to

be mechanical interference in the 'double overlap zone' where the ends of the thin filaments interact

with tension generation in the other half of the sarcomere. The much steeper drop below 1.65 um

was accounted for by the collision of the ends of the thick filaments with the Z lines, which

considerably increases the resistance to shortening. The tension falls to zero at 1.3 um, before the

thin filaments hit the Z line.

With the experiments of Gordon and co-workers the sliding filament hypothesis brilliantly passed

an important test of consistency. Similar experiments with newer techniques produced confirming
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results (Bagni et al, 1988). The force-length relation has also been measured for mammalian

muscle, e.g. rat (Stephenson & Williams, 1982; Elmubarak & Ranatunga, 1984; ter Keurs et al,

1984), mouse (Edman, 2005) and rabbit (Hilber et al, 2001), of which all results correspond to the

expected values from filament length measurements (Sosa et al, 1994). They showed that the

descending limb starts at -2.4 um. It is also known that cardiac muscle has force-length properties

different from skeletal muscle (Brady, 1991). Measuring the descending limb, however, is not easy

due to the high passive stiffness generated by titin at lengths -2.2 um (Julian & Sollins, 1975;

Kentish et al, 1986; Linke et al, 1994) (see also section 2.3.6).

2.3.4 Stiffness

Stiffness is defined as the length derivative of force and represents the pure elastic component of a

mechanical system. During active force generation fibre stiffness of muscle is generally determined

by performing small (-0.5%) rapid (<1 ms) length steps during contraction (see e.g. Huxley &

Simmons, 1971), measuring the rapid, instantaneous force increase and dividing it by the step

distance. Thus, by assuming the cross-bridges being independent force-generators (with constant

elastic element, 'Hookean'), fibre stiffness is considered to be proportional to the number of

strongly attached cross-bridges.

To identify changes in cross-bridge states in perturbation experiments with single fibres, both force

and stiffness are measured relative to the perturbation parameter (e.g. T, [PJ, [ADP]). A

proportional change in stiffness and force is generally associated with a change in the number of

cross-bridges, whereas a change in force given constant or non-proportional change in stiffness is

considered a redistribution of different force-generating states (Coupland etal, 2005).

A technique different from length step measurements is the sinusoidal length perturbation method

(Kawai & Brandt, 1980). It has been originally employed to observe the phenomenon of 'oscillatory

work' in insect muscle to mimic the natural work loop of these muscles (Pringle, 1967). In

subsequent data analysis the 'complex modulus' of the oscillatory work loop is extracted, of which

the real part is the elastic and the imaginary part the viscous modulus based on a viscoelastic model.

This method has been used to study a wide range of muscle types.

To date, there has been no need to assume a different than a Hookean stiffness for a single cross-

bridge and a complex dependency of cross-bridge force generation; experimental data more or less

fit with cross-bridge models assuming several different force-generating states (Coupland et al,

2005). Positive strain (lengthening) still poses problems to fit with current models (Lombardi &

Piazzesi, 1990; Piazzesi & Lombardi, 1995; Pinniger etal, 2005).
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2.3.5 After-Effects of Length Changes

Changes in muscle fibre length during contraction ('step' or 'ramp and hold' release / stretch) have

a great effect on force generation against external resistance. Force response is affected not only

during length change, but for a considerably long time after it. Important details of the force

response after length changes can be found in all time scales from microseconds to tens of seconds.

These after-effects will be discussed in the following subsections. Ramp (constant velocity) and

step (rapid) shortening and lengthening are discussed.

(a) Effects ofShortening

Releasing a muscle fibre during contraction and letting it shorten generally depresses force.

Depending on the speed and the amplitude of the release, force response can drop to zero; in this

case the fibre is slack, it buckles while being longitudinally compressed. Consequently, it shortens

at its maximum velocity for the distance (the release amplitude) set by the experimenter. Slower

releases cause the fibre to attain an intermediate, but non-steady force level. In the following we

mention some important findings:

• Edman (1980a) demonstrated that active shortening reduces the fibre's ability to produce force

over a relatively long time (800-900 ms) during tetanus and twitch. Explanation was found in

terms of cross-bridge kinetics and not in altered state of activation or fatigue. The rate of force

redevelopment after fast shortening is more reduced the greater the amount of shortening is.

• During the subsequent isometric period after loaded shortening the force rises to a level lower

compared to end-held contractions (Abbott & Aubert, 1952; Edman et al, 1993; Herzog &

Leonard, 1997), which is referred to as force depression following shortening. Unloaded

shortening does not cause force depression. Edman et al (1993) showed that force depression

is closely associated with non-uniform sarcomere behaviour along the muscle fibre. They

showed that shortening of a length-clamped segment caused no force depression.

• Morgan et al (1991) conducted shortening experiments with frog muscle to determine the

force-length relation by imposing overall shortening at velocities sufficient to ensure that all

sarcomeres were shortening. In this way they minimised sarcomere length non-uniformity, i.e.

lengthening and shortening of in-series sarcomeres occurring e.g. during isometric contractions.

The tension during shortening at different initial sarcomere lengths and shortening velocities

resulted in force-length relationships with a common intercept (zero force) at 3.65 um.

Interestingly, tension during ramp shortening was not steady, as suggested by current models.

• Ramp (constant) shortening does not induce steady force (following a short, rapid transient

decrease) as suggested by two-state kinetic cross-bridge models (see e.g. Maréchal & Plaghki
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(1979), Herzog et al (1998), Schachar et al (2002), and references therein), in contrast to

force-clamped experiments in which steady shortening is attained.

(b) Effects ofLengthening

Stretching a muscle fibre during contraction enhances force to levels 2-3 times the maximum

isometric force, although the energy liberation and ATP hydrolysis is lower than in isometric and

shortening muscle. The force response during stretch is not a mirror ofthat during release (with

identical amplitude and velocity). Generally, stretch-induced force increase is less well understood

than response to release. The following observations and models have been reported:

• After stretching has ceased there is a rapid decline in force for a period of -1 s (at low

temperature). Then the force is maintained at a more steady level, which may be in excess of

that produced under isometric or fixed-end conditions at the same length as that reached in the

stretch (Hill, 1977; Julian & Morgan, 1979a).

• Julian & Morgan (1979a) show that shortening and lengthening can occur simultaneously in

different segments of a fibre. They measured marker distances on a fibre during and after

stretch, and observed continuous lengthening of the centre part, and presumably shortening of

the ends, which was, however, not monitored.

• The extra steady force produced after stretching, termed 'residual force enhancement', occurs

even in the absence of the movements within a fibre segment. It is observed only when muscle

is stretched to sarcomere lengths greater than 2.25 um (frog muscle). Stretching to lengths less

than 2.25 um causes the force to fall to a value obtained in a fixed-end isometric contraction

(Hill, 1977; Edman et al, 1982).

• Morgan (1990) proposed that lengthening of muscle at a velocity beyond the 'yield point' in

the force-lengthening velocity relation (2-3 times isometric force, see Katz, 1939) would lead

to undamped and uncontrolled elongation of weak sarcomeres ('sarcomere popping'), one after

another from the weakest to the strongest, so that force in them would then be transmitted by

the passive scaffold of the sarcomere. Talbot & Morgan (1996) provided electron indirect,

microscopical evidence from fixed fibres. It is generally recognised that such lengthening leads

to a number of consequent predictions (Morgan, 1990, 1994; Talbot & Morgan, 1998) like

residual force enhancement after stretch or right-shift of the force-length relationship.

• In recent years the group of Herzog has extensively investigated the phenomenon of force

enhancement after stretch (see Herzog (2005) for a review), and has ruled out and proposed

several mechanisms. They showed that force enhancement is associated with an increased

stiffness of the muscle (Herzog et al, 2003), a decrease in the rate of force relaxation (Rassier

et al, 2003c) and an increase in passive force (Herzog & Leonard, 2002; Herzog et al, 2003).
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The most recent proposed mechanism responsible for the force increment is associated with

'tuning' ofthe mechanical (viscoelastic) properties of titin during Ca2+-release

• In different studies the same group ruled out sarcomere inhomogeneity as possible mechanism

to cause at least partly the residual force enhancement after stretch by arguing that a) steady

force after stretch should not exceed isometric force at optimum length (Rassier et al, 2003c),

and b) force enhancement should not occur on the plateau and ascending limb (Herzog &

Leonard, 2002). Direct evidence in terms of individual or average sarcomere length, however,

has never been delivered.

• Lombardi and colleagues performed instantaneous stiffness measurement during steady

lengthening at different velocities, and found that stiffness was 10-20% higher than at the

plateau of isometric tetanus (Lombardi & Piazzesi, 1990; Piazzesi et al, 1992). They

interpreted force transients during steady lengthening on the basis of cross-bridges, introducing

a fast pathway of detachment and reattachment without hydrolysis of ATP; the findings were

(i) increase in steady force with lengthening is mainly due to cross-bridge extension, (ii) the

number of attached cross-bridges is slightly increased during steady lengthening to a value that

is not influenced by lengthening velocity. The experimental findings were in agreement with a

model including a fast detachment process in an early stage of the cross-bridge cycle (see also

2.5.4(c)).

• In a recent study Pinniger at al. (2005) proposed that during ramp stretch cross-bridges undergo

a reversal of the power stroke to a state with less strain and lower force; in force transients

during ramp stretch they identified an early break (Fj) at <10 nm/hs length change which was

linearly dependent on velocity, and a second inflection (F2) after -18 nm/hs independent of

velocity. They claimed that the initial steep force increase arises from increasing strain of all

attached cross-bridges and that the Ft break reflects the tension loss due to the original post-

stroke heads executing a reverse power stroke. Modelling revealed that the F2 break occurs at

the time when the last of the heads that were attached at the start of the ramp become detached.

The proposed mechanism of reversal working stroke contrasts with the fast parallel, forward

cycle of attachment-detachment introduced by Lombardi and co-workers.

(c) Rapid Fransients after step perturbation

The term 'transient' is used to refer to the changes in force or length observed after step

perturbation, that is, a sudden and rapid change in force or length. A general description of the force

transients is given by Ford et al. (1977), a study based on experiments with single fibres from frog

anterior tibialis muscle.
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• A (positive or negative) length step causes a force transient with four distinct phases; phase 1,

the instantaneous change during the length step; phase 2, a recovery of force during 2-5 ms

back towards its initial value; phase 3, the slowing or reversal of the recovery of force from

phase 2 (10-50 ms); phase 4, the further slow recovery towards the original force level.

Association to cross-bridges and model views are outlined in section 2.5.3 which discusses the

Huxley-Simmons 1971 formalism.

• Phase 2, which is closely associated to the power stroke, has been analysed extensively

(Fortune et al, 1989; Davis & Rodgers, 1995a; Linari et al, 1998) and separated in two distinct

components (fast 2a and slow 2b, see e.g. Davis & Rodgers, 1995b), of which phase 2b is

sensitive to temperature and different other perturbations (see Table 1 in Ranatunga et al,

2002). The later phases 3 and 4 in the force recovery after step length changes are considered to

be governed by the concurring kinetics of detachment (phase 3) and reattachment of cross-

bridges to de-novo cycling (phase 4), which are suggested to be closely coupled to biochemical

events of Pj and ADP release (Davis & Rodgers, 1995b).

• In force-clamped experiments a step reduction in force after isometric force development

causes a complex, multi-phase transient prior to steady shortening (Civan & Podolsky, 1966);

an instantaneous length decrease (from overall elasticity) followed by shortening at a velocity

higher than the late steady velocity, which is associated with the power stroke. In the 3rd phase

the shortening slows down before the final steady velocity is reached.

• Compared to length-step experiments a force-controlled transient is free from the influence of

filament compliance (Piazzesi et al, 2002a) and presumably also free from large non-

uniformities in sarcomere length (Denoth et al, 2002). The fast transient shortening is

attributed to the power stroke. Piazzesi et al showed that the distance of the power stroke is

shorter at higher loads, with a minimum of 4 nm at 80% resting force and reaching 7 nm at

load-free shortening.

2.3.6 Passive Force Generation and the Role of Titin

It is known for more than a century that resting striated muscle is elastic at a long range and exhibits

velocity dependent (viscoelastic) properties. Resting force has been early shown to evolve on the

sarcomeric level (Maruyama, 1976; Maruyama et al, 1977; Wang et al, 1979). A comparison of

tension-strain characteristics of whole muscle and single fibres of the frog semitendinosus muscle

has shown that resting elasticity is resident in the myofibrils, and it has been argued that the

contribution of connective tissue (membrane) is considerable only at sarcomere lengths beyond -3.8

um. Horowits & Podolsky (1987) have suggested from EM studies that resting tension basically

derives from the titin (connecting) filament.
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Linke et al. (1996) showed that if a resting muscle myofibril is stretched, a force is measured that

increases slightly first before it rises steadily in a higher power relation as the sarcomere length

reaches 2.5-3.0 um, depending on the muscle type (soleus, psoas, cardiac). This tension rise was

attributed mainly to the sequential unfolding of the Ig and PEVK domains of the titin molecules,

which are supposed to have a different stiffness. The difference in the lengths where tension

increases greatly was explained with different lengths of the segments, mainly the PEVK segment

being much shorter in cardiac than in soleus muscle (Granzier & Labeit, 2002). Appropriate passive

mechanical properties in different muscle types are considered to be important for sarcomeric

stability during contraction (see Horowits & Podolsky, 1987, 1988).

Folding and mechanical properties of the whole titin molecules and its component parts have been

explored in detail during the last years (Kellermayer et al, 1997; Tskhovrebova et al, 1997; Li et

al, 2001). It has allowed measurement of enthalpic and entropie forces that maintain the structure

and conformation. Granzier et al (1997) used a common mechanical model for filaments, namely

that of a wormlike chain (WLC) with entropie elasticity (an 'entropie spring'1), to describe the

(elastic) mechanical properties of titin. The titin molecule is assumed to behave like two wormlike

chains in series, corresponding to the Ig domain and the PEVK domain. The force F for a WLC is

related to the fractional extension z/L by the following relationship after Marko & Siggia (1995):

kBT L 4(l-z/LJ 4

where £ is the persistence length, kB Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, z is the

end-to-end length and L is the contour length. The persistence length is a measure of the chain's

bending rigidity, and the contour length is equal to the end-to-end length when the filament is

completely stretched with infinite force (Boal, 2002). The PEVK and Ig domains have different

persistence lengths, which determine the fractional extensions, since both domains have to bear the

same force. The PEVK region has the lowest stability and extends (unfolds) first. The N2B region

in cardiac isoforms is only marginally more stable than the PEVK regions and extends subsequently

1
The term 'entropie spring' can be explained as follows Any configuration available to a system, be it a

polymer or a gas in a container, can be characterised by its energy, although more than one configuration may
have the same energy This number of possible configurations affects the behaviour of the system

Mathematically speaking, a system at fixed volume minimizes its free energy E
— TS rather than its energy

E, where S denotes entropy Entropy increases logarithmically with the number of possible configurations A

completely straightened filament has only one possible configuration, whereas a filament allowed to wave has

a large number of possible configurations This means that the entropy of a filament must decrease as it is

stretched from its equilibrium length, however, systems do not spontaneously lower their entropy, all other

things being equal Because of this thermodynamic principle, a force must be applied to the ends of the

filament to pull it straight and the filament is elastic by virtue of its entropy
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(see Tskhovrebova & Trinick (2003) and references therein). The likelihood for Ig and Fn domains

to unfold during physiological lengthening is relatively low (Goulding et al, 1997) but can not be

excluded completely.

Dynamic force response from single resting muscle fibres to a ramp stretch can be resolved in at

least three components; a pure viscous (Ft), a viscoelastic (F2) and an elastic (F3) component

(Bagni et al, 1992, 1995; Mutungi & Ranatunga, 1996c, b; Ranatunga, 2001). These components

were identified on the basis of their stretch velocity dependence. It has been further proposed that

the underlying structural components are a) drag resistance between thick and thin filaments (which

are in solution) for Ft and b) the extension of the titin filament and other cytoskeletal filaments for

F2 and F3. Ranatunga (2001) estimated the contribution of filaments in a half-sarcomere to force

during stretch, separately for the Ft to F3 components, by considering structural and geometric

parameters. Elastic and viscous / viscoelastic properties of single titin molecules determined in

other studies (Kellermayer et al, 1997; Tskhovrebova et al, 1997) have been included; however,

upper estimates are approximately 5-10 times too small to account for experimentally observed

force responses in fibres. Beside the contribution of membrane filaments, an inter-filamentary

interaction might contribute to passive force considerably, as was first suggested in an m-vitro study

(Li et al, 1995); actin filaments slide slower on a myosin coated surface if titin fragments are

added, indicating that actin and titin interact.

Linke et al (1997) have demonstrated that by selective extraction of actin (with a Ca2+-independent

gelsolin, a digestive method) in resting cardiac myofibrils the stiffness deceased by more than 50%.

On the other hand, m-vitro assays with modular titin fragments from the I-band region (PEVK and

some Ig segments) with F-actin did not show interaction. They concluded from these results that

titin-actin interactions only take place in the Z-line flanking region. However, in a later study the

same group argued that actin-titin interaction in m-vitro motility assays is modulated by [Ca2+], and

that it may be the source of viscous drag force, mainly from the PEVK region (Kulke et al, 2001).

Similar results of interaction have been found for skeletal muscle titin (Gutierrez-Cruz et al, 2001;

Linke et al, 2002).

Recently, Labeit et al (2003) have shown that titin-based force increases with [Ca2+] in mouse

skeletal muscle fibres even if actin filaments were extracted with gelsolin. In single molecule

experiments they found that Ca2+ can directly influence titin by reducing the persistence length of

the PEVK region. Therefore, titin stiffness may increase upon activation through interaction with

actin or directly by a calcium-dependent conformational change in the PEVK region. These

findings, in turn, complicate the analysis of force transients during active stretch; identification of

Ca2+-activated force contribution of cross-bridges and of other filamentous structures is not unique

anymore (Pinniger et al, 2005).
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Fig 2 5 Sigmoidal relationship of active force and temperature Force is normalised to active

isometnc force (F0) at body temperature For simplicity the scale of the abscissa denotes

temperature in °C and reciprocal absolute temperature 103 K/T Adapted from Ranatunga

(1994)

2.4 Thermodynamic Properties of Muscle

It has been known for almost a century that force generation and shortening characteristics are

highly dependent on temperature. From the experiments of Hill it has been recognised that muscle

produces heat during contraction and shortening. These two aspects have been further investigated

in experiments where thermodynamic conditions are either externally controlled or measured as

response ofthe muscle.

2.4.1 Temperature Dependence and Force Response to T-Jumps

The maximal isometric force during muscle contraction is sensitive to temperature and increases

-2-fold in warming from 10 °C to more physiological temperature (>30 °C, see Ranatunga (1994)

and references therein). The relation of tetanic force and reciprocal absolute temperature is

sigmoidal with half-maximal level at 10-12°C (Fig. 2.5). Similarly, the maximum rate of force

development and the maximum shortening velocity decreases with cooling (Ranatunga, 1982); Q10

-1.88 and -1.76 for fast (e.d.l.) muscle, and Qi0 -2.07 and -1.74 for slow (soleus) muscle have

been reported for shortening velocity and rate of force rise, respectively2. Temperature perturbation

2

Qio is the temperature coefficient for 10 °C, the quotient of a measured value (e g force, velocity) at two

different temperatures separated by 10 °C
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('T-jump') is an obvious technique to study the underlying mechanism of the temperature sensitive

force generation, in particular the identification of the responsible step in the ATPase pathway

(Davis & Harrington, 1987; Goldman et al, 1987; Bershitsky & Tsaturyan, 1992). A T-jump

induces a force rise with characteristic time course in active muscle fibres, and a component of it

represents endothermic force generation, i.e. force rise occurs when heat is absorbed. The time

course of T-jump force is characteristically different in slow and fast skeletal muscle fibres

(Ranatunga, 1996) and in cardiac muscle (Ranatunga, 1999), and is sensitive to [PJ, indicating that

the endothermic step of force generation is closely coupled to Pj release (see 2.1.3(b)). The

sigmoidal relation between isometric force and reciprocal temperature is shifted to the left with

increased [PJ, whereas increased level of MgADP shifts it to the right (lower temperatures).

Furthermore, increased [ADP] slows down the T-jump induced force rise, in contrast to increased

[PJ which enhances the kinetics (see Coupland et al (2005) and references therein).

2.4.2 Heat Production, Energy Storage and Efficiency

The study of chemical, mechanical and thermal energy liberation and absorption are essential to

understand different functions of muscle, which are (i) motor (ii) brake (iii) spring (iv) storehouse

(v) heater and (vi) battery (see Woledge et al (1985) for a review). Here, we discuss some thermo-

mechanical properties only. In end-held contractions during the rise in tension upon activation work

(w) is done by the muscle against series compliance, but once the tension reaches its plateau, work

is negligible. However, energy is continuously liberated in form of heat (h). During shortening the

heat rate is higher than in the period when the muscle is isometric (Hill, 1938). The energetic

characteristics of muscles during shortening are strikingly different from those during lengthening.

During shortening the force output is decreased, the rate of ATP usage is increased and mechanical

work is performed (Barclay et al, 1993). In contrast, when muscle is lengthened, its force output

increases, its rate ofATP hydrolysis decreases and the muscle has work done on it (Constable et al,

1997; Linari et al, 2003).

Energy balancing revealed that during stretch the total amount of energy in form of heat (produced

by the muscle) and work (done from outside) declined; this suggests that energy is absorbed and

stored by the muscle during stretch. Linari et al demonstrated in a thorough study that up to 56% of

the work done during stretch can be stored in a muscle fibre. The rate of energy storage was up to

nine times the rate of isometric energy production; it increased with velocity of stretch and does not

seem to saturate. After the end of stretch energy is rapidly released (40-50 ms time constant). They

concluded that, although some structures in series to the cross-bridges can store mechanical energy,

the sum including cross-bridge energy is much less than the observed maximum. It is argued that
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transverse structures could store the remaining energy. However, the storage could have important

implications in locomotion in which agonist and antagonist are co-activated for short periods.

The ratio of work to energy output (w I w + h) is called 'mechanical efficiency' as first introduced

by Hill (1938), and should be clearly distinguished from thermodynamic efficiency (work / free

energy output) described by Wilkie (1960). Furthermore, it should be noted that the enthalpy w + h

consists of two parts only one of which, a free energy change, can be converted into work.

Understanding muscle efficiency demands available information about the nature of the chemical

reaction behind muscle contraction to determine free energy and entropy changes.

2.5 Contraction Models

The aim of this section is to review the model concepts before and after the advent of the sliding

filament hypothesis (SFH). We will concentrate on four landmarks in muscle modelling, of which

the first is pre- and the others are post-SFH concepts: A.V. Hill's early three component model,

Huxley's 1957 formalism, and the Huxley-Simmons 1971 model. In the last subsection we will

briefly mention other models of which some are based on the Huxley 1957 and 1971 formalism but

extended by considering novel biochemical processes.

2.5.1 The Hill Model

The earliest model formulations stemmed from the suggestions that muscle acts like a stretched

spring. A further suggestion was that the spring was damped by viscous forces (Hill, 1922; Gasser

& Hill, 1924), which arose from experiments in which a muscle was being stretched and released to

the same length, but in which final force was not identical unlike in simple spring. Levin &

Wynman (1927), working colleagues of A.V. Hill, showed that a simple viscous spring was

insufficient, instead it should be represented by a series elasticity with a damped spring, in which

tension does not drop to zero after small length changes as would occur with only a damped spring.

In his path-breaking work A.V. Hill (1938) suggested that muscle could be adequately represented

by an 'active' contractile component (CC) whose properties were such that its behaviour could be

described by Eq. (2.2), relating force to velocity, in series with an undamped spring, known as the

'series elastic component' (SEC). This two-element model (Fig. 2.6 A) differed from the

viscoelastic model in that the velocity dependent contractile component is active. Since in relaxed

muscle the contribution of CC to force is negligible, but large extensions of relaxed muscle do result

in considerable force, a third element in parallel to the two others, the 'parallel elastic component'

(PEC), was added (Fig. 2.6 B). The relationship between force and length for this element was

simply that found experimentally in relaxed muscle. However, it was assumed that at normal body
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A B

cc SEC

CC SEC

lAMAr
PEC

Fig 2 6 Hill models of contracting muscle (A) Single stranded model containing a contractile

component (CC) in series with a serial elastic component (SEC) This model does not account

for passive forces (B) Two-stranded model comprising the strand in A and a parallel elastic

component (PEC) to account for passive force

length the PEC does not contribute to force of muscle and could be ignored, resulting in a two-

element model. The length-tension (force) curve of the SEC can be determined, given the PEC, by

applying quick stretches and releases and measure immediate force response.

The three-element model of Hill is capable of describing many of the results from striated muscle

experiments, both mechanical and thermal, fairly accurately and it is easy to understand. However,

it does neither relate the two series elasticises structurally, nor does it invoke any mechanism

underlying the properties of the CC. Furthermore, the model can not account for both isotonic

release experiments and isometric force redevelopment following a step release with the same

parameters (Jewell &Wilkie, 1958).

2.5.2 Huxley's 1957 formalism

A.F. Huxley's mechanical model and mathematical description based on the sliding filament

hypothesis was highly successful (Huxley, 1957). The essentials of the model are illustrated in Fig.

2.7. It shows a section of the two types of filaments with one active site. During shortening the actin

filament moves to the right. An active site M on the myosin filament oscillates by thermal agitation

backward and forward along the length of the filament, but is restrained by elastic elements on each

side. Its equilibrium position is denoted by O. An active site A is on the actin filament, at a

longitudinal distance x from O. The A and M sites can attach to each other, forming a cross-bridge

M-A, of which the reaction has a rate /. When this is taking place, the tension in the elastic element

will be exerted on the actin thread. The cross-bridge can be broken by combination of the M site

with ATP, forming ATP-M + A, the reaction proceeding with a rate g. Finally the system is reset so

that the first reaction can occur again, by dissociation of M-ATP and splitting off the high energy

bond, producing M + ADP + P,.
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LJ-VVVW-pnA/VVV-LJ

thin filament

Fig. 2.7: Essential components and assumptions made by A.F. Huxley. (A) The cross-bridge

(M) is attached through springs to the thick filament and wiggles around an equilibrium

position (O). It can bind to a actin binding site denoted A. (B) Piecewise linear probability

functions of attachment (J) and detachment (g) with respect to the distance x from equilibrium

O to actin binding site A. The abscissa is normalised to a characteristic length h. Adapted

from Huxley (1957).

The rates of attachment and detachment are assumed to depend on the position of the A site with

respect to O. One of the central points in Huxley formalism is the choice of these strain-dependent

rate functions. First assumptions were as follows: /is zero when x is negative, and increases with

increasing x up to the point h, beyond which it is zero again; g has a very high constant value for

negative x (see section 2.1.3(c) ), but is zero at O and is increasing slowly with increasing x, being

much smaller than /. The choice of/and g in a manner shown above makes sense for a mechanism

that is supposed to shorten. The region where the combination of M and A can occur is on the right

of O, so that the tension in the elastic element is in the shortening direction. There is all the time a

chance that the link will be broken, since g is finite everywhere, but the chance is small until the

group passes O. g then increases greatly and the combination breaks, preventing the tension in the

elastic link, which is now in the reverse direction, from holding up the shortening. At high rates of

shortening, a large proportion of the links will not be broken in time to prevent a resistance from

being generated in this way (high efficiency). The speed of shortening of an unloaded muscle

reaches its maximum when this resistance just equals the force produced by links to the right of O,

leading to zero external force.

The mathematical formulation of Huxley's formalism is roughly summarized as follows. Suppose a

number of active sites all with A at the same position relative to O, i.e. all having the same value of

x. Let n be the proportion of these sites that are attached to the corresponding M sites. Then the

change in time of n is given by the reaction rates, hence

(1 - n) f (x) - n g (x) (2.5)
dn dn dx dn

dt dx dt dx
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where v is the shortening velocity, i e the velocity with which the actin is sliding past the myosin

filament To find the tension in the muscle, one can assume that the elastic element obeys Hook's

law (see also 2 3 4) with a stiffness k Then the average value of work done by one cross-bridge

while shortening of the muscle is proportional to

oo

I n(x,t) kx dx (2 6)

and the corresponding average force is obtained by dividing this by the length step of working

stroke / (the length between two A sites) The total tension in the muscle is the sum of the forces

generated by the cross-bndges within one half-sarcomere (the forces generated in two halves of a

sarcomere, and in other sarcomeres along the length of the muscle, are in series and therefore not

additive), divided by the unit area, be m the number of cross-bridges per unit volume, and s the

sarcomere length, then the number of cross-bndges per unit area is \ms ,
hence the tension Tis

msk
T (t) = I n (x, t) x dx (2 7)

So far the formulation does not depend on the assumption of the rate functions / and g The total

rate of energy liberation is given by the energy e of one ATP hydrolysis and the frequency at which

A sites are presented to each M site, which is vi
1
Then the total rate of energy liberation per unit

volume is

oo

E(t) = —J(l-n(x,t))f(x)dx (2 8)

To get analytical solutions for this model, Huxley assumed easy linear step-functions for /and g as

follows (see Fig 2 7 5)

x < 0 f = 0,g = g2

0 < x < h f = /rr / h, g = gxx / h (2 9)

h < x / = 0, g = gxx j h

with the constants / greater than gt and g2 much greater than / Solving the differential equation

and integrating, he obtained for the tension by assuming steady state
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T
msk h2

21 /+Ä 2

V_
v

V 1+1
/i+5i

v
(2 10)

introducing F = 2vs
*

the rate of shortening in muscle lengths per second, and V0 = (/ + gx)hs
x

Similar calculations would lead to the total energy liberation E and the rate of liberation of heat,

which is E — FV for a force F A companson of above formula with Hill's relationship of

shortening muscle (Hill, 1938) allowed Huxley to determine some constants He found that

2e
0 75

/i+5i

_3_
16 /i+5i

3 919 (2 11)

assuming that aF0
1
= 0 25 as was found by Hill Matching the two relationships showed that the

discrepancy of the two curves was in the range of the expenmental error of the observations on

which Hill based his relationships

2.5.3 The Huxley-Simmons Model

In the beginning of the seventies A F Huxley and Simmons (1971) observed that the rapid recovery

of tension after quick release or quick stretch of frog muscle is asymmetnc, and interpreted their

findings in terms of a unitary force-generating transition in myosin after binding to actin Their

observations constituted evidence for the 'swinging cross-bndge' model of muscle contraction (see

2 1 2), which is the basis of their model The events in force transients due to a quick step length

change fall in four distinct phases (Huxley, 1974) The typical response in force showed first a large

tension drop (T) simultaneously with the length step (phase 1), thereafter a quick recovery (phase

2) to an intermediate level (T2), a penod of a few milliseconds in which force recovery is stalled or

even reversed at large steps (phase 3) followed by a final slow recovery to the onginal force level

before the length change (phase 4) (Fig 2 8 A, B) The interpretation of the first two phases was

based on a two-element model with a pure elastic component ( Tt) in senes with an element with

elastic and viscous properties, causing an intermediate force level while shanng the imposed length

change ( T2) Progressively decreasing the filament overlap pnor to imposing a step length change

showed that the response to an absolute step length change were altered in proportion to the

filament overlap and thus the number of cross-bndges Huxley and Simmons concluded that the two

components (at least the greater part ofthe elasticity) must lie in the cross-bndges themselves
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Fig 2 8 Essential findings and model assumptions made by A F Huxley and Simmons (A)

Length and force for a small step decrease in length y of a tetamsed muscle fibre Force

initially drops synchronously with the length change (phase 1, Tx), then rapidly recovers

(phase 2), reaching an early plateau (phase 3, T2) and slowly returns to the original level

(phase 4, T0) The duration of the length step is less than 1 ms (B) Plots of the instantaneous

force at the end of the length step ( Tx) and early recovery ( T2) Dots denote measured values,

the theoretical course is outlined (C) Proposed cross-bridge movement during fast step

perturbation In the case shown here the SI head has two stable positions, and a transition

between these two positions involves a change in angle 9 with respect to the actm filament,

and strain of the spring K The model does not involve attachment / detachment (D)

Hypothetical potential energy of the head for the two positions (top curve), the spring (middle

curve), resulting in a staircase-like total energy (bottom curve) with respect to the head angle

9 The stable positions are governed by energy 'troughs' Adapted from Huxley & Simmons

(1971)
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Phase 2, the quick recovery of force, is the aspect Huxley and Simmons have been paying most

attention. Their key assumptions for the model were as follows: i) the movement by which the

cross-bridge performs work while attached takes place in a small number of steps passing a series of

stable positions with progressively lower potential energy, and ii) each cross-bridge has a pure

elastic component (K located in the S2 portion) allowing it to shift between the stable positions

without simultaneous relative movement of the thick and thin filaments. These stable positions are a

small number s of combining sites on the head (Mi, M2 etc.) and on the actin molecule (Ai, A2, etc.)

with decreasing affinity for higher indices. The sites are placed so that always two consecutive pairs

are simultaneously attached, while a rotation of the head by 6 leads to detachment of the first of the

pair and attachment of the following new site (Fig. 2.8 C). Once the myosin head has reached the

(s-l)th stable position it can detach from actin. The energy landscapes of the attachment sites and of

stretching the elastic link are shown in Fig. 2.8 D. The overall potential energy diagram consists of

a series of steps separated by nanow troughs at the position where two of the sites are attached

simultaneously (stable positions) and the energy for stretching the elasticity K. Additional

assumptions to simplify further calculations are: iii) detachment and re-attachment are slow; iv)

filaments are rigid; v) the elasticity linking the head with the myosin backbone obeys Hook's law;

vi) (s = 3), i.e. there are two stable positions in which a cross-bridge spends equal amounts oftime

during isometric steady-state; vii) the time for the transfer between the two positions is negligible.

According to the basic ideas of the Huxley 1957 formalism the occupancy of the two positions and

the rapid responses in tension ( Tx and T2) for different step length changes can be calculated using

the following notations: nx : occupancy of position 1; n2=\ —

nx : occupancy of position 2; y :

displacement of thick and thin filament; y0 : displacement of the bridge elasticity K between

position 1 and 2; h : length increase of bridge elasticity due to the transition from positions 1 to 2;

Ft : force exerted by K during position 1; F2 : dito for position 2; 4> : time average of Ft and F2.

Then

F1=K(y + 2/0-1), F2=K(y + y0 + \) (2.12)

and the average force is

ip = niF1+n2F2= K(y + y0-^ + hn2) (2.13)

which is in the isometric steady-state the average force per cross-bridge

<Po=Ky0 (2.14)
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The rate constants k+ for the transition 1 — 2 and k_ for the transition 2 —> 1 are governed by the

energy barriers E1 +W and E2, with W the work done by stretching the bridge elasticity, given

by

W = \h{Fl+F2) = Kh{y + y0 (2.15)

Linking the rate constants thermodynamically conect gives

E1-E2-W E1-E2-Kh(t+to)

k =k e
kBT

= k e
kBT (2.16)

With kB Boltzman's constant and where k_ is constant since E1 is fixed. In the isometric steady-

state it is assumed that i\ = n2 and k+ = k_ and also y = 0 since y is defined as length change

from the isometric state. Then

E1-E2= Khy0 (2.17)

and (2.16) becomes

yKh

h = k_ekBT (2.18)

Now, the transfer of myosin heads from position 1 to 2 is governed by the differential equation

dt
77*9 — rv.TZ^ K1ÏI12 — «L_ ( »Vi —r~ fà_ ) f^n (2.19)

The solution has a single exponential form

n2 (t) = n°2e-H +
L

k, +k_
(2.20)

with rate constant rby substituting (2.18)

r = k. + k_ = k_

yKh

1 + ekBT (2.21)

and since n2 = i\ immediately after the length step (t = 0) we follow
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n,

1
_

k+

2 k++k_
(2.22)

By rewriting (2.20) for infinitely large times (at the end of the quick recovery) we get

n2(t -> oo) = \ 1 + tanh
Kh

2kPT
(2.23)

The tension <p2 at the end of the quick recovery (conesponding to T2) is calculated by combining

(2.13) and (2.23)

cp2 = K
h

y0 +y-- tanh
Kh

2kRT
(2.24)

and for (pr (conesponding to Tt) we get by combining (2.13) with n2

step where a transition does not yet take place

\ directly after the length

<A K(y + y0 (2.25)

The plots of these equations are generally known as 'Huxley-Simmons force plots'. By applying

equation (2.24) and (2.25) to measured data (Fig. 2.8 B) Huxley and Simmons could define certain

parameters:

Vo mm

E1-E2= 4kBT

h = 8nm

(2.26)

where h defines the shape of the T2 curve. The assumption that there are only two stable positions

during myosin attachment ('two-state model') to actin has been suggested to be inconect in the

same work (Huxley & Simmons, 1971). The quantitative values for force and work per cross-bridge

are too low (half of the value seen in fibres) in the two-state model; hence, it is likely that the

movement takes place in three or more steps. This would lead to proportionally higher values for

the force and work. They proposed a three-state model with steps separated by 4 kBT potential

energy - 16% of free energy ofATP hydrolysis) - and 4 nm travel.

The considerations of the study of 1971 were confirmed with more elaborated experiments in the

later study of Ford et al (1977). Generally, the Huxley-Simmons '71 model for quick force

recovery after step release or stretch has been very successful and is still the basis for cunent
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modelling (Smith & Sleep, 2004). By assuming constant cross-bridge elasticity and independency

in their force generation it allows estimating the power stroke length and average force per cross-

bridge, resulting in slightly different values from those originally proposed (y0 = 4 nm, see e.g.

Piazzesi etal 2002a). See also section 2.3.5(c).

2.5.4 Other Models

(a) The Eisenberg-Greene-HillModel

The cycle of cross-bridge activity in mechanical terms - attachment, power stroke, detachment and

resetting for reattachment - must somehow be related to the biochemical process of ATPase, which

provides the energy for the whole process. We may ask how the reactions are coupled to the

mechanical events. Eisenberg and his colleagues have produced a model for the cross-bridge cycle

based on biochemical solution studies of myosin ATPase activity initiated by the early study of

Lymn & Taylor (1971) and Stein et al (1979). It assumes that the cross-bridge can undertake two

states; the 45° state during and at the end of the power stroke, during which the actin-myosin

binding is strong, and the 90° state at other times, when actin-myosin binding is weak. The angle

denotes the mechanical equilibrium position (i.e. no force) of the SI head, similar to the model of

Huxley & Simmons (1971). It also assumes that there is a rate-limiting change in the myosin-

products complex between ATP splitting and Pj release, and that there is a rapid equilibrium

between myosin and actomyosin in the 90° state (Eisenberg & Greene, 1980; Eisenberg & Hill,

1985).

In the model the free energy of the cross-bridge in its various biochemical states varies with its

position; so also do the rate constants for the various reactions involved. Both these ideas were

already present, albeit in a more rudimentary manner, in the Huxley 1957 formalism. Transition

from the 90° to the 45° state involves a decrease in free energy, and is suggested to be different in

muscle and in solution. While being attached in the 45° state the cross-bridge is strained and exerts

positive force (causing shortening). This strain is gradually relieved only as the filaments slide past

each other. Therefore, the transition involves two stages of the cross-bridge: a) to pass over an

activation-energy barrier in an all-or-none process with specific rate constant, and b) to 'drop down'

its new free energy potential by gradually decreasing the internal strain (the 'working process') and

finally be able to complete the change in state. All mechanically coupled biochemical processes that

are driven by the reaction going towards equilibrium involve a change in position of the cross-

bridge.

The Eisenberg-Greene-Hill theory is successful in combining biochemical reaction schemes with

cross-bridge movement. However, it is quite clear that a cross-bridge working in the filament array

of muscle is in a situation very different from SI molecules in solution. Particularly, there is no
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analogue of muscle force in solution and so no reason why cross-bridge states in solutions studies

should be held away from their equilibrium positions.

(b) The BrennerModel

Despite considerable progress in understanding numerous biochemical steps during muscle

contraction in the early eighties (see subsection a), active force production was believed to be

caused by a transition of low-force to high-force, weakly to strongly bound states of cross-bridges,

and force transients are to interpret according to this idea. Brenner aimed at describing muscle

contraction with a simple model governed by two apparent forward rate constants for the transition

of cross-bridge low- and high-force states (fapp,gapp), according to A.F. Huxley's early work, and

two backward rate constant (/„,,#„„,) as a simple first-order kinetic process. Importantly, the

apparent rates do not reveal the kinetics of attachment and detachment in cross-bridge schemes with

more than two states, in which attached bridges can be in low-force state. Instead, attachment-

detachment kinetics was described separately by constants (k+ ,k~). By using this simple scheme

he investigated the relationship between the maximal actin-activated ATPase activity and the rate of

force redevelopment in skinned rabbit muscle fibres following unloaded shortening and rapid re-

stretch (Brenner & Eisenberg, 1986). He found that these two processes have similar first-order rate

constants under a variety of conditions. Thus, he suggested that the step that determines the rate of

force generation in the cross-bridge cycle might be equivalent to the rate-limiting step in the

actomyosin ATPase cycle. In a subsequent study he measured the rate of force redevelopment,

force, stiffness, and ATPase activity simultaneously at various Ca2+ concentrations (Brenner, 1988).

Using his rather simple formalism he determined the kinetics parameters and the number ofturning-

over cross-bridges.

Neglecting the backwards kinetics rates, the transition from non-force-generating to force-

generating state is characterised by fapp, whereas gapp describes the return to the non-force-

generating state through ADP release and rebinding of ATP. Then, the steady-state fraction of

turning-over cross-bridges is

aFs =
f

(2.27)
Japp '

japp

and isometric force F and stiffness S is given by

F = nF ^
(2.28)

Japp <^ iJapp
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S = nS ^ (2.29)
Japp '

japp

where n is the number of turning-over cross-bridges per half-sarcomere. F is the mean force

produced by a cross-bridge, and S is the mean stiffness in the strongly bound state. Assuming

hydrolysis of one molecule ATP per cycle, the ATPase activity, measured as ADP and P;

production, is

ft = nbgapp
f

(2.30)
Japp <^

japp

where b is the number of half-sarcomeres in the fibre. Force redevelopment subsequent to isotonic

shortening is given by

"Tfl
=

Japp + 9app V^-^-U

and is independent of n.

By solving these equations he found that isometric force, stiffness, and ATPase activity are

regulated through turnover kinetics and not through the number of cross-bridges involved in active

cycling. For activation levels below 25% changes in the number of cross-bridges involved in

cycling could not be ruled out.

(c) The Piazzesi-Lombardi Model

The model presented by the group of Lombardi is based on both the Huxley '57 and the Huxley-

Simmons '71 models; after a (infinitely fast) step change in length the redistribution of cross-bridge

states is calculated using the first-order kinetics formalism (Lombardi & Piazzesi, 1990; Piazzesi et

al, 1992; Piazzesi & Lombardi, 1995). The states are not described in biochemical terms proposed

e.g., in Eisenberg's formalism but in terms of attachment-detachment and the conesponding free

energy. The model implies the possibility of a strain-dependent detachment of cross-bridges at an

intermediate stage of the power stroke (~5 nm working distance) followed by a rapid reattachment,

at ~100/s, five times faster than the reattachment from the detached attained at the end of the cycle

(20/s detachment-reattachment rate; -10 nm working distance), further along the actin filament in a

configuration similar to that at the beginning of the power stroke. The rate 'constants' (strain-

dependent functions) are thermodynamically coupled through energy potentials, and periodic

boundary conditions for attachment of myosin cross-bridges to actin are chosen so that the fraction

of bound heads in isometric condition is 77%.
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The model is able to reproduce the known mechanical and energetic properties of contracting

muscle, the energy flux in isometric contraction, and its increase for steady shortening, the

dependence of power and efficiency, and the relation between heat rate in isometric conditions and

maximum power output during steady shortening. One common drawback in the model is the

failure of force reproduction during stretch (Piazzesi etal, 1992).
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Page 57: "A Good Model is still imperfect" — The clockwork, a metaphor for a perfect mechanistic

cycle. As long as it is lubricated.
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3.1 Introduction

Based on problems addressed in the introduction (section 1.3) regarding heterogeneity in sarcomere

lengths we want to emphasize the importance of analysing transient mechanical events by taking the

multi-segmental nature of a muscle fibre into consideration, because a muscle fibre consists of

myofibrils containing thousands of sarcomeres connected in series. We think that it is important to

use distributed models, in which elements of sarcomere structures (actomyosin, titin, etc.) are

distributed along the fibre length, rather than lumped models (e.g. the Hill model, see 2.5.1), in

which all sarcomere elements are united into a single lump. Our analysis is based on theoretical

considerations presented by Denoth et al (2002). The calculations are done on the basis of a multi-

segmental model using steady-state relationships of muscle discussed in different sections of

Chapter 2 (e.g. sections 2.1.4; 2.3.1; 2.3.3). We will show that non-uniformity is inherent in an in-

series connected system incorporating variability in mechanical parameters.

Consequently, another similarly important issue arises: if two or more segments mechanically

connected in series have different dynamics, i.e. exhibit different lengths and length changes, it is of

utmost interest what effect the length changes (perturbations) have on cross-bridge kinetics (which

is originally not addressed) and thus on force production in a half-sarcomere. In other words, we

want to know what the difference in the force transients is in return to sarcomere non-uniformity,

taking the classic cross-bridge approaches (sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.4(c)) for each sarcomere.

Finally, we present a short theoretical (mathematical) outline for combining both model concepts

mentioned above without further elaboration since this will be done in a project outside of this

dissertation.

3.2 Modelling Sarcomere Dynamics and Inhomogeneity

The following section is the theoretical part of a manuscript published as book section in 'Advances

in Experimental Medicine and Biology' (2003) 538: 481-500. The study was carried out in

collaboration with Dr. K.W. Ranatunga from the University of Bristol. The manuscript is entitled:

Inter-Sarcomere Dynamics in Muscle Fibres - A Neglected Subject?

I.A. Telley *, J. Denoth
*

and K.W. Ranatunga
*

* Laboratory for Biomechanics, ETH Zurich Honggerberg, 8093 Zurich, Switzerland

f Department of Physiology, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TD, United Kingdom
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3.2.1 Abstract

The sarcomere is the structural unit of muscle, and all sarcomeres are connected in series in

myofibrils within a muscle fibre. From this point of view of the structure a single model consisting

of a contractile, a series and a parallel element can not account for the description of a real muscle

fibre. Additionally, the titin protein filament needs to be considered as a passive viscoelastic

element in parallel with the contractile apparatus. Therefore, the structure of a single muscle fibre is

complex due mechanical elements ('motors') operating in series and in parallel. Moreover,

variability does exist in the mechanical properties along a fibre and hence a multi-segmental model

is more realistic and would give rise to many new insights. By attributing a segment model to each

half-sarcomere, a fibre can be constructed through rigorous coupling of these units in series and

parallel. The dynamics of such a multi-segmental model is much more complex, but it can explain a

variety of effects reported in standard classical mechanics experiments. With a relatively simple

mechanistic description we can show that the dynamics of such multi-sarcomere systems exhibit a

variety of effects (relaxation phenomena, permanent extra-tension, and biphasic force-velocity

relation) and should therefore not be neglected in muscle fibre modelling.

3.2.2 Multi-Segmental Modelling

Emphasis of the following theoretical essay is put on the systematic treatment of sarcomeres and not

on the molecular modelling of the active and passive elements in them. The half-sarcomere (h.s.)

represents the mechanical unit. We address a segment model to each half-sarcomere with two

parallel strands; one for the contractile apparatus, one for all the passive force-bearing structures. To

account for the elasticity of the cross-bridges, the Z-line lattice and the actin and myosin filaments

we introduce (in each segment) an elastic element in series to the contractile element (see Fig. 3.1).

The force-length (F-L) and force velocity (F- V) relations of the contractile element are defined

according to the sliding filament hypothesis of Huxley (1957). The amount of filament which is

basically a measure for the number of force-generating cross-bridges per length overlap determines

the F-L relation. It is generally divided into ascending limb, plateau region and descending limb.

The dependence of cross-bridge cycling on length changes yields in the F- V relation, which can be

approximated by a combined Hill-Katz curve. A sigmoidal force-calcium concentration (_F-pCa)

relation determines the active force development. The second strand consists of a viscoelastic

element representing force generation in the passive elements spanning the half-sarcomere. We can

assume that passive tension derives primarily from the extension of the titin filament. Its F-L and

F-V relation are derived from data found in Kellermayer et al. (1997). The shape of the F-V

relations of titin is crucial and will be discussed in a later section (see also Fig. 3.2). According to

Denoth et al (2002) we assume that sarcomeres have zero mass, and therefore no inertial forces
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occur. This leads to a simple mechanical condition for each segment (half-sarcomere) along a single

myofibril: Force generation ofall segments must be equal all the time.

In muscle mechanics two different kinds of experiments are generally performed; force-controlled

experiments to determine e.g. shortening velocity, and length-controlled experiments, e.g. stretch-

release. In the first case the dynamics, i.e. the length and length changes of each segment are

determined independently by its individual mechanical characteristics and the external control

parameter (= force). Hence, since the force of each segment is equal to the external force, the

dynamics can be individually calculated. The system response is the overall length (change). In fact,

this case conesponds to a system with only one half-sarcomere. In length-controlled experiments

the dynamics of a segment is not independent anymore, but determined by the dynamics of all other

segments and the external control parameter (= length). Mathematically speaking, the system is

governed by coupled differential equations. A system with e.g. ten half-sarcomeres (= five

sarcomeres) in series can be described by twenty coordinates (one for the contractile element, one

for the parallel element, each) and by the external length. Hence, this system has nineteen degrees

of freedom. In contrast, a system with one segment has only one degree of freedom (two

coordinates less the control parameter). During experiments even though system length is held

B

Z-disk M-line Z-disk

f,eg, (x, A ~ y,, y, -pCa)=fAM ( x,. x )+fpn ( v,, > ;

f (x ,x „ y . y ,pCa) = f (x,x,v,v.pCa

Fig. 3.1: (A) EM micrograph and representative mechanical model of a half-sarcomere. The

contractile element AM is coupled with a series element SE which represents the filament and

cross-bridge elasticity. In parallel a viscoelastic element PE represents the titin filament.

Although drawn in series, the viscosity and elasticity of the titin element is defined as one

viscoelastic element. This is emphasised with the dashed square. (B) A myofibril is governed

by a series of half-sarcomere models. Two segments form a sarcomere which are separated by

the Z-disks. In each node between two segments the force must be the same as the external

force. (C) Constitutive equations of the model; the segment force is the sum of the forces of

the strands. The second equation describes force equality between the segments i and j.
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Fig 3 2 (A) Force-velocity relation of the contractile element in each segment Negative

velocity values denote shortening and positive values lengthening Force is normalised to the

isometnc value During fast lengthening force is assumed to double (B) Force-length relation

of the contractile (active force) and the titin (passive force) element Force is normalised to the

maximum plateau force The dashed line is the sum of active and passive force Note that a)

the passive force is not zero at any lengths and b) the point of intersection of passive and

active descending curve is not the same as the local minimum of the combined curve

constant internal movement is possible (and observable). This would imply that force, which is the

system response, is a complex composition ofthe internal dynamics.

In mathematical terms of the model the dynamics of a half-sarcomere is determined by the partial

derivatives of the mechanical properties (F-L, F- V and i^-pCa relations) of the active and passive

elements and eventual perturbations. Horowits & Podolsky (1987) first suggested that the positional

stability of the M-band in a sarcomere is governed by the sum of the slopes of passive and active

force-length relations. They predicted that if the positive slope of the resting (passive) force-length

relation is greater in magnitude than the negative slope of the active force-length relation, no

movement of thick filaments should occur during isometric activation. We can show that this is

indeed a premise for stability, but not sufficient. Movement in that particular case is still possible

and basically depends on the preceding perturbation (i.e. history dependence mentioned by Herzog

& Leonard, 2000
,
or Granzier & Pollack, 1989). In our understanding stability does not mean that

the system is static (zero internal movement) but that length changes (= velocities) are not

increasing with time. Again, this reflects our dynamic approach for understanding muscle

mechanics.

hSLI um]
0 75 10 1 25 15 1 75 2 0
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Fig 3 3 Schematic representation of a fibre network with two coupled linear models The

horizontal arrangement of the coupling springs points out that only force components along

the myofibrils are considered The equation of force m each node now involves coupling terms

which depend on their relative displacement Therefore, m length-controlled simulations the

dynamics of a segment depends on all other segments m the network

3.2.3 The Muscle Fibre: A Three-Dimensional Network

In a single muscle fibre hundreds of myofibnls are parallely aligned The myofibnls are three-

dimensionally arranged and connected through the Z-disks and M-hnes by intermediate filaments

(e g desmin between Z-disks, see also Pollack, 1990) and form a ventable network There is good

evidence that these filaments play a mechanical role Shah et al (2002) showed that in desmin-null

mouse skeletal muscle the myofibnllar motility is increased Z-disk showed a significantly larger

displacement They suggested that desmin plays a role in organising intact myofibrils laterally

during mechanical loading tethering adjacent Z-disks This is only possible when a certain force

transmission is taking place

force

1 0

0 5

-0 25 / 0 25

-0 5
AI [um

-10

Fig 3 4 Proposed force-displacement

relation for the intermediate filaments

connecting Z and M-lme For the time being

we use the same properties for both kinds of

filaments The displacement AL is

calculated by subtracting the positions of

two adjacent segments m an absolute

coordinate system Note that there is a region

around zero displacement (±0 1 (im) with no

force transmission
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Our approach for whole fibre modelling is based on the idea of networks. Linear myofibril models

are connected with a spring between the segment nodes (see Fig. 3.3). The mechanical description

of such a network is far more complex and nontrivial. In length-controlled experiments the

dynamics of each segment depends not only from the segments in the same myofibril, but from all

segments in the whole system. The coupling of adjacent myofibrils involves more constraints. For

the coupling we assume, for the time being, a symmetric force transmission depending on the

relative displacement (see Fig. 3.4). Thereby, we take into account a force along the myofibril

models by neglecting all transversal components. This relation is not based on measurements found

in the past literature. Nevertheless, one can assume that the filamentous behaviour is similar to the

unfolding process in some segments of titin (see Trombitas et al, 1998). We adapt this idea and

establish a symmetric, non-linear force-displacement relation.

3.2.4 Experimental Simulation

The first simulations are canied out with a linear model (one myofibril) in which the variability is

defined as follows: In the active F-L relation the upper range of e.g. 5% of (normalised) plateau

force is normally distributed over all half-sarcomere. Beside this systematic variability a random

variability (ten fold smaller) is added. Therefore, the weakest half-sarcomere has a maximum active

force capability of-0.95 and the strongest -1.0. In the passive F-L relation (of titin) the critical

length of steep force rise is normally distributed in a defined range, for example between lA (2.25-

2.45) um. The term lA appears because we are working with half-sarcomeres. Additionally, the

same variability in normalised force is added, e.g. with 5% the weakest titin element is normalised

to 0.95 and the strongest to 1.0. Due to these inherent differences in force generation and the

premise that the forces of half-sarcomeres in series have to be equal the starting lengths are different

as well. In resting state when active force generation is zero, starting lengths are set through the titin

element only. Figure 5 illustrates the definition of variability.

Fig 3 5 Force-length graph of five

different segments (half-sarcomeres)

with a variability of 15% m active

plateau force and the passive force of

the titin element The critical length

of steep force rise in the passive

element is in the range of Vi (2 25 -

2 45) ^m
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Fig 3 6 (A) Length traces of a fixed-end contraction Activation and deactivation are

indicated with arrows The dashed line represents the mean segment length During relaxation

some short segments are stretched beyond mean length before they shorten again to a steady-

state (B) Corresponding unsteady force trace

For the reason oftime consumption the simulations are carried out with a relatively small number of

segments, i.e. between ten and twenty segments. The starting conditions have to be defined by

setting velocities to zero and the length of one half-sarcomere to a certain length. This will

determine the lengths of all other segments. Then the devolution of the dynamics in time is

calculated with variable step integration.

(a) Fixed-End Contractions

Fig. 3.6 shows length and force traces of a twenty-segment linear system during fixed-end

contraction. The system is activated and deactivated with an increase and decrease in the calcium

concentration, respectively. The change in pCa can be interpreted as a perturbation in force. Since

the length of the system is held constant the sum of all length changes must be equal to zero. The

variability causes some half-sarcomeres to shorten and others to lengthen, and both lengthening and

shortening in a non-uniform manner. Some segments are even borne into the titin scaffold where

force is generated passively. This lengthening has to be compensated by shortening segments which

are therefore operating on the ascending limb. The splitting up in long and short segments results in

a slow decrease in force ('creep').

(b) Stretch-Release Experiments

The length and force traces of a twenty-segment system during a stretch-release simulation are

depicted in Fig. 3.7. As in the previous subsection the activation of the system is controlled by a

time-pCa function. Additionally, a relatively slow but large length-step of 0.25 um/hs (22% L0) in

one second (which gives a stretch velocity of 0.22 L0/s) is performed. L0 is the mean segment length
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Fig 3 7 (page 66) Force and length curves of a stretch-release simulation (A) Length traces

of a 20 segment system (ten sarcomeres) The activation (induced by a pCa step) is indicated

with the arrow The dashed line denotes the mean segment length and represents the external

length control Note that during stretch all segments are lengthening, but thereafter some are

shortening and stretching others (B) Force response of the system illustrated in A After

activation the force is decreasing slowly due to the internal dynamics ('drift') After applying

a stretch (22% L0) a typical force relaxation occurs with a higher final force level than shortly

after activation ('permanent extra tension') The length release is accompanied by a force

recovery (C) Detailed Force transient (dotted), myofibril length (dashed) and length traces

from selected half-sarcomeres (numbered) depicted in B All half-sarcomeres elongate during

stretch, but at different amounts (range 80-160% imposed relative AL ) After stretch no 1

re-shortens up the descending limb, no 2 & 3 further lengthen at different velocities, and no 4

shortens on the plateau Note that after stretch the force reaches a steady level beyond

isometnc pre-stretch level ('force enhancement', FE) Vertical dashed lines represent start and

end points of stretch

before activation. Again the system reveals a large dynamics and non-uniform segment length

changes. After release a few segments are stretched beyond mean segment length by a large

population which is shortening slowly. The stretched segments bear the force about 50% passively.

This devolution is accompanied by an unsteady force response (slow increase).

Interestingly, if one compares the dynamics of a multi-segmental model with the dynamics of only

one segment with exactly the same conditions (same activation and relative stretch) the force

response is completely different and contradictory at first view. In Figure 8A the dynamics of a

stretch is shown. The stretch amplitude is 0.15 um per half-sarcomere at a starting length L0 = 1.11

um/hs (-14% L0). Stretch velocity is faster than in the first simulation (-0.7 L0/s). To illustrate the

dynamics of a multi-segmental and a single-segmental system the same stretch is performed with

both systems and the force responses are overlaid (Fig. 3.8 B). Two single segments representing

the weakest and the strongest half-sarcomere of the multi-segmental system are chosen. The length

of a single-segmental system follows the external length and is therefore representative for the mean

half-sarcomere length. The overlay graph clearly shows that in the multi-segmental system (i) the

force rise during stretch is lower and has different phases, i.e. a steep rise to a peak followed by a

slight decrease and a much slower rise, and (ii) there is a force relaxation after stretch which is not

shown by one half-sarcomere alone. Note also that after stretch the force level is even higher than

the force of the strongest half-sarcomere.
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Fig 3 8 Comparison of the force responses of a multi-segmental (with 10% variability) and

two smgle-segmental systems (A) Devolution of half-sarcomere lengths during activation and

stretch (0 15 (im/h s ) The dashed line denotes the mean segment length and represents the

externally controlled length (B) Overlay of the force responses of a twenty segment

(outlined), a single weak (dashed, d) and strong (dotted, o) segment during stretch The mean

half-sarcomere length (hSL) is plotted with the scale on the right hand side Note the different

phases during and the force relaxation after stretch in the multi-segmental system

(c) Simulation with CoupledMyofibrils

As introduced in section 3.2.2 our muscle fibre model is further advanced by coupling linear

myofibril models to a veritable network. Preliminary simulations are carried out in a planar system

with two linear models and uniform coupling properties. Therefore, we take the sarcomere as the

segmental unit. The inter-myofibril coupling is attributed to a filamentous link between the Z-disks

(i.e. the desmin filament). Fig. 3.9 shows a sample stretch-release simulation of (i) an uncoupled

system and (ii) a coupled system of two myofibrils by comparison. The relaxed segment length at

the beginning (2.2 um mean), the activation, the stretch amplitude and velocity are exactly the

same. Each linear model consists of only five segments (sarcomeres). A variability of 10% is

implemented in the force plateau level and the elasticity of the titin element. A relatively long

contraction of ten seconds is carried out to monitor the stability. A slow stretch of 0.4 um per

sarcomere in 0.5 seconds (i.e. v = 0.36 L0/s) is induced. As expected, the coupled system reveals

less non-uniform behaviour. After activation the drift in lengths is smaller than in the uncoupled

system. Additionally, the force response shows a slightly different shape during stretch. Due to a

higher stability the segmental velocity and, consequently, the contribution of viscous forces is

smaller. This is one reason why the relaxation in force is less prominent. Due to the large stretch

amplitude the force-length relation needs to be considered to explain the lower force level in the

coupled system after stretch. However, these rudimentary simulations show that the inter-myofibril
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Fig 3 9 Force and length traces of an uncoupled (1) and a coupled (2) two-myofibnl system

(A) Length traces of the segments of one myofibril In this case each segment is attributed to a

whole sarcomere and the coupling is attributed to a filament between the Z-disks (i e desmin)

The uncoupled system (1) clearly shows highly non-uniform segment length changes, whereas

the coupled system (2) reaches a steady state before stretch (B) Corresponding force traces of

A Due to the small number of segments the internal movement is limited and relaxation

phenomena are less prominent However, there are differences visible in the force response

during stretch

coupling leads to certain effects in the system dynamics which need to be considered for muscle

fibre modelling.

3.2.5 The Mechanics of a Two-Stranded Segment Model

It is necessary to analyse the mechanics of a single segment model (half-sarcomere) in one

myofibril to understand the contribution of each element to the dynamics during force- or length-

controlled simulations. For the time being, we concentrate on force-controlled rather than length-

controlled simulations as the latter involves coupled equation systems and demands a rigorous

mathematical essay. In a two-stranded segmental model the parallel arrangement of the force-

bearing and actively force-generating elements demands that the force is the sum of the forces in the

strands. It implies that the mechanical properties of stiffness and viscosity are additive as well. On
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the other hand we know from basic mechanics that inertia, elasticity and viscosity fully determine

the time-devolution of length x and velocity x
.
For a rough understanding of the dynamics of a

segment after a fast force step we derive the devolution of the velocity of one segment from our

model description. According to the formula in Fig. 1C we define the partial derivatives

=

~^~ \^AM ^ ' ' -*PE ^ ' '/ ' $x = "q \J~AM \Xi X) ~t Jpe \p-) %))

where the index of/denotes the differential variable. We assume for a short time interval that in a

neighbourhood {U(xx)} these partial derivatives and thus rare constant. With t > t0 we follow

i(t) = i(0) +jexp\-— {t-t') Af6(t'-t0)dt'
0 \ Jx

A/
x (0) H exp

T

r *— in1!
(3.2)

Thereby, A/ is the step amplitude and 6 is the delta-function for infinitely fast steps. The step is

performed at the time t0 with 0 < t0 < t. The series elastic element was neglected for sake of

simplicity. This analytical term is only conect for constant r. In our simulations we use numerical

methods to compute the real devolution. However, we now have an idea of how the segment

velocity functionally depend on both the parallel element (PE), represented by titin, and the

contractile element (actomyosin, AM). More precisely, due to some change in time of the two

partial derivatives over a large interval, r is rather an instantaneous parameter than a time constant

of the dynamics. Its sign tells something about stable (positive) or unstable (negative) devolution.

3.2.6 The Biphasic Force-Velocity Relation: A New Interpretation

It is now well established that the force-shortening velocity (F- V) relation of muscle is more

complex than first assumed by pioneers like Hill (1938) (see Woledge et al, 1985). With modern

techniques it has been possible to measure the speed of shortening in single intact muscle fibres

more precisely for a well-defined step in load. Edman (1988) showed that the F- ^relation in intact

frog fibres has a biphasic shape and a transition point at 75-80% isometric force F0. He fitted his

measured data with an extended form of Hill's (1938) hyperbolic equation. In both studies of

Edman (1988) and Edman et al (1997) it was suggested that the nature of two distinct curvatures

represents the contractile behaviour of a sarcomere and lies within the cross-bridge dynamics. A

four-state cross-bridge model was employed to elucidate the nature of the biphasic F- V relation.
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Log-
Fig 3 10 Logarithmic plot of the force-

velocity relation after (Hill, 1938) This

relation should not account for two

phases Nevertheless a steeper slope in

the high-force range appears It is

difficult to extract changes in curvature

from this kind of graph

Interestingly, an increase in sarcomere length from 1.85-2.60 um caused the biphasic shape almost

to disappear. This effect was attributed to the decrease in width of the myofilament lattice that

occurs as the sarcomere length decreases. Similar effects were observed in the same study by

applying osmotic compression.

As mentioned in the previous section the parallel anangement of the titin filament to the actomyosin

motor leads to difficulties in associating the velocity dependency only to one strand. Our

simulations, performed in accord to shortening velocity measurements described by Edman (1988)

give several new insights. In Fig. 3.10 a logarithmic plot of Hill's force-velocity equation is

depicted which, of course, does not account for more than one phase. This example shows that, as a

consequence, it is difficult to read out any changes in curvature and find differences to the original

Hill relation. We introduce an inverse plot of force-velocity data by rewriting Hill's equation (as in

enzyme kinetics)3

F = F0 - (F0 + ,

v + b

F

F0-F
ocl + - (3.3)

On the left hand side of the second equation stands the inverse of the force step relative to the

isometric force. Now we have a linear relation between the inverse terms of velocity and force step.

The advantage of this notation is that it accounts especially for very small velocities where F is

close to the isometric force, F0. A transition in curvature at the high-force range results in a change

of the slope in the inverse plot.

For shortening velocity measurements a linear myofibril system with five segments is activated in

length-controlled mode with a pCa step. After a steady force is reached the simulation is switched to

force-controlled ('load-clamped') mode (see Fig. 3.11). During simulations all segments are

operating on the plateau of the active F-L relation. Force steps in the range from 0.5% to 99% of

'

Physiologists introduced the letter P to denote force rather than F
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Fig 3 11 (A) Force trace of a five-segment system during activation and application of a

force step The relatively short time of steady force guarantees that the segments are not

drifting towards the descending and ascending limb of the F-L relation and the velocities of

the contractile elements are small (B) Velocity of the whole system due to the force step

Negative velocities denote shortening The peak is from the shortening of the series elastic

elements After two milliseconds a steady shortening velocity is reached

isometric force, F0, are performed and the shortening velocity of the whole system is acquired. The

variability of the system was either low (1% in plateau force) or high (20% in plateau force). The

titin viscosity term was defined either close to zero or much larger than the contractile velocity-term

in the high-force range. The results of our simulations show that there is a systematic dependence of

the high force-range (i.e. small force-steps and low shortening velocities) on variability and titin

properties (see Fig. 3.12). A change in slope is clearly visible and, interestingly, the effect of

velocity dependence of titin is opposed to that of variability. In this particular case the contribution

of titin viscosity is dominant. A combination of 20% variability and a high viscosity term results in

a transition to a steeper slope but less pronounced than only with high viscosity. We will show later

that the effect of variability is only present if an asymmetry in the combined force-velocity relation

is present. However, the transition points in the slopes occur between 0.75 F0 and 0.82 F0 which

conesponds to the mentioned break points in the studies of Edman. One has to be careful not to

interpret the data in absolute terms of F0 because it does not say anything about the value of F0.

With these results we want to show that by assuming titin viscosity and variability we find some

effects in shortening velocity measurements which can explain certain changes in curvature of the

F- V relation.
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Fig 3 12 Inverse plots of the force-velocity relation from Toad-clamped' simulations with a

five-segment system The steady shortening velocity is measured for different force steps after

length-controlled activation The reference simulation is made with a low variability (1%) and

almost no titin viscosity It is depicted with filled circles (•) and a dashed, straight line

Clearly, there is only one phase visible When altering the variability to 20% (filled rectangles

) there is a transition in slope at ~0 75 F0 whereby the slope is decreasing Therefore, for a

well-defined force step the shortening velocity is smaller On the other hand, by altering titin

viscosity (filled triangles A), we obtain a transition at ~0 82 F0 and the slope is increasing

which means that the shortening velocity is higher for the same step

(a) The Contribution ofTitin

As was brought up in a recent study of Minajeva et al (2002) the contractile element is in parallel

with (visco-) elastic elements like titin which may contribute to sarcomere shortening. In their study

Minajeva et al assumed that the contribution to shortening is based on passive elasticity, and that

viscous forces are opposing the shortening, which is very reasonable. In our model the viscosity of

titin is implemented with the same mathematical method as the force-length-velocity relation of the

contractile element, i.e. as a product of length-dependent and velocity-dependent force. Shortening

induces a decrease in the passive force, not only initially (from the elastic property), but velocity-

dependent by assuming a braking force on the refolding titin filament is imposed. On the other

hand, the force is increased when the filament is quickly stretched.

In a first approximation the titin filament (PE viscoelasticity) is represented as a mechanical

composite of a dashpot (damper) and spring in parallel but with extended, more complex properties.

The force f is defined as

fPE (x, x)= k (x) g (x) = k (x) (l + g (£)) = k (x) + b (x) x (3.4)
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Fig 3 13 (A) Force-velocity relation of titin (dashed) and the contractile (outlined) element in

comparison Force is a product of length-dependent term and velocity-dependent term The

velocity-dependent term is equal one for v = 0, decrease for negative (shortening) velocities

and increase for positive (lengthening) velocities A sinusoidal lengthening and shortening of

the titin filament would induce a hysteresis found eg m (Kellermayer et al, 1997) (B)

Derivatives of the plots in A for the shortening side (negative velocities) For the titin element

(dashed) it represents the viscosity property and reflects its large contribution to force at slow

speeds

in which the last approximation is for a neighbourhood of zero velocity. The function k(x)

represents elasticity and b(x) is the length dependent viscosity term of the dashpot. Fig. 3.13 A

shows the force-velocity relations of the passive and active elements. Fig. 3.13 B depicts the partial

derivative of g (x) which is, as an approximation, b (x) for a fixed x around zero velocity. The high

viscosity of titin is indicated by the steep slope close to isometric conditions (x = 0 ). The data of

Fig. 3.12 suggests that for a given force step the increase in shortening velocity is higher in the

system with high viscosity than in the system with low viscosity. Thus, the titin element contributes

to shortening during force-controlled experiments. In their study Minajeva et al (2002) showed that

at 2.2 um SL the passive shortening velocity for a small step release is -4 um/s which is

considerably high.

(b) The Effect ofNon-Umformity

To understand the role of variability in force generation during shortening velocity measurements,

we concentrate on the combined force-velocity relation for shortening and lengthening (Fig. 3.14).

It is well accepted that there is a discontinuity in the derivatives at v = 0 (first described by Katz,

1939, see also Lombardi & Piazzesi, 1990). This has certain consequences for the inter-sarcomere

dynamics. We consider a linear system with segments (sarcomeres or half-sarcomeres) operating on

the plateau of the active force-length relation. During activation the system is length-controlled and
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the force equality demands that some segments are shortening and stretch others. The sum of the

segmental velocities is zero and the measured steady force is F0. After switching to force-controlled

simulation a force step induces a change in velocities, but not all segments are shortening. For small

steps (AFr) some are still lengthening and the measured shortening velocity is smaller than

expected. For larger steps ( AF2 ) the change in velocity state is large enough to induce shortening in

every segment. Most importantly, the discontinuity in the slopes of the F- V relation is the reason

for a point of transition and a change in curvature in the measured F- V relation. It is not present if

the slope is continuous. However, Katz (1939) reported that the slope on the lengthening side is up

to six fold larger than on the shortening side.

This idea is not new and was described e.g. by Hill (1970) in a rough calculation for only two

different populations of sarcomeres. He predicted a discontinuity in the slope of the F- V relation

('break point') which depends on the distribution of weak and strong sarcomeres.

(shortening)

v [um/s]

(lengthening)

0 05

Fig 3 14 Force-velocity (F- V) relation of ten segments operating on the plateau of the force-

length relation Due to the variability and the premise of force equality some segments shorten

while others lengthen during fixed-end contraction with isometnc force, F0 The measured

velocity is the sum of all segmental velocities (in case of fixed-end contraction zero) When

switching to force-controlled simulation and applying a force step AF the segmental

velocities decrease (a negative velocity denotes shortening) Nevertheless, for small steps

some segments still lengthen further (AF1) while for larger steps all segments begin to

shorten ( AF2 ) The asymmetry in the slopes of the shortening and lengthening side and, of

course, the variability in force generation are the mam reasons a break point of the measured

F- Frelation
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3.2.7 Conclusions

Our modelling gives some quantitative accounts of the interaction of different mechanical elements

both within and between sarcomeres during force transmission and / or shortening and lengthening.

We present possible reasons for some of the unresolved and unexplained issues in muscle

experiments. In summary, sarcomere dynamics is slow, creeping and non-obvious during end-held

contractions and active ramp stretches. We underline that our findings do not depend on the details

of the mechanical description of the cross-bridges. Non-uniformity is inherent in a system in which

a population of motors operate in series and parallel and the conditions are not exactly the same for

each motor. Moreover, the dynamics of such a system is highly sensitive to gradients in the

mechanical properties. The presence of such gradients is undoubted and has several causes.

We suggest that in muscle physiology and mechanics the understanding of inter-sarcomere

dynamics needs to be promoted beside the important research at the molecular level. The

combination ofboth areas would give a more complete understanding ofhow muscle operates.

3.3 Modelling Length-Perturbed Cross-Bridge Kinetics

To understand how cross-bridge kinetics in a half-sarcomere is affected by the transient shortening

and lengthening found in multi-segmental model simulations, and to estimate the originating force

differences, we have elaborated a mathematical framework by extending classic cross-bridge

formalisms (Huxley, 1957; Podolsky et al, 1969). Although the very first formalism introduced by

A.F. Huxley was formulated to reproduce the steady-state force-shortening velocity relation, it can

be generalised to simulate non-steady, transient responses. In this regard, several essays on cross-

bridge modelling have been published, of which the papers of Hill, Eisenberg and colleagues have

mostly attracted attention (Hill, 1974; Hill et al, 1975). The aim of any of these studies was to

formulate a cross-bridge model that explains a) the force-velocity relation and other mechanical

properties of steady shortening and lengthening, b) transient mechanical responses to sudden

(infinitely rapid) change of external load or muscle length, and c) chemical energy, heat liberation

and biochemical properties. From a mathematical viewpoint property c can be solved elegantly

(first introduced by Huxley & Simmons (1971) for a 3-state model). However, for our purpose we

need a framework able to describe and reproduce transient responses to any arbitrary length change

(e.g. smooth ramp or exponential shortening). Here, we present the mathematical basis for a general

m-state model. Although a two-state model is fully sufficient for our purposes since we do not

investigate response on fast step changes in length, we outline the numerical implementation of a

two-state and a three-state model.
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3.3.1 Assumptions and Model Formulation

We consider an ensemble of independent and equivalent myosin (M) heads in the overlap zone of a

half-sarcomere, each of which has accessible to it at most one actin (A) binding site at a time. The

general mechanism of cross-bridge attachment and detachment (A+M <-» AM) has been described

in section 2.5.2. A cross-bridge (tight coupling of myosin head to actin binding site) is generally

denoted AM. Furthermore, a cross-bridge can exist in various biochemical states (Fig. 3.15 A);

nucleotide-free (AM), ADP-bound (AMD) or ATP-bound (AMT). The cross-bridge can also exist

in different conformational states, e.g. pre-stroke (AM) and post-stroke (AM'). However, for our

purpose we concentrate on mechanical aspects of cross-bridges like attachment, detachment or

conformational change ('stroke') rather than chemical the aspects of ATPase activity. Therefore, the

notation is simplified by using indices to designate any states (e.g. S3 for state j, see also Fig. 3.15

B and C), whether or not it is a force-generating, pre- or post-stroke state, and define its force

properties through the free energy potential U3 .
The occupation of state j is described with a

probability function n1.

A

ATP

AM-^ AM
.
ATP AM

.
ADP

.
P

1 t
M

.
ATP — M

.
ADP

. P,

attached

weakly bound strongly bound p

detached

B

AM'. ADP
. P,

^ powoi &doke

%* late 1 imtting

detached

AM
.
ADP -^ AM

ADP

detached S- Sy attached

pre-stroke, weakh bound

—» low force

post-stroke, strongly bound

—» high force

Fig. 3.15: ATP hydrolysis and kinetic models for simulation. (A) Proposed ATP hydrolysis

cycle derived from the findings summarised in section 2.1.3. The power stroke (indicated with

*) takes place prior to Pt release and involves the transition from weakly to strongly bound

cross-bridge state. The rate limiting kinetic process is ADP release (indicated with **).

Detachment induced by ATP binding is fast and involves a conformational change back to the

pre-stroke and weakly bound state. (B) Scheme of a two state model with distinct pathways

for attachment and detachment. The transitions are described by both forward (+) and

backward (-) reactions. (C) Schematic representations of a three-state model involving a

transition (k) representing the power stroke. Attachment and detachment are as defined in B.
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Additional assumptions are:

• The cross-bridge cycle is a stochastic process

• The cross-bridges in the overlap zone act independently

• Effects of filament spacing are neglected

• The states of a kinetic cycle are in general not in equilibrium with each other, yet internally

each state is an equilibrium state; transitions between states occur instantaneously

• Force exerted by a cross-bridge is associated with attached states and not with transitions

• The rate constants do not depend at all on the macroscopic load or velocity, i.e. the kind of

perturbation applied.

• Passive series elasticity of filaments or transverse sarcomeric structures is ignored.

3.3.2 Generalisation of the Cross-Bridge Formalism

We generalise cross-bridge (CB) kinetics in a half-sarcomere that incorporates a cyclic process with

m states, some of which may represent strongly bound, force-generating states. Denote the axial

distance along the parallel thick and thin filaments between a myosin head and an adjacent actin

binding site by the variable x, termed distortion. Since filaments are able to slide past each other,

this coordinate may be a function of time: x = x(t). Let d be the interval length where interaction

between the myosin head and one particular actin binding site is possible. The transition rates kv

(transition from state i to j ) between the kinetic states of CBs are assumed to depend on x (strain-

dependent transitions). These transitions can involve attachment, detachment or can be transitions

between different attached states. With m distinct biochemical states available for the CB we let

n,(x,t), i = l...m, represent the fraction (or probability) and G,(x) ( — -f < x < -f) the relative

free energy of the CB in state S, with actin binding site located at distortion x at time t. We require

the detailed balancing for the pair of transitions

k„ (x)
= exp

G, (x) - G, (x)

kBT
(3.5)

with kB the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature. The force exerted by any state

under distortion x is defined as

Ft(X) = —G,(x) (3.6)
dx
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Since the free energy potential of an unbound state is not dependent on the distortion, Eq. (3.6) is

identical to zero for unbound states. The balance law for first-order kinetics becomes the following

set of partial differential equations (PDE):

9
^

d )
— + v(t)

—

dt dx,
{n, (x, £)} = ~Y2 K (x^> '

ni (x't) ~ n> (x't) ' X] ^'i ^ @ -7)
3=1 3=1

for i = l...m
,
where v(t) is the velocity function of filament sliding. A cross-bridge must adopt

one of the m states, which leads to the boundary condition

m

Yjn,(x,t) = l Vt,Vx (3.8)
i=i

Assuming independent force generators for the strongly bound states, the average force per CB

generated between actin and myosin filament is then

i «À -

F(t) = - J ^^(rr)-n, (x,t)dx (3.9)
-d/2

'=

For m = 2 the classic formalism of Huxley (1957) emerges. For filament sliding at an amount s(t)

the set of first-order PDEs in Eq. (3.7) can be transformed into a set of parametric first-order

ordinary differential equations (ODEs, see Appendix A.2); this is particularly useful when

computing numerical solutions. In summary, by defining the free energy landscapes G% and the

transition rate functions kv the fractions of all the states n% and thus the force i^can be calculated for

any arbitrary length perturbation s(t) (step, ramp, oscillatory length change) using numerical

methods (e.g. Runge-Kutta).

3.3.3 Consistent Two-State Model

We now suppose m = 2 (Fig. 3.15 B), i.e. that only one detached state is important, i.e. there is a

fast equilibrium between MT and MD, and designate it 1 with probability i\ =l — n. Likewise,

there is, we assume, only one significant attached state, designated 2 with probability n2 = n,

which might be AMD, AM or AMT (fast equilibrium between them). We assume transition rate

functions k12 = f+ (x) (attachment) and fc^ = g+ (x) (detachment), the reverse rates /_ (x) and

g_ (x), which conespond to the apparent rates defined in the Brenner model (see section 2.5.4(b)),

and Gibb's free energy potentials G1 (x) ,G2 (x) with
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G2(x) = G20 +\kx2 (3.10)

meaning that the cross-bridge force obeys Hook's law. Since the reaction pathways 1 <-» 2 for

attachment and detachment are not the same, the reverse reactions need to be incorporated; also for

sake of thermodynamic consistency and to guarantee that the system is a free energy transducer

(ATP free energy — mechanical work). Then the first-order kinetics is governed by

^-n = (f+g_)-(f+g++f_+g_)n (3.11)
at

and the laws for detailed balance, which are defined from thermodynamics, giving

j- (h-(h
„

G2-G1+A
i=bt

js _
9±_

_ 0
kBT

(3.12)
K12=-^ = e

kBT

R21=---
=

e

A = jiT
-

jiD

with jiT and jiD the chemical potentials of the ATP and ADP states, respectively, the difference of

which drives the cycle. Thus, specification of the force functions F1 (x) determines G2 (x) — G1

within a constant, which in turn determines the equilibrium constants K12 and with A also K21.

Hence, all parameters are fairly interconnected. We point out here that the definition of the free

energy landscape and/or the forward and backward rate functions is absolutely crucial for the model

but, however, these relationships are generally not known with certainty. Defining rate functions to

account for experimental data during stretch and shortening is difficult. However, if we identify the

pathways of attachment and detachment and assume rates k+ and k_, respectively, the system

further reduces to a simple, although thermodynamically inconect, description (two-state one-way

cycle, see Huxley, 1957) with the law

d
. d)

h X

dt dx,
{n} = k+-(k++k_)n (3.13)

of which the Galilean transformation reduces to an inhomogeneous ODE that can be solved

analytically using an exponential approach (Appendix A.3 and Zahalak, 1981).

3.3.4 Three-State Cycle with Power Stroke

We expand the model presented in the previous section by incorporating a second attached state

with Hookean properties but lower free energy than the first attached state and shifted towards

higher strain of the cross-bridge to mimic the post-stroke (Fig. 3.15 Q. With m = 3 we define state
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1 as detached with probability i\ = 1 — n2
—

n3, state 2 as pre-power-stroke with probability n2,

and state 3 as post-power-stroke state with probability n3. The rate functions for attachment

(transition 1 <-» 2) and detachment (transitions 3 <-» 1) are as defined in section 3.3.3. Moreover, we

assume forward ( kPS ) and backward ( kRPS ) transition rate functions between the two attached states

2 and 3 which describe the power stroke (PS) and reverse power stroke (RPS) processes. Similar to

section 3.3.3 the first-order is governed by

d
— n2=f- (/+ + /_ + kPS) n2 + (kBPS - /+) n3
dt

— n^=g_- (g+ + g_ + kRPS)n3 + (kPS - g_)n2
dt

and the kinetic constants according to the detailed balance

G1-Q2 ;„ Gi-Gz

(3.14)

F
I=bT If _ '2±_ _ „

kBT

k_
J\12 — — e A23

— — e

Gj -Gl +A
(3.15)

9+
— g

kBT

9-
l31
— — ^ Za — jlT jlD

Both attached states have Hookean properties and generate force deduced from the free energy

potentials

G2 (x) = G2 0 + \ k (x — A)
(3.16)

(_7"3 \X) ^= (_7"3 q —r" ~2 K/ X

The attachment rate has to be defined such that a cross-bridge in attached state 2 does not generate

force (on average) at displacement A > 0, but by undergoing the power stroke and adopting

attached state 3 the conformational change of the cross-bridge shifts the equilibrium position of its

compliance towards higher strain (in our coordinate system to the left) where on average it would

generate a higher force kX
.
The distance A is generally termed 'size of the power stroke'. State 3

is therefore called high-force state, whereas state 2 is the low-force state (see also Fig. 3.15 A).

3.3.5 Numerical Implementation

All numerical calculations are implemented in MaTHEMATICA® (version 5.2, Wolfram Research,

Inc.). We use the 'NDSolve' routine for solving sets of ordinary differential equations in the

transformed space (£, r) (see Appendix A.2), and perform an inverse Galilean transformation by

interpolating the solutions back to the original coordinates (x,t). Comparison of the solutions from
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the partial differential and back-transformed ordinary differential equations shows that numerical

enors in probability distnbution functions from interpolation were <104 Applying the differential

equations to the calculated solution results in absolute numerical enors <107 For stiff ODE

systems we use the 'implicit backward differentiation formulas with orders 1 through 5'

implemented in the solver

3.3.6 Preconditions and Model Parameters

For concrete modelling we define the model parameters such that contraction properties of rabbit

psoas muscle at 10-12°C are simulated The following preconditions, mainly expenmental findings,

have to be fulfilled a) dunng shortening the forward detachment (g+), representing ATP

hydrolysis, is enhanced, b) during stretch the backward detachment ( / ), representing the reverse

power stroke, is enhanced, c) the mean force per cross-bndge Ftso dunng isometnc contraction is 5-

10 pN (Piazzesi et al, 2002a), and the fraction of attached cross-bndges Ntso is less than 50%, d)

the maximum shortening velocity vmax is -1 2 L0/s and the Hill parameters a / F0 = 0 09, with L0 =

1 15 um per half-sarcomere (Sun et al, 2001), e) the rate of force development kACj dunng fixed-

end activation is -5-8 s
l

(Tesi et al, 2002), whereby sarcomere shortening dunng force rise may be

considerably large,/) the free energy from ATP hydrolysis is A = 83 pnJ (Cooke, 1997) but only

-60% of this free energy (-50 pnJ) is transformed into mechanical work, g) the overall rate of

cross-bndges going through the cycle dunng isometnc contraction is -1 s
l

(Ranatunga, personal

communication)

(a) Two-State Cycle

For the two-state model introduced in section 3 3 3 we adopt the following forward (+) attachment

and detachment rate functions, and the reverse (-) rate functions

f+ (x) = 18k0e 2kBT

g+(x) = k0(o 143e
x

+0 01

and define the energy level Gt according to Eq (3 12) with G20 = 0 Moreover, we assume a cross-

bndge stiffness of k = 5 pN/nm (similar as considered by Piazzesi et al, 2002), and adjust the

overall kinetics with a parameter k0 = 100/s to fit the parameters for the force-velocity relation The

functions and distnbutions are depicted in Fig 3 16 Then all the preconditions are fulfilled, except

that the isometnc rate of force development on activation is much faster (-30 s l) than measured

during fixed-end activation in single myofibnls (see section 3 3 7 for a discussion)

(x) = k0 (e+1° + 0 01

(3 17)

g (x) = 0 005 k0e 2kBT
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Fig 3 16 Assumed rate functions and resulting probability of occupation for the two-state

model (A) Transition rate functions for attachment (f+) and detachment (g+) with

corresponding reverse rate functions (index -) with respect to the distortion coordinate x The

origin represents the equilibrium position of the elastic component of the cross-bridge (B)

Probability of occupation with respect to distortion for the isometnc case, for shortening at

vmax and for stretching at moderate velocity Note that the integral of the occupation over x and

normalised with i(ie the statistical average) equals the fraction of bound heads

(b) Three-State Cycle

An existing three-state model published by Nishiyama et al (1977) is used for our simulations and

compared with the two-state formalism. It is adjusted to match the preconditions for rabbit psoas

muscle.

3.3.7 Results and Discussion

To make sure that the kinetic model can reproduce the steady-state behaviour, we perform ramp

stretch and release simulations with different velocities. The force at the end of a ramp length

change is plotted against the ramp velocity. The beginning and end of the ramp profile are smoothly

initiated with constant acceleration (during 5 ms time) to guarantee that the velocity profile is

continuous. Fig. 3.17 shows the length profiles (^4) and conesponding force response (B). The

measured force-velocity relation is then compared with the steady-state solution (shown in Fig. 3.17

C and D), and the two curves perfectly match for velocities slow enough for the kinetics to reach a

steady-state during ramp length change. For the fastest ramp the force is still transient, resulting in

higher (lower) forces during lengthening (shortening) compared to the steady-state F- V relation.

Generally, there is no major difference between the two-state and the three-state model regarding

the results that will be discussed next.
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Fig. 3.17: Control simulations that mimic the experimental measurement of the steady-state F-

Vrelation by using the two-state model. (A) Imposed length changes - shortening (negative)

or lengthening (positive) - consisting of a smooth acceleration to a constant ramp velocity

with constant amplitude (5 nm). Ramp velocity v varies from -0.3 to +0.3 Lq/s. Faster ramps

are indicated in light gray. (B) Force response (force per cross-bridge) to the length changes

shown in A. Except for the first force transient, force reached a steady state value F (v) at the

end of each ramp for the corresponding velocity v (see inset). Gray-coded traces correspond

with the traces in A. (C) Resulting F- Vrelation when solving the kinetic law (Eq. 3.11) for

constant velocity v = x
.

Force is normalised for one cross-bridge. (D) Detailed plot of the F-

V relation shown in C (outlined), overlaid with results from the simulation shown in A and B

(dotted). The dots represent the force level F(v) of transients in B at the end of the ramp

according to B, inset, in full accordance with the theoretical curve in C. Force is normalised

for one cross-bridge, and the abscissa represents the ramp velocity.

As mentioned earlier, the rate of force development on activation kACT is -30 s"1 and therefore too

fast. A slower rate does not go in line with the shape of the steady-state F- V relation; a lower kACT

causes the Hill parameter a / F0 to decrease and the curvature gets larger. This is simply because at

higher velocities the turnover is accelerated but the rebinding is too slow to hold the force level.

Therefore, we adjust the kinetics to match the Hill parameters and perform transient shortening

simulations during activation. Interestingly, if the system is allowed to shorten initially, possibly

with near maximum shortening velocity vmax, the force is depressed during its rise. Fig. 3.18 B

shows an example of force development for a strictly isometric half-sarcomere and one that is
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allowed to shorten exponentially, with an intermediate rate compared to the rate of force rise; lower

than the truly isometric kACj but faster than the experimentally measured, such that vmax is initially

reached. The dynamics of the contractile system is strongly affecting the initial force response; the

rate of force development decreases to -5 s"1, which in turn is consistent with measured values (Tesi

et al, 2002). Fig. 3.18 C and D demonstrate at what extent the initial dynamics can depress force

development. Already small shortening amplitudes and velocities can cause the force curve to

flatten. Interestingly, there is an enhanced break point in some of the force transients where the

slope decreases. This break point occurs at different force levels for different initial shortening

velocities. At maximum shortening velocities (C, lowest length curve) initial force rise is strongly

perturbed by filament sliding, i.e. all cross-bridges that bind are immediately pulled towards

negative strain where they detach rapidly, resulting a fast cross-bridge turnover, short cross-bridge

lifetime and low initial force production. However, since the velocity is not maximal at all the time

(only at the very beginning), force is finally rising. On the other hand, at moderate initial shortening

velocities (C, middle curves) the force development kinetics is first dominated by the fast kinetics

of attachment, and sliding does not cause faster detachment, which would keep the number of

attached cross-bridges low; at a certain occupancy (and thus force) level the detachment, enhanced

by the filament sliding, competes with the binding of cross-bridges, which causes the break point

and force to flatten. Thus, we can distinct between a 'kinetic' component of force development

kinetics governed by pure chemical (state) kinetics, and a 'dynamic' component coming from

filament sliding which is in competition with the state transitions.

Since the kinetics of the force development is an important parameter for scientists to check

functionality and to measure the kinetics of biochemical processes behind muscle contraction, our

theoretical simulations should be considered carefully. It seems that the 'true', that is the

unperturbed rate of cross-bridge attachment, is underestimated by a factor of 5-6. This mismatch

between the rate of force development kAOT and biochemical transition rates /and g, measured e.g.

from ATPase activity, has been reported by Rome et al (1999); however, he did not refer to

sarcomere dynamics as a possible explanation for the differences. Edman & Reggiani (1984a)

showed in experiments with fast (tibialis anterior) muscle of the frog that clamping a short fibre

segment caused the force to rise more steeply than during undamped activation; during such

isometrically clamped contraction shortening is prevented, although internal dynamics of

sarcomeres in the segment can not be excluded. On the other hand, during end-held activation the

same segment shortened considerably (-2% L0) and at faster rates than the force increased to the

plateau level. This is in support of our theoretical findings. We will present further experimental

support for our theoretical approach in the next two chapters.
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Fig. 3.18: Simulation of initial transient shortening during activation. The contractile system is

activated at / = 0. (A) Assumed length change during activation, showing a mono-exponential

time course. (B) Force development due to activation in the strictly isometric system (dashed)

where filaments do not slide, and during initial shortening as shown in .4 (outlined). Compared

to the isometric force development (rate -30 s"1), force during shortening is initially depressed

such that the rate of force rise (kACT) is approximately 5 s"1. The dotted line represents a mono-

exponential fit with rate constant kACj. Force is normalised for one cross-bridge. (C)

Shortening transients with different amplitudes, ranging from 0 to -8.2% L0. The

instantaneous shortening velocity at t = 0 ranges from 0 to vmax. (D) Force development on

activation that corresponds (gray-coded) to the shortening transients shown in C. Note that at

slow initial shortening the force exhibits an intermediate break point, where the force rise is no

longer governed by kinetic alone but suppressed by the dynamics of shortening. This break

point vanishes completely for rapid shortening.

Finally, to estimate the effect on force of slow transient length changes resulting from multi-

segmental modelling (section 3.2) on transient and steady force response, we simulate the activation

and force development during initial fast shortening combined with slow creeping shortening and

lengthening. Fig. 3.19 B shows the force response for three types of length profiles depicted in A;

after fast shortening the half-sarcomere is held isometric, it is slowly lengthened at 0.2% L0/s or

allowed to shorten at the same velocity. The force of the lengthening half-sarcomere is rising to a

steady level 12% above the isometric value (-F1S0), whereas during shortening the steady level is 8%
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Fig. 3.19: Simulation of slow, 'creeping' dynamics (shortening / lengthening). (A) Initial fast

shortening super-imposed with either a slow (0.2% L0/s) shortening (dash-dotted), lengthening

(dashed) or constant length (outlined). (B) Force development (normalised per cross-bridge)

during activation for the three cases in A In case of slow shortening force is depressed by 8%

F0 whereas lengthening enhances force by 12% F0. This difference could be compensated by a

varying number of cross-bridges.

below FlS0. The asymmetry of this result can be explained with the discontinuity in the steady-state

F- V relation at v = 0 (see Katz (1939) or section 2.3.2). For the same velocity of either stretch or

shortening the force increases more for stretching than for shortening. However, if we connected

these three types of half-sarcomeres in series, where force must be balanced, the shortening half-

sarcomere would have to have more (+12%) potential cross-bridges to generate the same force as

the isometrically operating half-sarcomere. Likewise, the lengthening half-sarcomere must have less

force capacity i.e., an 8% lower number of potential cross-bridges. We conclude that for velocities

in the range of 0.1-1% L0/s the variability is 5-20%, which can also be deduced from the F-V

relation. In summary, these results support earlier assumptions for variability in half-sarcomeric

force capacity (e.g. section 3.2.4), and furthermore suggest that slow transient dynamics can be well

approximated with a steady-state model.

3.4 Cross-Bridge Systems in Series

In section 3.2.2 we introduced a half-sarcomere model with contractile, series and parallel element.

The contractile element (CE) obeys steady-state relations of length, velocity and activation to force.

In a neighbourhood of steady-state (slow changes in length) the model is a good approximation.

However, for transient responses possibly at more rapid length changes a better and more conect

approach would be to incorporate a kinetic model for each half-sarcomere, e.g. a three-state cycle,

and to couple it mechanically to series elasticity and a parallel component. The interface parameter

between half-sarcomeres in series is still force, i.e. each half-sarcomere model must bear the same

+12°'oF0

-8%F0
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force. Such a formalism will demand an 'inversion' of the classic cross-bridge formalism; not force

response from state distributions at a given length change (length-controlled mode), but length

change from state distributions that produce a given force (force-controlled mode) has to be

calculated.

To give a proposal for solution we briefly mention the following approach. For the moment we

neglect the length-tension relation and activity level of the CE and the parallel element in general,

and concentrate on kinetics only. As introduced in section 3.2.2, the force .Fand therefore the total

time derivative of force must be equal for all half-sarcomere models. We calculate the total time

derivative of cross-bridge force in one half-sarcomere:

d/2 , „

-

m '

d

F(t)= $Y\-n(Xlt)

-d/2
-

-dt
F(x)dx (3.18)

If we denote the right-hand side of Eq. (3.7) with RHS1 and solve it for [dn, / dt) we can write by

combining (3.18) with (3.7)

TO=/E
dl2 ( o "\

on.

-d/2

RHS,
,

dx
,

F,(x)dx (3.19)

which may be fulfilled by estimating a value for x at time point t. The actual motion of the system,

x (t), follows from successive values of x (t). This estimation has to be calculated for each

sarcomere in the series system, provided that there is an inherent (length-independent) variability

e.g. in the total number Nof cross-bridges able to form a bond between actin and myosin.

The general 'inversion' of the cross-bridge formalism bears certain problems. First of all, the

functional [x3 (t)1x] (t),nt:l (x,t)j i—* F(t) for a half-sarcomere j is not bijective, that is, for a

given force F there are more than one set of state distributions nv that cause the force F. Secondly,

the mechanical description of a kinetic system with elastic components in series leads to a large

system of integral-differential equations, which is challenging regarding numerical implementation.

Furthermore, taking the absolute length ofthe half-sarcomere j into account

X,(t) = x]0+fx](T)dT (3.20)

that defines the number of cross-bridges involved for binding, N = iV(X,), and the boundary

condition of overall length of all p half-sarcomeres in the myofibril
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L = YJX,(t) (3.21)
3=1

the system gets even more complex. We do not further outline this here since it will be investigated

in another project.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have raised several important issues on a theoretical basis. First of all our multi-

segmental modelling could give possible explanations for unresolved phenomena like e.g. force

enhancement by rigorous treatment of half-sarcomeres in series and by incorporating variability (5-

10%) in active force capacity of half-sarcomeres. Furthermore, we showed that the dynamics of

half-sarcomeres in such an in-series construction is slow, creeping and hardly predictive by

intuition. Secondly, we presented a kinetic formalism and the mathematical tools for the calculation

of transient force responses of a half-sarcomere undergoing any arbitrary length profile. A simple

two-state model could consistently reproduce steady-state data of rabbit psoas muscle; strictly

isometric force development on activation, however, was faster than measured in myofibrils or

fibres, but letting the half-sarcomere transiently shorten, initially at maximum shortening velocity,

force is depressed and rises such that the rate of force development approximated the experimental

value. Hence, in experiments the 'true' (isometric) rate of force development may be

underestimated by a factor 5-6 due to the internal dynamics. Thirdly, we confirmed with our kinetic

model that slow, creeping length changes (shortening or lengthening) during contraction produce

differences in force between half-sarcomeres of -10%, suggesting that the assumed variability for

multi-segmental modelling conducted earlier was reasonable for the dynamics near steady-state.
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Page 91: "The Units ofMotion" —phase contrast micrograph ofpsoas myofibrils (lOOx, 1.30 NA, oil).
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The following chapter is a peer-review paper published in the 'Biophysical Journal' (2006) 90(2):

514-530. The study was carried out in collaboration with Dr. R. Stehle from the University of

Cologne. The paper is entitled:

Half-sarcomere dynamics in myofibrils during activation and relaxation studied by tracking

fluorescent markers

I.A. Telley *, J. Denoth *, E. Stüssi *, G. Pfitzerf and R Stehle f

* Laboratory for Biomechanics, ETH Zurich Honggerberg, 8093 Zurich, Switzerland

f Institute of Vegetative Physiology, University of Cologne, 50931 Köln, Germany

4.1 Abstract

To study the dynamics of individual half-sarcomeres in striated muscle contraction, myofibrils

prepared from rabbit psoas muscle and left ventricles of guinea pig were immunostained with two

conjugated antibody complexes consisting of a primary antibody against either ot-actinin or

myomesin, and a secondary fluorescently labelled Fab-fragment. We simultaneously measured

force kinetics and determined the positions of the Z-line and M-band signals by fluorescence video

microscopy and sophisticated computer vision (tracking) algorithms. Upon calcium activation,

sarcomeres and half-sarcomeres shortened non-uniformly. Shortening occurred first rapidly and

exponentially during the force rise, and then slowly during the force plateau. In psoas myofibrils,

time-resolved displacements of the A-band in sarcomeres were observed, i.e., the two halves of

individual sarcomeres behaved non-uniformly. Non-uniformity in length changes between the two

halves of sarcomeres was comparable to that between two adjacent half-sarcomeres of neighbouring

sarcomeres. Sequential lengthening of half-sarcomeres was observed in cardiac myofibrils during

the rapid phase of force relaxation. The independent dynamics of the halves in a sarcomere reveals

the half-sarcomere as the functional unit rather than the structural unit, the sarcomere. The

technique will facilitate the study of filament sliding within individual half-sarcomeres and the

mechanics of intersegmental chemomechanical coupling in multi-segmental striated muscles.

4.2 Introduction

The mechanical and kinetic characterization of contracting muscle is generally made in terms of the

interaction between actin and myosin cross-bridges, assuming that these force-generating motors act

independently and homogeneously along the muscle fibre. It is generally accepted that muscle

shortening and lengthening is due to the actin and myosin filaments sliding past each other (Huxley
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& Niedergerke, 1954; Huxley & Hanson, 1954), and that cross-bridge kinetics is affected by the

amount and speed of filament sliding (Brenner, 1991; Edman et al, 1997; Piazzesi et al, 2002b).

Strictly speaking, only those cross-bridges that are acting in a single half-sarcomere, with one half

of thick myosin filaments overlapping with the thin actin filaments, are similarly affected by the

filament sliding in that particular half-sarcomere, a circumstance which leads to the theory of the

functional unit half-sarcomere.

During myofibrillar contraction many thousands of (half-) sarcomeres in series generate the same

force while they shorten or lengthen. The sliding filament theory predicts that the half-sarcomere is

an intrinsically unstable construction. Since active force decreases with decreasing actomyosin

overlap (Gordon et al, 1966), an initially lengthening half-sarcomere would loose force capacity

progressively and lengthen even more, until a passive stabilizing structure (e.g. titin, desmin) bears

the force. In fact, it was shown earlier by electron microscopy that displacements of the A-bands

occur in activated muscle (Horowits & Podolsky, 1987, 1988). Presumably one half of the

sarcomere might be stronger than the other half due to differences in the number of potential cross-

bridge formations, thereby stretching the weak half-sarcomere, resulting in a displacement of the

thick filaments in the sarcomere. However, the dynamics of such A-band shifts, and of half-

sarcomeres in general, has never been measured. Several observations of overall variability in

lengths of sarcomeres (non-uniformity) have been made using the laser diffraction technique

(Edman & Flitney, 1982; Mutungi & Ranatunga, 2000) or by determining segmental fiber lengths

(Gordon et al, 1966; Julian & Morgan, 1979b; Edman & Reggiani, 1984a, b). The Huxley '57

formalism (Huxley, 1957) predicts that the kinetics of cross-bridge turnover is greatly influenced by

the velocity of sliding between myosin and actin filaments. A natural conclusion is that the kinetic

processes along the fiber are also non-uniform as a consequence of the non-uniform sarcomere

dynamics. A common argument has been that inhomogeneities in [Ca2+] are present which produce

this non-uniform behaviour, although this has never been further pursued. However, the measured

force kinetics is an unknown convolution of these variable processes. How exactly muscle force is

generated and influenced in such a highly dynamic and non-uniform system has not been answered

so far, presumably because the dynamic state of each individual half-sarcomere has to be known.

For a meticulous study of sarcomeric variability and the kinetics of muscle contraction the aim is to

determine the dynamics of single sarcomeres or, even better, half-sarcomeres in a controlled ionic

e.g., [Ca2+], [PJ and [ADP] environment.

In the past, individual sarcomere length (SL) measurement was accomplished in bright field and

phase contrast video microscopy of single myofibrils by means of a (semi-automatic) profile

analysis of the A-band or I-band patterns (Bartoo et al, 1993; Linke et al, 1994; Stehle et al,

2002a; Rassier et al, 2003a). Since the centre of mass determined in the profile analysis does

neither define the structural boundaries of a sarcomere nor of a half-sarcomere, it is not a relia-
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Fig. 4.1: Limitations of a conventional profile analysis of sarcomeric band patterns. (A) Lop:

micrograph of a cardiac myofibril in phase contrast microscopy. (B) Schematic

representations of band patterns. Dark bands represent the A-bands, with the invisible M-band

in their centre. Lhick grey lines represent the Z-line which may not be detected properly at

physiological sarcomere lengths. If two adjacent half-sarcomeres become asymmetric in

length, e.g., by filament sliding in a certain half-sarcomere (indicated by *), the centre of I-

band determined in profile analysis does no longer coincide with the Z-line, emphasized by

the gap between Z-line and dashed line. Lengths of distinct sarcomeres bordered by Z-lines

can then no longer be estimated correctly by analysis of the sarcomeric band pattern. Analysis

of I-band centres would actually lead to the result that each of the two adjacent sarcomeres

performed half of the length change, whereas with fluorescent markers lengths and length

changes can be assigned correctly to half-sarcomeres. Bottom: during contraction I-bands may
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dimmish and A-bands come as close to each other as such that they can not be separated

anymore (Rayleigh limit of resolution), whereas the distance between markers can still be

evaluated even in short sarcomeres (C) Information from sarcomeric band patterns and from

sarcomeric boundary markers Squares represent the A-bands observed in phase contrast or

bright field microscopy Black and grey lines indicate centres of Z-lmes and M-bands detected

by fluorescent markers Top if filament sliding is variable among, but symmetric in individual

sarcomeres, variability in half-sarcomere/sarcomere lengths (degree of half-sarcomere /

sarcomere inhomogeneity) is underestimated from centre fitting of A-band and/or I-bands

Lhis is illustrated just for the extreme case of repetitive tandems of short and long sarcomeres

Bottom shows the other extreme case in which all sarcomeres have similar length (Z-Z

distance), but in which A-band shifts occur, which leads to an overestimate of sarcomere

length variability while half-sarcomere length variability is still underestimated Note that due

to the unknown Z-hne position neither in case of symmetrical nor asymmetrical (A-band shift)

filament sliding neither lengths of distinct sarcomeres nor of half-sarcomeres can be evaluated

reliably from either one or both, A-band or I-band centres

ble detection for sarcomere length (see Fig. 4.1). Hence, it will not be possible to study the true

dynamics of filament sliding in half-sarcomeres unless the structural boundaries of a half-sarcomere

are properly detected by appropriate markers.

Here, we present a method in which we determined the dynamics of individual half-sarcomeres of a

myofibril by tracking fluorescently-stained boundary markers in digital video streams. The

myofibril is the ideal model since it can be prepared such that the number of involved sarcomeres is

typically ten to twenty. It allows reliable analysis of individual half-sarcomeres in reasonable time.

In the experiments here, force recording and video microscopy were done simultaneously during

tension development and relaxation induced by rapid steps in [Ca2+]. Fast equilibration with the

sunounding medium is guaranteed by the short diffusion distance. In subsequent image processing

of the videos the marker positions were extracted and the distances of adjacent markers were

calculated to obtain half-sarcomere lengths.

We used fluorescence immunostaining without fixation and a few minutes of incubation time. We

chose ot-actinin as marker protein for the localization of the Z-line boundary. It has been shown

recently that staining this abundant protein produces large signals suitable for image processing

(Littlefield & Fowler, 2002). The second boundary is the M-band, a protein scaffold that connects

thick filaments at the centre of the A-band. Myomesin is an integral component of the M-band and

present in all kinds of vertebrate striated muscle (Agarkova et al, 2000). Labelling these two

proteins has the advantage that, besides being true boundary markers, the spatial distance between
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the location of actomyosin interaction and the dyes is maximal, reducing undesirable effects of the

staining on cross-bridge function.

Determination of individual half-sarcomere lengths in digital video microscopy requires a computer

vision framework for high-resolution position detection. For this we applied a region-based tracking

algorithm first introduced by Danuser and colleagues for differential interference contrast (DIC)

video microscopy (Danuser et al, 2000). As mentioned there, the algorithm is not limited to DIC

and can be applied to other imaging applications. The idea of region-based methods is to seek inter-

frame conespondence for all pixels within a region of interest and, therefore, match the texture of

image regions from one frame to the next. It has the advantage that the redundancy is high and noise

is effectively averaged, which makes it robust against low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Even with a

weak SNR this procedure can achieve sub-pixel resolution, which is relevant in half-sarcomere

length measurement. With high numerical aperture digital light microscopes the pixel coverage in

object space can be set down to -50 nm square using a CCD chip with a small physical pixel size

(Inoue & Spring, 1997). Yet, we want to measure SL changes of several nanometres with a low NA,

long distance objective. Hence, a combination of digital video microscopy and high-resolution

computer vision plays a key role in achieving the needs of accurate half-sarcomere length detection.

We present a method with which we obtain a temporal resolution of 10-50 ms and a resolution in

terms of displacement of 5-20 nm, depending on the image quality.

4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1 Myofibril preparation

Myofibrils were prepared from either skinned left ventricular trabeculae of the guinea pig or

skinned strips from the rabbit psoas as previously described (Stehle et al, 2002a; Stehle et al,

2002b) except that animals were not anesthetized before sacrificed by cervical dislocation followed

by exsanguination. All procedures were approved by the local animal care committee. Trabeculae or

strips were dissected, then fixed isometrically with pins and skinned on ice for 4 h in skinning

solution containing 5 mM K-phosphate, 5 mM Na-azide, 3 mM Mg-acetate, 5 mM K2EGTA, 3 mM

Na2ATP (incl. 3 mM MgCl2 and 6 mM KOH), 47 mM CrP, 2 mM DTT, 0.5 mM 4-(2-aminoethyl)

benzenesulfonyl-fluoride HCl (AEBSF), 10 uM leupeptine, 10 uM antipaine, 5 mg/ml aprotinine,

adjusted to pH 6.8 at 20 °C by Triton X-100 in a concentration of either 1% or 0.5% (v/v) for

trabeculae or skeletal strips, respectively. After skinning, the solution was replaced by an identical

one without Triton in which both preparations were stored up to 3 days at 4 °C. Myofibrils were

prepared immediately before the experiment by homogenization at 4 °C in the same solution for 4-8

s at 12'000 rpm with a blender (Ultra-Turrax, Rose Scientific, Canada) and filtering the homogenate
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through 22 um polypropylene meshes to remove aggregates of over-contracted myofibrils and large

bundles.

4.3.2 Immunostaining and fluorescent dyes

A monoclonal anti-a-actinin Ab (mouse IgGl isotype, clone EA-53, Sigma, Germany) was used as

primary antibody (1:1000 v/v) for the localization of sarcomeric ot-actinin in the Z-line. A

monoclonal anti-myomesin Ab (mouse IgGl isotype, clone B4) (Grove et al, 1984) was used as

primary antibody (1:20 v/v) for the staining of all domains of myomesin localized in the M-band.

For mechanical experiments these two unlabelled antibodies were conjugated in the same aliquot

with labelled (Alexa Fluor® 488, Abs/Em: 495/519 nm) IgG Fab fragments (1:3 v/v) in a complex

formation prior to the incubation of the samples (ZENON mouse IgG labelling kit, Invitrogen,

Germany). Before staining, 3% (v/v) normal goat serum (NGS) was added to the myofibrillar

suspension to block non-specific binding sites. Samples were not chemically fixed for

immunostaining. Total incubation time of the myofibrils with both antibody complexes was 10

minutes. A small droplet of the incubate was then diluted 1:50 in the relaxing solution filled into the

trough ofthe apparatus (see below).

4.3.3 Apparatus

Beside some modifications described below, the apparatus we used was described earlier (Stehle et

al, 2002a). All manipulators holding the thermostated trough, the micro-tools and measurement

instruments were mounted on a rigid stage of an Olympus IX-70 inverted microscope. The objective

used in the experiments was either a 60x/0.70 Ph2 (LCPlanFl, Olympus, Germany) dry type with

long working distance and cover glass conection cap (CAP-GO.5 ± 0.5), or a 60x/1.2 W

(UplanSApo, Olympus) water immersion type. The water immersion lens was cooled to the

experimental temperature. The 1.5x magnification lens which is built in the IX-70 microscope was

used for further image magnification. Epi-fluorescence microscopy was enabled via a mercury arc

lamp (HBO) and a filter set (U-WIBA, Olympus) for blue excitation (excitation: BP460-490 / beam

split: DM505 / emission filter: BA515-550). Experiments were conducted at 10 °C. Small bundles

containing one to three myofibrils were mounted in relaxing solution (see below) between the tips

of a length driving tungsten needle and an atomic force cantilever (Nanoprobe0 FESP type,

compliance 0.25-0.5 um/uN, resonant frequency in experimental solution 25-30 kHz) which had

been coated with a mixture of nitrocellulose and a silicon adhesive. Prior to Ca2+-activation, mean

slack sarcomere length and myofibrillar diameter was determined and then bundles were stretched

in relaxing solution to a sarcomere length of 2.25-2.35 um (cardiac) and 2.35-2.45 um (psoas).

These mounting and measurement steps were done in either phase contrast or bright field
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microscopy using a UV-blocking filter and a Yellow Filter (LC39 and Y52, Konica Minolta, Japan)

to minimize photobleaching. Bundles were then Ca2+-activated and relaxed by rapidly translating

the interface between two continuously flowing, laminar streams of solutions applied to the

myofibril by atwo-banel micropipette. The force signal was obtained by reflection of a laser beam

micro-focused onto the back of the cantilevers. During force recording, fluorescence patterns were

recorded by digital video microscopy with a CCD camera (12 bit A/D converter). We used a slower

type ORCA-ER and a faster type C8800-0IC (both from Hamamatsu Photonics, Germany), which

had a physical pixel size of 6.45 um square (image resolution: 71.7 nm/pixel) and 8 um square

(image resolution: 88.9 nm/pixel), respectively. With a Rayleigh resolution of 452 nm the

acquisition oversampling was ~6 for the ORCA-ER and ~5 for the C8800-01C.

4.3.4 Experimental solutions

Compared to our experimental solutions used in previous studies (Stehle et al., 2002a; Stehle et al.,

2002b) and in some initial experiments for the present study we added 30 mM glutathione and

increased the [DTT] from 2 mM to 30 mM. This greatly (5x) reduced the rundown in force

observed in subsequent activation cycles of stained myofibrils during being exposed to the

fluorescence exciting light. A further observed effect of the exciting light on stained myofibrils was

an increase in passive force during subsequent experiments. This effect was completely abolished

by adding the high [DTT] and the glutathione. Thus, we used here relaxing and activating solutions

consisting of 10 mM imidazole, 3 mM K2CaEGTA + 6mM KCl (activating) or 3 mM K2EGTA + 6

mM KCl (relaxing solution), 1 mM Na2MgATP, 3 mM MgCl2, 37.7 mM Na2CrP, 30mM K-

glutathione and 30 mM DTT, adjusted to pH 7.0 at 10 °C and consisting of a final formal ionic

strength (pi) of 170 mM. For experiments in the presence of P1; the solution above contained in

addition 10 mM while the [Na2CrP] was lowered to 31.0 mM to keep /x constant.

4.3.5 Tracking algorithm and length measurement

Fluorescence patterns were tracked frame by frame from 16 bit images with a region-based tracking

algorithm (Danuser et al, 2000). Briefly, in video data a single frame and its subsequent frame are

called the 'template image' and the 'search image', respectively. In the first (template) image of the

movie a region of interest (ROI) was set semi-automatically around the fluorescence patterns

('multiple windowing'). This initialization determines the coordinates of the centre of each pattern

in sub-pixel coordinates using a segmentation algorithm. Correspondence was then sought between

ROIs of consecutive frames on the basis of a geometric transition (displacement, rotation, scaling)

and a maximum likelihood estimation. Thereby, the minimal sum of squares of the differences

(SSD) between the ROI transition of the template image and the reference ROI of the search image
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was sought while assuming normally distributed noise. The accuracy of the match was determined

via noise analysis, and the maximum uncertainty was defined as three times the standard deviation

of the positional estimate in image space, resulting in a confidence of 99.7% (p < 0.01). The

displacement vector of the general geometric transition pointed towards the new position of the

particular pattern in the search image. The rotation and scaling of a pattern from frame to frame

were small and could be neglected. Subsequently, the search image was defined as the new template

image, and its following image as the new search image, which completed the iterative

computation. Finally, sarcomere length (SL) or half-sarcomere length (hSL) was defined as the

Euclidean distance between the coordinates of the centres of two Z-patterns or between an M-

pattern and a Z-pattern, respectively. Accuracy in length was calculated from the accuracy of the

positions by means of enor propagation. The algorithm was written in C++ and MatLab®

(Mathworks, Inc.) and is fully automatic. An enor analysis showed that the maximal enor i.e., the

maximum of the difference between several analyses is ±35 nm at high frame rate (low SNR) and

±10 nm at low frame rate (high SNR), determined by repetitive analysis and time-flipped videos.

This systematic enor originated in the initialization phase. At the end of the iterative step the

identification of 'old' search and 'new' template image is generally called 'template update'. It is a

critical step in tracking algorithms because updating the template every frame might introduce

systematic enors ('drift'). We assured that template drift is a minor problem by for- and backward

(time-flipped) tracking. Hence, the presented method enabled us to determine initial sarcomere

lengths with 10-35 nm accuracy, and to track the fluorescence patterns in reasonable time with sub-

pixel resolution down to 0.05 pixels for displacements (~5 nm), depending on the signal-to-noise

ratio SNR.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Specificity of binding of the antibodies to Z-lines and M-bands in myofibrils

Specificity of binding of antibodies was first investigated in myofibrillar samples under a high

aperture fluorescence and phase contrast microscope with a lOOx oil immersion objective (1.3 NA).

Fig. 4.2 A and B show images of myofibrils from guinea pig ventricle and rabbit psoas which were

stained as described in materials and methods for the mechanical experiments. The M-line signal

was weaker than the Z-line signal. To selectively test the localization of the primary antibodies,

immunostained myofibrils were prepared as for Fig. 4.2 A except that either only ot-actinin Ab or

only myomesin Ab was conjugated with the labelled IgG Fab fragment. Comparison with phase

contrast images verified that myofibrils incubated with these ot-actinin or myomesin Ab containing

complexes were exclusively labelled at their Z-lines or M-bands, respectively. Non-specific binding
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Fig 4 2 Epi-fluorescence images of cc-actimn and myomesin double-stained cardiac and

skeletal myofibrillar bundles prepared from guinea pig left ventricle (A) and rabbit psoas (B)

Images were taken with a lOOx / 1 30 NA objective on a conventional inverted microscope

setup (not in the mechanical apparatus) Lhe repetitive fluorescence bands of stronger and

weaker intensity refer to the cc-actinin and myomesin Ab signals, respectively Bars, 5 um

of the Fab fragments could be excluded by incubating unlabelled myofibrillar suspensions with

labelled Fab fragments for 10 minutes. These showed no fluorescence signal as unlabelled

myofibrils, for which no auto-fluorescence could be detected. We therefore conclude that the

staining procedure worked well with target-specific binding.

Fig. 4.3 shows stained myofibrils mounted in the apparatus. Combination of phase contrast and

fluorescence microscopy allowed the co-localization of the fluorescence patches relative to the A-

band and I-band pattern in phase contrast mode. By stretching the relaxed myofibril to the

experimental sarcomere lengths of -2.4 um it could be shown that anti-a-actinin binding

conesponds with the centre of the I-band in phase contrast and anti-myomesin fluorescence is

localized in the centre of the A-band. Stretching myofibrils to -3.5 um (Fig. 4.3 C) shows that anti-

a-actinin binding selectively localizes at the Z-line and not in the I-band, which excludes non¬

specific binding of the ot-actinin Ab to actin. Images acquired with the dry-type objective produced

a peak intensity ratio of about 1:3 between M-band and Z-line signal. This difference in fluorescent

light intensity might be explained by the small presence of epitopes in the M-band compared to the

dense network of ot-actinin in the Z-line. However, we occasionally observed higher intensity ratios

(up to 1:1.5) between M-band and Z-line signals in very thin (about 1 um in diameter), single

myofibrils. As prolongation of incubation time from 10 min to 30 min did not increase the signal

intensities of the fluorescent antibody complexes in thinner and thicker myofibrillar bundles (not

shown), this might suggest that even under saturating incubation times and the thin myofibrillar

bundles of few um diameter used in our study the myomesin antibody complex might not have
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Fig. 4.3: Micrographs of a cardiac myofibril mounted in the experimental apparatus for

contraction experiments. Lhe images were taken with the dry-type, long-distance objective.

(A) Phase contrast light micrograph (enhanced). Mean sarcomere length was 2.4 urn. Lhe

typical structure of the sarcomeres revealed darker A-bands and lighter I-bands. (B) Same as

in A but in fluorescence detection mode. Lwo patch windows (rectangles) around Z-line

signals used for further image processing are indicated. Individual sarcomere length was

calculated from the difference in coordinates of adjacent patch centres (red crosses). Bar, 5

urn. (C) Superposition of the phase contrast image in A with the fluorescence image in B. Lhe

Z-signals were localized between the A-bands, and the weak M-band signal was located in the

middle of the A-band. (D) Overlay of a bright field image and a fluorescence image taken

after the myofibril was stretched to mean SL 3.7 urn. A-bands are dark patterns with a low

fluorescent signal of myomesin in the centre. Strong a-actinin signals are narrow patches at

the Z-line and do not trespass the I-band. Bar, 2 um. (E) Intensity profile (8-bit sampling;

maximum, 255) of the fluorescent patterns along the line profile axis indicated in B. Large

peaks of the a-actinin fluorescence (intensities: Iz) dominated the smaller peaks of the

myomesin fluorescence (intensities: IM).

complete access to all binding sites as its free diffusion into the H-zone could be obstructed by its

own binding, as suggested by the study of Kraft and co-workers (Kraûet al, 1995).

4.4.2 Distribution of resting sarcomere length

Sarcomere lengths (SL) at rest exhibited variability of up to 300 nm. Histograms in Fig. 4.4 show

the distribution of the difference between individual SL and mean SL along either cardiac (left) or

psoas (right) myofibrils. More precisely, we calculated SL, - mean(SL) for every sarcomere j in
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Fig 4 4 Resting sarcomere length variability illustrated by histograms of the difference of

individual SL to mean SL in each myofibril, gathered from eight cardiac (left) and three psoas

myofibrils (right), giving a total number of analyzed sarcomeres of n = 100 and n = 41,

respectively Note that the accuracy of initial SL is 14-35 nm, depending on the signal to

noise ratio

different myofibrils and collected data of 100 cardiac and 41 psoas sarcomeres in total. By

assuming a Gaussian distribution, the standard deviation SD of these differences was calculated.

Resting SL in cardiac myofibrils was more variable (SD = 62 nm) than in psoas myofibrils (SD =

40 nm). The variability found in psoas myofibrils was still higher than the accuracy limit for the

lowest SNR images (35 nm). Furthermore, we tested whether SL is conelated to the sarcomere

position (number) in the myofibril, and found only one significant conelation out of eight cardiac

myofibrils, and none out of three psoas myofibrils. Thus, variability in SL was distributed only in

one case in a gradient manner, but in all other cases rather randomly along the myofibril. Therefore,

variability in resting SL results rather from randomly distributed variability of intrinsic mechanical

or structural properties of passive series elastic elements in different sarcomeres than from

manipulations of myofibrils during preparation or mounting into the setup.

4.4.3 Functionality of the immuno-fluorescently labelled myofibrils

After mounting, labelled psoas and cardiac myofibrils had slack sarcomere lengths of 2.34 ± 0.04

um and 2.01 ± 0.04 um, respectively, showing that the staining procedure did not induce

contraction of myofibrils. The average active force per cross-sectional area (mean ± SEM)

developed by 12 labelled psoas and 15 cardiac myofibrils was 186 ± 25 nN/um2 and 141 ±26

nN/um2, respectively. Active force of labelled cardiac myofibrils is therefore slightly, but not

significantly lower than previously reported for unlabelled cardiac myofibrils (Stehle et al, 2002a).
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Table 4.1 shows a summary ofthe force kinetic parameters of the myofibrils from which sarcomere

dynamics were either quantitatively analyzed (see results) or videos visually examined (see

discussion). The rate constants of Ca2+-induced force development (kACj) and of the initial, slow

linear force decline following Ca2+-removal (kLW) were not significantly different from previously

reported values for cardiac myofibrils (Stehle et al, 2002a). This indicates that the immunostaining

did not alter turnover kinetics of cross-bridges. Furthermore, compared to the previous results in

unlabelled cardiac myofibrils, no significant differences were found in the duration of the initial,

slow, linear force decline ^Lin and the rate constant £rel of the subsequent, rapid exponential force

decay. As ^Lin is determined by the onset and £rel by the overall speed and extent of sarcomere

'give' during relaxation, this is indirect evidence that the immuno-fluorescence labelling procedure

did not cause significant effects on sarcomere dynamics during relaxation. The values of the kinetic

parameters of labelled psoas myofibrils were not significantly different from those of unlabelled

controls prepared from the same psoas muscles (Table 1). The values of labelled and unlabelled

psoas myofibrils obtained here at 10 °C are in between those reported by Tesi and co-workers for

unlabelled psoas myofibrils at 5 °C and 15 °C (Tesi etal, 2002).

Table 4.1: Force kinetic parameters of immuno-fluorescently labelled myofibrils

£act [s_1] £lin [s_1] tLm [ms] £reL [s1]

guinea pig, cardiac 1.51 ±0.15 0.52 ± 0.08 123 ± 19 9.2 ±1.5

rabbit psoas, labelled 5.0 ±0.4 1.6 ±0.2 91 ±4 23 ± 3

rabbit psoas, unlabelled 5.5 ±0.5 1.5 ±0.1 86 ± 9 21 ±4

Values represent (mean ± S.E.M.) of 15 labelled cardiac, 12 labelled psoas and 6 unlabelled psoas

myofibrils, respectively.

4.4.4 Sarcomere dynamics in cardiac myofibrils

To assure that the mean SL during the contraction was optimal we compensated the 'give' of the

series viscoelasticity during activation by slightly stretching relaxed sarcomeres prior to activation.

Fig. 4.5 B shows exemplary data of sarcomere lengths and corresponding force transient upon

switching from pCa 7.5 to pCa 4.5 and back to pCa 7.5 from a cardiac myofibril under standard

conditions. The myofibrillar segment consisted of eleven sarcomeres, of which one near the

cantilever showed practically no active shortening and presumably operated as pure passive force
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Fig. 4.5: Force kinetics and sarcomere dynamics of a cardiac myofibril during contraction. (A)

Fluorescence light micrograph of the cardiac myofibril during contraction. Each cross

indicates the centre fitted to the Z-line pattern. Sarcomeres involved in the analysis are

numbered (no. 1-11). Bar, 2 um. (B) Sarcomere length traces (coloured lines) and force

transient (dotted) during the whole experiment. Lhe numbering of sarcomeres in the legend

corresponds to the numbers in A. Prior to activation, initial sarcomere lengths (SL) of the

majority of sarcomeres (no. 10 and 11 excluded) ranged from 2.29 urn to 2.37 urn with a mean

of 2.32 urn. Subsequent shortening of the majority of sarcomeres due to activation was non¬

uniform. Sarcomere 11 was presumably not operating actively but transmitting force

passively. Lhe ripple after the rise in force in the force signal is an artefact. Lhe dashed line

superimposed on the force signal is an exponential fit with a rate constant kACj of 1.5 s"1. Lhe

mean SL of all sarcomeres is represented by the dashed line, and the increasing standard

deviation of SL during contraction is shown by the light grey envelope. Lemporal resolution:

50 ms. Accuracy of lengths: 10 nm, accuracy of initial SL: 14 nm. (C) Analysis of the
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shortening dynamics of sarcomeres 2, 4 and 6 from B Lhese sarcomeres had similar initial

length but exhibited different shortening dynamics Lhe SL traces were fitted with a bi-

exponential function (outlined) Lhe fast and slow components are plotted separately and

numbered for every sarcomere involved (dashed) (D) Distribution of initial resting SL (black)

and SL at the end of activation (gray) Sarcomere numbers correspond to the legend shown on

top Correlation of sarcomere number with SL was not significant in both resting (r = 0 05)

and activated (r = 0 35) sarcomeres (E) Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SL

distribution shown in D Lhe distribution of lengths in contracting sarcomeres (gray) is too flat

to fit the CDF of a normal distribution, whereas the CDF of resting SL (black) indicates

similarity to a normal distribution

transmitter (no. 11) and another which shortened only little while being slightly overstretched (no.

10). Mean initial sarcomere length before activation was L0 = 2.34 um (all sarcomeres included).

Individual initial SL of the majority (sarcomeres 10 and 11 excluded) varied between 2.29 um and

2.37 um with a mean of 2.32 um. More importantly, SL changes during force rise did appear in a

non-uniform manner, with some sarcomeres shortening faster than others and some being almost

isometric at the end of the contraction. The accuracy of SL tracking was 7-10 nm during the whole

time course. The series compliance of this cantilever (0.12 um at 300 nN) and the glued ends of the

myofibril, and mainly the sarcomere(s) being too close to the cantilever and tungsten needle to be

tracked, were responsible for the overall shortening of the myofibril during contraction, indicated by

the mean sarcomere length trace.

In Fig. 4.5 C the length traces of three different sarcomeres with almost the same initial length (±20

nm) were fitted using a biphasic function. The rate constants kF of the initial, rapid, exponential

shortening phase which occurs during the time of the force development is strikingly similar for all

sarcomeres, but the amplitudes AF of this phase are very different between the sarcomeres: (mean ±

SD) AF = 179 ± 52 nm, kF = 1.087 ± 0.098 s-1, vs = 32 ± 18 nm/s. The velocity vs of the subsequent

slow phase of shortening which persists at the force plateau shows similar variabilities as the

amplitude AF (see Table 2). Taken together, sarcomeres contract initially with similar rate constants

(kF), but different fast (vF « AF kF) and slow (vs) velocities during and after the force development,

respectively, yielding shortening traces of similar shapes (kinetics) but different amplitudes

(velocities). Moreover, Fig. 4.5 D shows that the variability in SL at the end of activation, just

before relaxation, was much more pronounced than in initial resting SL. In both cases the

correlation of SL and sarcomere number was not significant at the 5% level. The cumulative

distribution function (CDF) suggests that SL variability at rest is presumably normally distributed

(Fig. 4.5 E, black curve), whereas the distribution during contraction is complicated by the large

dynamics, indicated by the non-sigmoidal, flat CDF (gray curve).
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Fig. 4.6: Sarcomere dynamics during relaxation of the cardiac myofibril. (A) Subset of force

and sarcomere lengths from Fig. 4.5 B during relaxation. After complete Ca2+-removal, the

force decreased linearly during a period /LIN during which sarcomere lengths remained

isometric. As soon as one sarcomere (S 3) started to lengthen the force dropped exponentially.

Lengthening of sarcomeres occurred one after another (average rate: ~11 sarcomeres/s). (B)

Discrete derivative (displacement A and corresponding velocity) of the SL traces shown in A.

Lhe dashed traces represent the boundaries of uncertainty (p = 0.01) at each particular time

point. During relaxation negative length changes (shortening) were significantly detected only

after pronounced positive length changes (lengthening). Lhus, pronounced active shortening

during relaxation was not detectable. Maximum lengthening speeds were 1.6-2.6 um/s « 0.7-

1.1 L0/s. Colour code corresponds with the legend in Fig. 5. Lemporal resolution: 50 ms.

The relaxation was a non-uniform, but highly ordered process, which is indicated in Fig. 4.6 A.

After rapid Ca2+ removal the force decreased initially linearly until one sarcomere started to

lengthen after a time tLm of 0.17 s. The subsequent lengthening of sarcomeres propagated

sequentially from one sarcomere to the next. The corresponding rapid force decay was exponential

with a rate constant £reL of 8 s"1. The average rate with which lengthening propagated in one

direction along the myofibril was -11 sarcs s"1. The values of kREL and the propagation rate were

similar within the SD to those reported previously (Stehle et al, 2002a) for unstained cardiac

myofibrils (11+3 s"1, 13 ± 3 sarcs s"1). Short sarcomeres still existed during an active force below

10% of the initial force. We observed lengthening speeds in the range of 2.6-0.4 um/s per

sarcomere (1.10-0.17 L0/s), whereby faster lengthening preferentially occurred at the beginning of

the relaxation. In all contraction-relaxation experiments the principal observations were: a) relaxed

sarcomeres started at randomly distributed SL (Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.5 D and E); b) contracting

sarcomeres shortened non-uniformly, some almost being isometric at the end of the activation while

others were still shortening; c) after Ca2+ removal pronounced active shortening did not occur (Fig.
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Fig. 4.7: Spontaneous oscillation (SPOC) of sarcomere lengths induced by 10 mM Ft (cardiac

myofibril introduced in Fig. 4.5). Except for sarcomere 11 (passive) all others exhibited

oscillatory fast lengthening (0.2 L0/s mean) followed by slow shortening (0.03 L0/s mean)

during the force plateau. Lengthening occurred sequentially and propagated with a rate of ~2

sarcomeres/s along the myofibril (indicated by the arrows in the cascade plot on bottom).
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Lengthening started in sarcomeres 1-3 close to the motor when force approached its plateau,

was then interrupted and newly initiated at the cantilever side Reaching the motor side of the

myofibril the propagating length oscillations restarted at the cantilever side again Structural

relaxation started with the particular sarcomere (sarcomere 1) in which the propagation was

located at and fast lengthening was just about to happen Colour code corresponds with the

legend in Fig 4 5

4.6 B). However, from the present accuracy of our data, we can not exclude active shortening of less

than 10 nm per sarcomere; d) relaxation was highly non-uniform, exhibiting a sequential relaxation

more pronounced in cardiac than in psoas myofibrils (e.g., see Fig. 4.6 Q; and e) early lengthening

sarcomeres transiently overstretched before shortening passively back to resting SL, which was not

the case for the late lengthening sarcomeres. Especially, in the first activation-relaxation cycle, the

final resting sarcomere lengths were different to those before activation, and after completing the

first activation variability in resting sarcomere lengths increased.

Fig. 4.7 demonstrates that without altering other chemical components (MgATP, MgADP, Ca2+),

the same cardiac myofibril as analyzed in Fig. 4.5 initiated spontaneous oscillatory contractions

(SPOC) when 10 mM P; was added to the solutions. Oscillations in sarcomere length frequently

started spontaneously at the time when force approached its plateau and then propagated in a highly

organized manner along the myofibril as illustrated on bottom of Fig. 4.7. The mean length,

representing the total myofibrillar length, was almost constant during the sarcomeric oscillation

while the oscillatory amplitude in individual SL was 0.2 um. During oscillation the lengthening

velocity reached 0.2 L0/s, whereas the shortening phase was with 0.03 L0/s a magnitude slower.

Lengthening spatially propagated with a rate of ~2 sarcs s"1 along the myofibril. Only one sarcomere

at a time was lengthening and the neighbouring one started at about the time the previous one had

stopped.

During the plateau phase the force signal exhibited a small amplitude oscillation with a frequency of

-0.7 Hz. The complex correlation between oscillations in force and individual sarcomere lengths is

best seen in the top of Fig. 4.7. Only no. 11, close to the end of the cantilever which operated like a

passive spring, shows some direct correlation in its small length oscillations with force oscillations.

However, the force oscillation did neither clearly correlate with the length oscillations of single

active sarcomeres nor did its frequency correlate with the frequency of the propagation across the

whole preparation. One period of the force oscillation corresponded with fast lengthening of about

three consecutive active sarcomeres. The beginning of force increase in the oscillatory force

response corresponded with a transition from fast lengthening to isometric hold or shortening of one

particular sarcomere. Hence, the force oscillations observed here reflect unpredictable small
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irregularities within the highly organized sequential process of SPOC. Importantly, this is a

demonstration that the dynamics of sarcomeres can not be deduced from analysis of force transients.
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Fig 4 8 (A) Relaxation phase of a cardiac myofibril with corresponding force trace and

lengths of four consecutive half-sarcomeres (numbered 1-4) near the cantilever where the

structural relaxation started During the initial, slow, linear force decay (tLm = 40 ms) all half-

sarcomeres remained isometnc until force dropped exponentially, mediated by the lengthening

of the first half-sarcomere Separation of half-sarcomeres by the Z-lme or M-band is indicated

m brackets Accuracy of lengths 17 nm (B) shows length traces of no 3 and 4 from A

(outlined) with their fits (dashed) by ramp functions to illustrate the determination of the

transfer time between consecutive half-sarcomeres (C) Box plot of pooled and grouped data

of transfer times between M-separated (left, n = 6) and Z-separated (right, n = 4) half-

sarcomeres (median, quartiles and extremes) Lhe transfer time of M-separated half-

sarcomeres was tested to be significantly different from zero (p < 0 05), and also significantly

different (46 ms) from the transfer time of Z-separated half-sarcomeres (p < 0 05)
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4.4.5 Half-sarcomere dynamics during relaxation in cardiac myofibrils

We investigated whether a sarcomere relaxes symmetrically during structural relaxation i.e.,

whether both half-sarcomeres of an individual sarcomere lengthen synchronously, or whether one

half-sarcomere relaxes after the other. To analyze this we introduced the term 'transfer time', which

we defined as the time period between the onset of lengthening of half-sarcomere j and the onset of

lengthening of half-sarcomere j+1. A transfer time significantly greater than zero implies sequential

lengthening of the two consecutive half-sarcomeres, but for a transfer time converging to zero the

two halves relax synchronously.

Fig. 4.8 A shows half-sarcomere (h.s.) length traces and the corresponding force trace of four

consecutive half-sarcomeres in a cardiac myofibril. Structural relaxation started with h.s. no. 1 close

to the cantilever and propagated to h.s. no. 2 by passing an M-band, and to h.s. no. 3 by passing a Z-

line, indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4.8 A. Qualitatively, this is a demonstration that half-

sarcomeres relax sequentially in cardiac myofibrils. In three myofibrils we could track some M-

band signals during the early and late relaxation phase. The hSL traces obtained from these three

experiments were fitted with linear ramp functions (non-linear fit using least-squares method, 6 ms

sensitivity) to extract the transfer times (Fig. 4.8 B). By pooling these transfer times and defining

the two sample groups 'Z-separated' (transfer time of two h.s. sharing a Z-line, n = 4) and 'M-

separated' (transfer time of two h.s. sharing an M-band, n = 6), we performed two statistical tests

with hypothesis H0: a) the transfer time of M-separated h.s. is zero, b) the transfer times of M-

separated and Z-separated h.s. are identical. In case a we used the Wilcoxon signed rank test, and

H0 could be rejected (p < 0.05). Ho in case b could be rejected using the Mann-Whitney U-test (p <

0.05). The Z-separated transfer times are 46 ms longer (estimate from statistical test, see Fig. 4.8 C).

Thus, we show here with statistical significance that half-sarcomeres relax sequentially, and that the

transfer times of M-separated h.s. are significantly shorter. From the mechanics of waves and wave

propagation we know that the mechanical coupling between two elementary masses is proportional

to the group velocity of the wave, and that the group velocity is inverse proportional to the transfer

time. We conclude that the coupling between half-sarcomeres sharing the M-band is stronger than

between those sharing the Z-line.

4.4.6 Half-sarcomere dynamics and A-band shift in psoas myofibrils

Psoas preparations are favourable regarding homogeneity in diameter and length and their regularity

of the fluorescence signal. The clear signal of the fluorescence markers (Z-line, M-band) and the

maintained undistorted structure allowed us to resolve half-sarcomere dynamics during the

complete contraction-relaxation cycle. Fig. 4.9 B shows example data of individual half-sarcomere
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Fig. 4.9: (A) Fluorescence light micrograph of a psoas myofibril. Strong fluorescence signals

correspond to the Z-line, weaker patterns to the M-band. Half-sarcomeres involved in the

analysis are numbered (no. 1-6). Myofibril width: 1.7 um. Signal-to-noise ratios: SNRM = 8

(M-band), SNRZ =13 (Z-line). Bar, 2 um. (B) Force and half-sarcomere length (hSL) traces

during a contraction-relaxation cycle (switching from pCa 7.5 to 4.5 and back to pCa 7.5). Lhe

numbering of half-sarcomeres in the legend corresponds to the numbering in A. Half-

sarcomere lengths before activation (t = 0.0-0.5 s) could not be evaluated because of out-of-

focus images. Variably shortening half-sarcomeres (8-28% L0 shortening amplitude)

coexisted and produced a maximal force of 320 nN (maximum tension: 141 nN/um2). Lhe

small ripples in the force signal are artefacts. (C) Detailed traces of the relaxation phase of

half-sarcomeres introduced in B. Lhe characteristic initial, linear force decline, during which

half-sarcomeres remained isometric (tLW = 60 ms), was followed by a faster exponential

decay. Lhis was accompanied by fast half-sarcomeric lengthening, faster than in cardiac

samples (half-sarcomeres 3, 4, and 6: lengthening speed 1.7-3.1 um/s « 1.5-2.7 L0/s with

mean L0 = 1.15 urn). Lemporal resolution: 22.8 ms. Accuracy of lengths: 20 nm, accuracy of

initial hSL: 35 nm.

lengths (hSL) and force of a single psoas myofibril depicted in A. Qualitatively, the dynamics

during force rise are similar to that of whole cardiac sarcomeres shown earlier in this paper.

Thereby, some half-sarcomeres (h.s.) shortened more and faster than others, generating a non¬

uniform hSL distribution, some virtually on the plateau of their force-length relation (1.0-1.1 um)

and others on the ascending (<1.0 um) or descending (>1.1 um) limb. Early force rise is

accompanied by fast shortening of all half-sarcomeres. Thereafter, although force reached its
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Fig 4 10 Examples of the dynamics of consecutive half-sarcomeres during isometnc

contraction of a psoas myofibril Activation was induced at t = 1 2 s and relaxation at t = 4 2 s

(A) Fluorescence light micrograph of the relaxed psoas myofibril Half-sarcomeres involved

m the analysis are numbered (no 1-8) Myofibril width 1 4 urn Bar, 2 um (B) Length traces

of M-band separated half-sarcomeres, i e
,
two neighbouring half-sarcomeres sharing the M-

band (C) Length traces of Z-lme separated half-sarcomeres, i e two adjacent half-sarcomeres

sharing the Z-lme Plots depict hSL j (dashed, cantilever side) and hSL j+1 (outlined, motor

side) with j
= 1,2,3 as numbered in A Lhe dash-dotted traces represent the mean of the two

hSL of the corresponding sarcomere, in B measured from Z-lme to Z-lme, and in C measured

from M-band to M-band Note that the dynamics of half-sarcomeres 4 and 5 was not

significantly different Accuracy of hSL 16nm

plateau, some half-sarcomeres still shorten while others remain isometric or slightly lengthen within

the accuracy. The increasing variance (gray) indicates progressively non-uniform half-sarcomere

lengths. This is a demonstration that a steady-state force does not imply steady-state in half-

sarcomeric dynamics.
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Fig. 4.11: (A) Schematic representation of two half-sarcomeres forming a sarcomere, in which

the A-band is displaced to the right. Lhe displacement AL is defined as the distance between

the sarcomere centre (measured from Z-line to Z-line) and the position of the M-band. Positive

displacement is in direction of the cantilever side. (B) Displacement trace (outlined) of the A-

band, represented by the M-band signal, of the sarcomere comprising half-sarcomeres 1 and 2

in Fig. 4.10^4, and the corresponding force transient (circles). Accuracy of lengths: 15 nm.

In contrast to cardiac myofibrils, the propagation of lengthening during relaxation in psoas

myofibrils was at least twice as fast (Fig. 4.9 C). Similar to the results shown above, the first half-

sarcomere started to lengthen at the transition point from the linear to the exponential force decay.

Within the limits of resolution we could not detect a transfer time significantly different from zero.

The sequential behaviour of relaxing half-sarcomeres could not be determined for reasons of

acquisition speed and accuracy. However, the faster structural relaxation observed in psoas

indicates a stronger coupling between half-sarcomeres.

Interestingly, neighbouring half-sarcomeres did not contract symmetrically. Fig. 4.10 shows length

traces of neighbouring (M-band separated, B) and adjacent (Z-line separated, C) half-sarcomeres for

comparison. We could neither find left half-sarcomeres systematically shortening more than right

ones or opposite, which we would have possibly rejected as systematic enor from the optics, nor

symmetry in general between neighbouring half-sarcomeres. This finding enforces the idea that in

terms of muscle mechanics the half-sarcomere is the functional unit. From the asymmetric

dynamics of the two halves in a sarcomere, we concluded that a displacement of the A-band ('A-

band shift') must have been present during contraction. In principle, assuming A-band symmetry

relative to the M-band, the A-band shift is the distance between the centre of the sarcomere

(measured from one Z-line to the next) and the position of the M-band relative to the Z-lines (Fig.

4.11 A). The phenomenon of A-band shift is sometimes also termed as 'instability of the thick

filaments'. Here, we present unique data which indicates that such displacements can occur at the
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very early stage of the contraction i.e., during the first couple of seconds, albeit not at large scales.

Fig. 4.11 B shows the time-resolved displacement of a sarcomeric M-band of the myofibril

introduced in Fig. 4.10 A. The M-band signal was shifted slowly towards the right Z-line during the

contraction but quickly recovered its position as soon as the sarcomere relaxes. The measured shifts

of 80-100 nm were significant with a maximum uncertainty of 15 nm (p < 0.01). The dynamics of

A-band shift during the early phase has a saturated, mono-exponential shape which is strikingly

similar to the kinetics of the Ca2+-induced force development. Upon Ca2+-removal the A-band

changes its position similarly fast as observed for overall half-sarcomere lengths during relaxation.

4.5 Discussion

The most important findings in individual sarcomere and half-sarcomere dynamics observed here in

fixed-end myofibrils stained with (half)-sarcomere boundary markers are: a) While active

sarcomeres shorten rapidly during rise in tension upon Ca2+-activation and keep on shortening

slowly during the tension plateau the individual sarcomeres exhibit great variability in shortening

velocities, b) The two halves of an individual sarcomere shorten with similar variability as two half-

sarcomeres of different sarcomeres. The distinct shortening of the two halves in sarcomeres

indicated A-band shifts which occur almost instantaneously in response to the force increase, c) In

cardiac myofibrils, half sarcomeres relax individually, i.e., one after the other, whereby the

mechanical coupling between half-sarcomeres separated by Z-lines is weaker than between those

separated by M-bands. Our results provide for the first time direct experimental evidence for

functional independent behaviour of half-sarcomeres during contraction-relaxation cycles, proving

their role as functional subunits of striated muscle. Our results further illustrate that the dynamics of

individual sarcomeres or sarcomere populations can not be predicted from force fluctuations alone.

Complete understanding of force kinetics in multisegmental systems requires the investigation of

their functional subunits.

4.5.1 Necessity, feasibility and difficulties of the technique

Several studies analyzed individual sarcomere lengths or unitary length changes from fitting the

centre of mass in intensity profiles of either the intensity minima (Stehle et al, 2002a) or maxima

(Bartoo et al, 1993; Linke et al, 1994; Rassier et al, 2003a) corresponding to the mean position of

two adjacent I-bands and the A-band, respectively. Having shown with our method that half-

sarcomeres in a myofibril are non-uniform in length and length change behaviour, the centre of

mass of adjacent I-bands obtained in profile analysis of sarcomere patterns is not an appropriate

estimate for the sarcomere boundaries, the Z-lines. At the short sarcomere lengths under which

skeletal and especially cardiac muscle physiologically work, unlabelled Z-lines are hardly to be
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resolved by conventional microscopy. Therefore, distinct lengths and distinct length changes of

individual sarcomeres can not be determined from bright field or phase contrast imaging. Also from

fitting the A-band centres, one can not distinguish A-band shifts from conventional, symmetrical

filament sliding in both halves of the bilateral sarcomere by fitting the centre of A-bands without

having defined markers for the Z-line. In summary, without sarcomere or half-sarcomere boundary

markers, individual sarcomere lengths and half-sarcomere lengths and thereby sarcomere or half-

sarcomere inhomogeneity can not be determined exactly, and observed length changes and thus

amount and velocity of filament sliding can not be attributed to a certain half-sarcomere. Measuring

sarcomere and half-sarcomere lengths by boundary markers is therefore compulsory when

addressing questions about the degree of sarcomere homogeneity (Rassier et al, 2003a) or the

positional stability of the thick filaments, i.e., A-band shifts (Horowits & Podolsky, 1987; Agarkova

et al, 2003). For our data shown here, collected in 10-50 ms time resolution, the tracking procedure

allowed length change detection down to 5-10 nm or 15-20 nm for sarcomere or half sarcomere

length, respectively. However, preliminary experiments (not shown) yielded spatial resolutions

down to 2-3 nm if less time resolution (50-100 ms) was required, like, e.g., for the investigation of

sarcomere length changes induced by slow stretch or releases.

We note, however, that the mechanical experiments with labelled myofibrils were difficult to

perform. Selection and mounting of myofibrils and adjustment of the optics had to be performed

under optical control by phase contrast and bright field imaging. This was accompanied by a

prolonged light exposure, especially when we used the high aperture, water-immersion objective

which was thermostated to guarantee the experimental temperature. Although we used high

concentrations of antioxidants, we still found the stained myofibrils to be extremely sensitive.

Photobleaching, i.e., loss of fluorescence signal was less a problem than phototoxicity, i.e., the loss

in function indicated by reduced active myofibrillar force. In initial experiments we had often

myofibrils mounted in the apparatus which looked perfect in shape, slack sarcomere length and

staining, but which did not generate force even in the first activation. Only the use of filters which

completely blocked UV and excitation of the fluorescent label during mounting the myofibrils

under phase contrast guaranteed their normal function. Still, the high run-down of myofibrillar force

in consecutive activations under the fluorescent light excitation clearly indicated phototoxicity as a

crucial factor which affects the functional integrity of the myofibrils. It is noteworthy that this run¬

down in active force was accompanied with decrease in amplitudes of sarcomere length changes,

but not with alterations in rate constants of force kinetics and sarcomere dynamics. A final difficulty

was to analyze the video data of cardiac myofibrils. We preferentially used small bundles rather

than single cardiac myofibrils since the single ones produce low fluorescence intensities and

exhibited a great loss in force after the first activation. However, in the functionally stable, thicker

(2-3 um in diameter) cardiac bundles the SL and especially the hSL signals (weak M-band signals)
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could often not be evaluated quantitatively when the fluorescence bands of myofibrils lying on top

of each other in the optical axis, became tilted and/or shifted during contraction. Nevertheless,

visual examination of many of such videos in slow motion helped us to qualitatively test our

conclusions derived from the exemplary, quantitative data shown in the results.

4.5.2 Sarcomere dynamics and non-uniformity during contraction

Many different methods have been elaborated to measure the regular structure of the thousands of

subcellular units, the sarcomeres, at least as an average by segment length (Gordon et al, 1966;

Edman et al, 1982) or striation (Huxley et al, 1981a; Bagni et al, 1988) monitoring, and by

diffraction techniques (Rudel & Zite-Ferenczy, 1979; Edman & Flitney, 1982). However,

inegularities in the network of sarcomeres in a contracting fiber have always been a difficulty to

cope with. Consequently, several intact fiber studies dealing with sarcomere non-uniformity

(inhomogeneity) during end-held contraction (Julian & Morgan, 1979b; Mutungi & Ranatunga,

2000), relaxation (Edman, 1980b; Edman & Flitney, 1982) and stretch (Julian & Morgan, 1979a;

Edman et al, 1982) have been performed. Apart from speculations on consequent predictions like

e.g. 'force enhancement after stretch' (Julian & Morgan, 1979a; Edman et al, 1982), little is known

about effects of non-uniformity. It has been agreed that sarcomere length non-uniformity prevents

interpretation on the molecular level (Sugi & Tsuchiya, 1998). Our observations of sarcomere

dynamics in a controlled environment rule out the possibility of [Ca2+] inegularities being the only

reason for non-uniformity. This stresses a more fundamental cause, presumably lying in the

contractile structures itself.

Here we demonstrate complete data sets of lengths and force of individual sarcomeres of a

myofibril during an activation-relaxation cycle which shows that sarcomere non-uniformity

develops already during the rise in force following Ca2+-activation when sarcomeres shorten with

different velocities. The period of force rise is of high interest for muscle physiologists because its

rate constant reveals cross-bridge turnover kinetics (Brenner, 1988). We find here that shortening

dynamics of individual active sarcomeres during the force rise can be described by an exponential

with rate constants kF. Compared to the high variability in shortening velocities, the values of kF are

very similar for all sarcomeres. This suggests that non-uniformity during force development results

rather from different numbers of active cycling myosin heads than from different turnover kinetics

of cross-bridges within individual (half-) sarcomeres. Assuming different intrinsic kinetic properties

of cross-bridges within individual sarcomeres, one would expect that sarcomeres containing slowly

cycling cross-bridges shorten with slower kF or even become initially lengthened by sarcomeres

containing faster cycling cross-bridges exhibiting a faster kF. Thereafter, the former sarcomeres

might shorten for longer times or with faster velocities (vs) than the latter sarcomeres as the number
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of cross-bridges in the former sarcomeres can still increase while the number of cross-bridges in

latter sarcomeres reached its maximum. However, considering the similar rate constants of SL

changes reflected by kF and the similar shapes of (half)-sarcomere transients in a myofibril such a

scenario seems unlikely. Interestingly, the values of kF were 20-30 % lower than those of the rate

constant of the exponential force development £Act (see Fig. 4.5 B). Considering the well-known

relationship of steady-state shortening velocity on load, this result clearly shows that one can not

derive pre-steady-state shortening velocities from the steady-state F-v relation. The hyperbolic

inwards curvature of this relationship predicts that during force development the velocity of

shortening should decrease more rapidly than the rate of force rise. This would result in higher and

not in lower values of kF compared to kACj. The finding that kF < kACj therefore indicates that active

shortening is not an instantaneous consequence of force during force development. Slower pre-

steady-state dynamics of SL changes compared to force kinetics are in line with the sequence of

events proposed by cunent cross-bridge models in which the force generating step precedes the step

determining active shortening velocity (Eisenberg & Hill, 1985; Hibberd et al, 1985;

Siemankowski et al, 1985). Investigation of kF and kACj under different [Ca2+], [PJ, [ADP] and

[ATP] could help to dissect the coupling between force generation and active shortening under pre-

steady-state conditions. This would be important since in physiological twitch or systolic

contractions, striated muscles perform these two fundamental functions under pre-steady-state

conditions.

When force reached its plateau in our experiments, sarcomeres still exhibited non-uniform

shortening behaviour with a variability (SD) in the slow shortening rate vs of -1% L0/s. Similar

long-lasting, non-uniform sarcomere dynamics have been found during the isometric tetanus in

intact frog fast skeletal fibres at 2°C (Edman et al, 1982). An examination of length changes

recorded in different segments (involving -250 sarcomeres) along the fibre (28, Fig. 8 therein)

yields a lower SD of -0.2-0.3% L0/s. However, if we assume that the observed variability is

statistically reduced by the square root of the number of sarcomeres per segment, the extrapolated

variability of length changes per sarcomere in intact fibres would be 3-5% L0/s and thus higher than

obtained here in short cardiac myofibrils at 10°C. Since the maximum shortening velocity in fast

frog muscle at 2°C is -2 L0/s (Edman & Reggiani, 1984a), thus about 2.5-fold higher than in our

cardiac myofibrils at 10°C (-0.8 L0/s), it seems reasonable to assume that similar degrees of

sarcomere non-uniformity as observed in myofibrils also exist in intact fibres.

It is well known that under certain requirements, sarcomeres perform so-called spontaneous

oscillatory contractions (SPOC). SPOC has been found in different cardiac myofibrillar

preparations under partial Ca2+-activation (Ca-SPOC) (Fabiato & Fabiato, 1978; Linke et al, 1993;

Fukuda et al, 1996). Ishiwata and co-workers demonstrated that SPOC also occurs even in the

absence of Ca2+ under high ratios of [ADP] to [ATP] (ADP-SPOC) (Anazawa et al, 1992; Fukuda
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et al, 1996; Fukuda & Ishiwata, 1999), and in the absence of regulatory proteins (Fujita & Ishiwata,

1998) which indicates that the mechanism of SPOC is not based on oscillatory changes in the state

of activation (Fujita & Ishiwata, 1998). They further demonstrated by detailed analysis of the

dependence of SPOC on [ADP], [PJ, [Ca2+] and pH that Ca-SPOC and ADP-SPOC share a

common mechanism (Fukuda et al, 1996; Fukuda & Ishiwata, 1999), confirming their original

conclusion that the minimum requirement for both SPOC types is the coexistence of weakly-bound

(AM.ADP.Pj) and force-generating cross-bridges (AM.ADP) at levels exceeding a certain threshold

proportion (Ishiwata & Yasuda, 1993). The new finding here of Pj-SPOC under maximum Ca2+-

activation and physiological buffer at high [PJ in cardiac myofibrils is in line with this minimum

requirement definition (Ishiwata & Yasuda, 1993) since Pj is known to decrease active force

independently of regulation by lowering the fraction of strongly-bound in favor of weakly-bound

cross-bridges (Millar & Homsher, 1990). We note that within the accuracy achieved by the tracking

algorithm we could not detect Pj-SPOC in psoas myofibrils in the presence of 10 mM and 20 mM

Pj. Occunence of Pj-SPOC in psoas myofibrils with amplitudes >40 nm/sarcomere and periods of

>100 ms could be excluded (data not shown). This finding is most likely related to the difficulty to

obtain the Ca-SPOC state in psoas fibers (Fukuda et al, 1996). Whether the absence of Ca-SPOC

and Pj-SPOC in psoas muscle is only related to structural properties of skeletal sarcomeres or also to

the myosin heavy chain isoform is not clear. Recently, it has been shown that ADP-SPOC, which is

known to occur in both cardiac and fast skeletal muscle (Anazawa et al, 1992; Fukuda et al, 1996;

Fukuda & Ishiwata, 1999), has lower amplitudes in rat myocardium containing fast ot-MHC than in

other myocardia containing slow ß-MHC (Sasaki et al, 2005).

We note, however, that the minimum requirement of coexisting cross-bridge states only accounts

for the steady-state situation, but can not fully explain our findings under pre-steady-state

conditions. We never observed SPOC to initiate during the rise in tension at force development

although the distribution of cross-bridge states passes transiently the SPOC region during force

development. Thus, to account for pre-steady-state situations we suggest that in addition to the

distribution of cross-bridge states SPOC is critically dependent on the ratio of the instantaneous

rates of cross-bridge detachment to cross-bridge attachment. It is prevented as long as the flux of

cross-bridges to strongly-bound states exceeds or compensates the one to weakly-bound states.

4.5.3 Half-sarcomere dynamics and relaxation

From the structural point of view, the sarcomere bordered by its Z-lines is regarded to be the

structural 'unit cell' of striated muscles. From a mechanical point of view half-sarcomere length

changes are the proper measure for the amount of filament sliding between actin and myosin

filaments, and A.F. Huxley described his cross-bridge model (Huxley, 1957) implicitly for the half-
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sarcomere. Nevertheless, little is known whether half-sarcomeres in striated muscles act

dependently or independently from their neighbour. A.F. Huxley demonstrated that a single half-

sarcomere can be selectively electrically stimulated to contract independently from its neighbours

(Huxley & Straub, 1958). Ishiwata and colleagues (Ishiwata et al, 1991) showed image sequences

of myofibrils which exhibit examples of half-sarcomeres lengthening at different times during

ADP-SPOC. However, to our knowledge so far no quantitative data has been available to

statistically test the hypothetical role of half-sarcomeres as functional, independently behaving

units.

Here, we provide high-resolution length data of contracting and relaxing half-sarcomeres, which

prove that neighbouring half-sarcomeres do not operate symmetrically. The relaxation phase, which

has been reported earlier to occur sequentially in cardiac sarcomeres (Stehle et al, 2002a), shows

sequential behaviour also on the half-sarcomere level. Our analysis of transfer times indicates that

half-sarcomere relaxation is transmitted more slowly over the actin filament-Z-discs than over the

myofilament-M-band complex. The coupling strength, which is inversely proportional to the

transfer time, is therefore higher in the myofilament-M-band complex. However, it is unlikely that

the relaxation mechanism is based on a pure material wave. Rather, it involves cross-bridge

turnover kinetics and transversal strains of filament structures perturbing the free energy landscape

of the actomyosin cycle. In their past study, Stehle and co-workers (Stehle et al, 2002a) proposed

several ideas to explain the sequential behaviour of sarcomeres during relaxation. Based on the

present results, we reconsider the following mechanism for steps 2 and 3 mentioned there, which

relates the initial lengthening of a (half-) sarcomere to the dynamic state of its neighbour (coupling

mechanism): (i) The load on the thin actin/thick myosin filaments in the lengthening half-sarcomere

drops due to the reverse power stroke and detachment of cross-bridges, causing a slight increase in

filament spacing. The force decrease emerges in all half-sarcomeres (series connection) and can be

measured externally, (ii) a) For Z-line separated h.s.: with diminishing load on the thin filaments

lateral strain in the Z-line, a rather stiff structure with 'zigzag' pattern connecting the thin filaments

(Luther, 1991), occurs while this strain causes a small increase in the thin filament spacing on the

adjacent half-sarcomere. b) For M-band separated h.s.: since M-band proteins link thick filaments to

hinder them from longitudinal displacement, but are rather loose in lateral direction (Lange et al,

2005) the increase in thick filament spacing is largely transmitted to the neighbouring half-

sarcomeres. (iii) This change acts as a perturbation in the kinetics of the cross-bridge cycle in the

neighbouring half-sarcomere, shifting the strain-dependent potentials towards detachment and

causing rapid detachment of the remaining attached cross-bridges by forward kinetics. We point out

that a linear model of springs and dampers (representing compliance and viscoelasticity) is not able

to account for a organized, sequential behaviour and time delays in elongation; simple length

change of one sarcomere can not be the coupling mechanism to initiate shortening of its neighbour
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only, since all other members in a mechanical chain experience this length change and shorten as

well. The new scheme involves a 'true' coupling mechanism in which only the neighbour senses the

dynamic state of a relaxing half-sarcomere. The time lag that generates the propagating relaxation is

caused by the perturbed cross-bridge kinetics itself. It has been shown that cross-bridge kinetics in

cardiac and skeletal muscle has different rates and time-scales (Poggesi et al, 2005), with rabbit

psoas having an almost five times faster kinetics, and might therefore cause slower transfer times

from half-sarcomere to half-sarcomere in cardiac compared to psoas myofibrils. Step (ii) of the

coupling mechanism is an instantaneous mechanical event, but it determines the amount of

perturbation. Thus, the time lag is determined by the lateral strain and cross-bridge kinetics. One

might therefore expect from this model that the transfer time for Z-separated half-sarcomeres is

longer than for M-separated half-sarcomeres, as the lateral stiffness of the Z-structure is higher than

in the M-band (Yoshikawa et al, 1999), leading to smaller lateral strains and therefore smaller

perturbations. A rigorous mathematical model of the proposed mechanical and kinetic events has to

be formulated to prove its conectness. Such modelling would also allow evaluating the necessary

mechanical properties of the transverse structure to generate the perturbation.

4.5.4 A-band shift and stability

It has been suggested that effective contraction can be achieved only if all sarcomeres, and thus all

half-sarcomeres, operate homogeneously on the plateau region of the force-length relationship, but

could be impaired or even damaged if sarcomere lengths become progressively non-uniform

(Morgan, 1990). It is further suggested that a system of cytoskeletal proteins (e.g. titin, myomesin)

counteracts this undesirable effect or at least prevents muscle from severe malfunctioning (Linke et

al, 1999; Agarkova et al, 2003; Tskhovrebova & Trinick, 2003). However, the concept of

stabilization, especially of the thick filaments in the sarcomere, is mainly based on speculation from

structural studies and single molecule mechanics on titin (Tskhovrebova et al, 1997; Wang et al,

2001) and myomesin (Schoenauer et al, 2005), but has not been analyzed in dynamic situations.

We show here that during short contractions of psoas myofibrils the A-band can move up to 100 nm

towards its neighbouring Z-line. We argue that a difference in active force production of both

halves of the sarcomere is responsible for such displacements, and all sources of passive force

production are too small to prevent these shifts. At the conesponding half-sarcomere length (from

0.9-1.0 urn) including A-band shift (0.1 urn), the passive elastic force of titin in the stretched half-

sarcomere remains below slack force (passive force at slack length, -1.2 um) (Linke et al, 1994).

Also, it seems that the rather small velocity of stretch (0.08 um/s) of these passive structures during

A-band shift does not produce enough viscous force. Much larger displacements (up to 60% of

maximum possible movement) have been shown by EM to occur during much longer contractions

in whole fibres (Horowits & Podolsky, 1987). A-bands and Z-lines in whole fibres are connected to
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each other by laterally linking proteins (e.g. desmin), possibly leading to slower or smaller

displacements than in single myofibrils. However, we do not imply that the displacements shown

above represent completely the physiological situation. In isolated myofibrils transverse

connections between sarcomeres are absent and sarcomeres might therefore show more instability

than would be present in a physiological situation. Here, we want to stress the impression that

connectin (titin) filaments alone do not necessarily stabilize sarcomeres (A-bands), which in turn

suggests the assumption of a tight transverse network of intermediate filaments playing the

stabilizing role. Our data is good evidence that thick filament displacement can occur, even at half-

sarcomere lengths -1.1 um (plateau region) and allows first assumptions on stability criteria in

isolated sarcomeres. It will encourage comparisons with studies on larger systems (several parallel

myofibrils, whole fibres) to characterize mechanically the lateral components of stabilization.

4.5.5 Implications for the interpretation of force transients

The present study of individual (half-) sarcomere dynamics shows that the interpretation of force

transients in terms of cross-bridge kinetics is complicated by the inhomogeneous behaviour of

individual half-sarcomeres during both contraction and relaxation. From the fact that all half-

sarcomeres generate the same force we conclude, by using the basic ideas of Huxley's 1957

formalism, that a) force is a result of the convolution of unequal dynamic processes while fulfilling

the boundary conditions of overall length (Denoth et al, 2002), b) cross-bridge turnover kinetics

among individual half-sarcomeres varies greatly during contraction due to the non-uniform

dynamics or intrinsic structural differences and c) this variability has again fundamental

consequences for the force production. Hence, cross-bridge turnover kinetics might not be directly

identified with force kinetics but need to be related to the dynamics of each particular half-

sarcomere e.g., by a conection term for the dynamic state and incorporation of an intrinsic

variability. In which particular situations this correction is either crucial or practically negligible has

to be further investigated in the future. It is a challenging task to develop a model that will adopt

cunent cross-bridge models for a small number of sarcomeres in a multi-segmental system, and to

incorporate intrinsic variabilities and coupling mechanisms between half-sarcomeres to reproduce

all the dynamic phenomena described here.

4.5.6 Conclusions

The findings from the present study have raised a number of issues. Firstly, the observed non¬

uniform sarcomere dynamics during force development suggests that the number of potential cross-

bridges in each (half-) sarcomere is variable. Secondly, the sequential half-sarcomere dynamics

during relaxation involves a mechanism with higher complexity than earlier suggested, including a
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role of transverse structures (Z-line and M-band). Thirdly, A-band stability is not guaranteed in

single myofibrils, suggesting that titin alone is unable to centre thick filaments during contraction in

the sarcomere at physiological lengths. Fourthly, sarcomeres shortening transients and force

transients during force development deliver different information on the kinetics. Simultaneous

measurement of force production and filament sliding in a certain half-sarcomere could be a

promising novel tool to study the kinetic transitions in the cross-bridge cycle which transform force

to movement.
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Page 125: "Stretching and Flexibility
"

— Electron micrograph ofa rat soleus muscle fibre after eccentric

(down-hill) exercise. Dark regions on the left are over-contracted sarcomeres; bright regions on the right
are damaged (over-stretched) sarcomeres. With permission from H. Hoppeler, University of Bern,

Switzerland.
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The following chapter is a peer-reviewed paper submitted to the 'Journal of Physiology'. The study

was carried out in collaboration with Dr. R. Stehle from the University of Cologne, and Dr. K.W.

Ranatunga from the University of Bristol. The paper is entitled:

Dynamic behaviour of half-sarcomeres during and after stretch in activated psoas myofibrils:

sarcomere asymmetry but no 'sarcomere popping'

I.A. Telley *, R. Stehle \ K.W. Ranatunga *, G. Pfitzer *,E. Stüssi
*

and J. Denoth
*

* Laboratory for Biomechanics, ETH Zurich Honggerberg, 8093 Zurich, Switzerland

f Institute of Vegetative Physiology, University of Cologne, 50931 Köln, Germany

J Department of Physiology, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TD, United Kingdom

5.1 Abstract

We examined length changes of individual half-sarcomeres during and after stretch in actively

contracting, single rabbit psoas myofibrils containing 10-30 sarcomeres. The myofibrils were

fluorescently immunostained so that both Z-line and M-band of a sarcomere could be monitored by

video microscopy during the force measurement. Half-sarcomere lengths were determined by

processing of video images and tracking the fluorescent signals from Z-lines and M-bands. Upon

Ca2+-activation, simultaneously with the rise in force, active half-sarcomeres generally shorten but

to different extents so that an active myofibril consists of half-sarcomeres of different lengths and

thus asymmetric sarcomeres, i.e. indicating A-band shift and different amounts of filament overlap

in their two halves. When force reached a plateau, the myofibril was stretched by 15-20% resting

length (L0) at a velocity of -0.2 L0/s. The myofibril force response to a ramp stretch is basically

similar to that reported from muscle fibres. Despite the -2.5-fold increase in force during the

stretch, the variability in half-sarcomere length remained almost constant and A-band shifts did not

progress further, independent of whether half-sarcomeres shortened or lengthened during the initial

Ca2+-activation; moreover, half-sarcomeres lengthened albeit to different extents during a stretch,

but rapid elongation of individual sarcomeres beyond filament overlap ('popping') was not

observed under any condition. Thus, in contrast to predictions of the 'popping sarcomere'

hypothesis, a stretch rather stabilises the uniformity of half-sarcomere lengths and sarcomere

symmetry. In general, the half-sarcomere length changes (dynamics) during and after stretch were

slow (<0.05 L0/s); additionally, the sarcomere dynamics after stretch was not readily predictable on

the basis of the steady-state force-sarcomere length relationship.
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5.2 Introduction

Lengthening of active muscle is a basic feature and a necessity in complex animal locomotion. An

active muscle develops a high force and stores energy during lengthening, and the cross-bridge

mechanisms involved in high force production have been examined by experiment and modelling in

several previous studies (Lombardi & Piazzesi, 1990; Mansson, 1994; Piazzesi & Lombardi, 1995;

Getz et al, 1998). However, in terms of cross-bridge mechanisms alone, modelling of the full time

course of force response during lengthening and of the residual force enhancement ('permanent

extra tension') after lengthening have proved difficult (see Noble (1992) for a review), and the idea

that sarcomere non-uniformity develops during stretch has been proposed to overcome some of the

difficulties. In particular, Morgan (1990) proposed that lengthening of muscle beyond the 'yield

point' in the force-lengthening velocity relation (Katz, 1939) would lead to undamped and

uncontrolled (rapid) elongation of 'weak' sarcomeres beyond filament overlap (sarcomere length

-3.6 um), so that force in them would then be transmitted entirely by a non-cross-bridge

mechanism, the passive elasticity of the sarcomere: this rapid process of instability is often referred

to as 'sarcomere popping'. Meanwhile, the majority of the sarcomeres ('strong' sarcomeres) that lie

in series would lengthen but less than expected if the stretch was uniformly distributed. After stretch

the non-uniformity in sarcomere length yields a higher force compared to the end-held, isometric

contraction at the corresponding longer sarcomere length (Julian & Morgan, 1979a) since only few

sarcomeres have effectively lengthened during stretch; the mean sarcomere length after stretch is

overestimated, and final force is higher than expected from the sarcomere length (Morgan, 1994).

Other researchers argued that, due to redistribution of lengths after the an imposed stretch, the

'strong' sarcomeres can operate at their full force generating capacity by slightly shortening and

acquiring a greater amount of filament overlap (Edman & Tsuchiya, 1996). Meanwhile, over¬

extended sarcomeres bear higher forces through passive structures.

In a later study Talbot & Morgan (1996) reported some electron micrographs of fixed fibres that

indirectly supported their claim; however, techniques of quick-freeze or quick-fix processes may

enhance disordering of sarcomeric structures. The validity ofthe sarcomere popping mechanism has

been questioned by experiments that showed that all segments of a muscle fibre lengthen during

stretch (Hill, 1977; Edman et al, 1982). In a recent study Rassier et al. (2003a) presented lengths of

individual sarcomeres during ramp stretch of activated myofibrils and concluded that sarcomeres

were non-uniform but 'stable', implying that 'popping' did not occur. However, they did not

monitor sarcomere lengths during the initial relaxed phase and during activation prior to stretch, and

did not record force; this would be important to fully understand the behaviour of sarcomeres in

terms of active and passive mechanical components.

To date, time-resolved length measurement of individual active half-sarcomeres during stretch has

not been pursued to reveal rapid elongation and loss of overlap. A single isolated myofibril would
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be an ideal preparation for such experiments since its sarcomeres can be made readily and directly

visualised. Thus, we have examined by direct and high-resolution measurement the lengths of

individual half-sarcomeres (hSL) from Ca2+-activated psoas myofibrils that were stretched by -15-

20% L0 (resting length) at moderately fast velocities (range 0.15-0.20 L0/s).

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Myofibril Preparation and Solutions

Rabbits were sacrificed by cervical dislocation followed by exsanguinations, approved by the local

animal care committee of the University of Cologne. Myofibrils were isolated from skinned strips

of the psoas muscle, and immunostained at their Z-lines with an anti-a-actinin (clone EA-53,

Sigma) and at their M-band with an anti-myomesin antibody (Grove et al, 1984) conjugated with a

fluorescently labelled (Alexa® 488) secondary antibody (ZENON, Molecular Probes), as

described in details in Telley et al. (2005). The relaxing and activating solutions consisted of 10

mM imidazole (pre-adjusted to pH 7 by -6 mM HCl), either 3 mM EGTA + 6mM KCl pre-adjusted

to pH 7 by -6 mM KOH (relaxing solution) or 3 mM EGTA + 3 mM CaCl2 pre-adjusted to pH 7 by

-12 mM KOH (activating solution), 1 mM Na2MgATP, 3 mM MgCl2, 37.7 mM Na2CP, 30mM K-

glutathione and 30 mM DTT, finally adjusted to pH 7.0 at 10 °C and consisting of a final ionic

strength (pi) of 170 mM.

5.3.2 Apparatus and Experimental Protocol

Details of the setup and mounting of the myofibrils for measurements have been described

previously (Stehle et al, 2002b; Telley et al, 2005). All experiments were performed at 10 °C.

Myofibrils were mounted in relaxing solution between adhesive-coated tips of a piezo-driven

tungsten needle and an atomic force cantilever (stiffness: 2.8 uN/um). The average slack sarcomere

length and the diameter were determined under phase contrast and bright field microscopy using

appropriate filters to prevent early photo bleaching. Myofibrils were Ca2+-activated by changing

rapidly (within <10 ms) from relaxing (pCa 7.5) to activating solution (pCa 4.5). After Ca2+-induced

force development, a ramp stretch (15-20% L0) was imposed to the myofibril during 1 s by the

piezoactuator (P842.20 Physik Instrumente, Waldbronn, Germany), followed by a hold period of

the same duration. The myofibril was then relaxed by changing back to relaxing solution.

Simultaneously to force recording, epi-fluorescence patterns of Z-lines and M-bands were recorded

by digital video microscopy (100 Hz frame rate) using a CCD camera (C8800-01C, Hamamatsu

Photonics, Hensching, Germany).
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5.3.3 Data Analysis and Definitions

Video streams were visually inspected and post-processed to obtain individual half-sarcomere

lengths and A-band shifts. Epi-Fluorescence patterns were localised with a region-based tracking

algorithm described in Telley etal. (2005). Half-sarcomere length (hSL) was defined as the distance

between centres of the M-band and Z-line patterns (M-Z distance), and A-band displacement (AL)

as distance between the sarcomere centre (half of the Z-Z distance) and the M-band position. The

accuracy of absolute half-sarcomere lengths was initially 35 nm and measured using image

segmentation. The accuracy of length changes during localisation from one image to the next

('tracking') was <15 nm and dependent on image quality (signal-to-noise ratio).

Unless it is mentioned otherwise, a half-sarcomere (hS) would be refened to as 'weak' when,

during end-held initial activation, it shortened less than, or was lengthened by others, and vice versa

for 'strong' half-sarcomere; this definition is meaningful and convenient for our data presentation

but it is not exactly the same as that adopted on the basis of steady state force versus sarcomere

length relation (F-SL relation; see Discussion).

B

'

iff fi

Fig 5 1 A: Image of a myofibril with 22 half-sarcomeres (11 sarcomeres) The image was

recorded prior to Ca2+-activation Half-sarcomeres are numbered from left to right (hS 1-21)

hS 22 at the right end was not visible until active force elongated the series compliance of the

attachment Myofibril width is ~1 2 |im B: Image of a myofibril consisting of 52 half-

sarcomeres (numbered 1-52) The image was taken 80 ms after the Ca2+-application The

'dead' half-sarcomeres (affected by manipulation or adhesive) between both attachment sites

and half-sarcomere 1 and 52, respectively, are indicated Myofibril width is ~1 6 urn Each

cross denotes the position of the fluorescent pattern of a Z-lme (stronger signals) or M-band

(weaker signals), except for the crosses at each ends in B, which denote approximately the

position of the attachment sites Half-sarcomere length (hSL) is calculated as the distance

between consecutive positions of the intensities Scale bars, 2 urn
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5.4 Results

Fig. 5.1 shows epi-fluorescence images of a short and a long myofibril immunostained for the Z-

line and M-band. In a previous study we demonstrated that the immunostaining of the psoas

myofibrils did not alter significantly their cross-bridge kinetics (Telley et al, 2005). The average

active force during isometric contraction of the 6 immuno-fluoréscently labelled myofibrils

considered in this study was 186 ± 25 nN/um2 (mean ± S.E.M) compared to 172 ± 39 nN/um2 for 6

unlabelled control myofibrils. Labelled psoas myofibrils had slack half-sarcomere lengths of 1.17 ±

0.02 um (mean ± S.E.M.). Prior to Ca-activation myofibrils were slightly stretched to a mean initial

half-sarcomere length (hSL) of -1.2 um (sarcomere length, SL -2.4 um), which is near the

beginning of the descending limb of the force-sarcomere length relation for mammalian muscle

(Sosa et al, 1994; Edman, 2005). A total of 204 half-sarcomeres were monitored during this study.

5.4.1 General Features of Force and Half-Sarcomere Length Responses

Fig. 5.2 illustrates experimental recordings from the myofibril shown in Fig. 5.1 A. The myofibril

was Ca2+-activated while its total length was being held constant; on activation, force rises in a

mono-exponential manner to the plateau isometric tension, P0 (the dotted trace in Fig. 5.2 A). The

lengths of 21 half-sarcomeres could be monitored throughout the experiment, and the total length

change of the whole myofibril (all hS + attachment) is shown in Fig. 5.2 B. During Ca2+-induced

force development, it shortened in total by -1 % (-310 nm), partly due to the distortion of the

cantilever (-90 nm) and partly due to lengthening of a series compliance at the attachment site

(-220 nm). An attachment consisted of 2-3 (non-functional or "dead") half-sarcomeres on each side

(not visible in Fig. 5.1 A) from which fluorescent bands could not be analysed. Hence, except for

the slight changes at both ends, the whole functional myofibril could be fully monitored.

After isometric tension reached its plateau, a ramp stretch was applied that lengthened the 22 half-

sarcomere region by -20% in 1 s, followed by isometric hold at the stretched length (Fig. 5.2 B).

The force response during the stretch shows the basic features expected upon ramp stretch-and-hold

for stretches of these velocities: during the ramp, the force increases continuously with only

moderate curvature and reaches -2.5 P0 at the end of the ramp. During isometric hold at the

stretched length, force decreases in at least two phases, initially by a fast (rate constant -10 s"1, with

respect to P0) followed by a slower decline (rate constant -0.25 s"1, with respect to P0). The latter

occurs at force levels considerably higher (> 1.5-fold) than P0. However, after a hold period of 1 s

the force signal is still transient. Thus, the steady-state force approached at the stretched length, and

hence the residual force enhancement, cannot be accurately estimated from our records as the post-

stretch duration was set short to minimize possible loss in myofibrillar function by photo-toxicity.

After holding the
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Fig. 5.2: A: The force record (dotted line, right ordinate) and the length traces from four

sequential half-sarcomeres (coloured lines - see key, left ordinate) from the myofibril shown

in Fig. 5.1 A. B: The relative length change of the whole myofibril (including functional and

'dead' hS) illustrating the ramp stretch of-20% L0. The calcium concentration is given by the

black/grey bar on top and the vertical dashed lines indicate the onset of ramp-stretch (left), the

end of ramp-stretch (middle) and the time of the Ca2+-removal (right). The rate constant of the

Ca2+-induced force development (kACT) is -5.4 s"1. Note that half-sarcomeres shorten to

different extents during the Ca2+-induced force development. During the stretch half-

sarcomeres lengthen but at variable rates. After the ramp stretch they show different

behaviours at the stretched length, as shown by the fitted straight lines. On relaxation, half-

sarcomeres returned to longer hSL as expected from the stretch applied to the myofibril.

myofibril for 1 s at the stretched length, relaxation was induced by reducing [Ca2+] whereupon the

force decays rapidly. The continuous lines in Fig. 5.2 A show exemplarily the length changes of

four individual, neighbouring half-sarcomeres during the experiment. As reported in our previous

study (Telley et al, 2005), shortening traces of half-sarcomeres upon Ca2+-activation are

approximately bi-exponential and their variability in amplitudes indicate the non-uniform

shortening behaviour of individual half-sarcomeres. During force development, length changes in
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the remaining 18 half-sarcomeres, either shortening or some lengthening, compensated the large

shortening of the middle half-sarcomeres. Importantly, half-sarcomeres elongated during stretch at a

time course similar to that of hS 15 shown in Fig. 5.2^4, but none of the 22 half-sarcomeres visible

during contraction and stretch did lengthen beyond 1.45 um. Interestingly, after the ramp stretch,

several individual half-sarcomeres did not return to the same initial dynamic state (shortening,

isometric, or lengthening) they had before the stretch; at the stretched length, some half-sarcomeres

lengthen while others shorten, but all at slow velocities (0.05-0.2 um/s). Moreover, the half-

sarcomere (hS 14) that shortened considerably on activation (from -1.1 um to 0.9 um), and hence

could be interpreted as being a 'strong' half-sarcomere, was elongated by the others after the

stretch, despite operating on the plateau of the force-sarcomere length relation (hSL - 1.05 um).

Another half-sarcomere (hS 15) that shortened least on activation (from -1.2 um to 1.1 um), hence

a 'weak' half-sarcomere, shows strikingly similar elongation during and after the ramp as the strong

half-sarcomere; also, although by definition a 'weak' half-sarcomere, it shortens shortly after the

ramp. In general, these observations imply complex hS dynamics.

5.4.2 Half-Sarcomere Dynamics during and after Stretch

The myofibril depicted in Fig. 5.1 B (52 half-sarcomeres) exhibited considerable non-uniform

behaviour in its left (hS 1-16) and right (hS 45-52) end-regions - whereas more uniform, mostly

shortening, occuned in the middle region (hS 17-42). Fig. 5.3 shows an overview of its force

response (^4), traces of the segment lengths (B) and sample traces of individual half-sarcomere

length (C, D). Mean hSL of the myofibril prior to activation was set to -1.2 um, but the length

traces during the first 80 ms after Ca2+-application could not be analysed because of out-of-focus

images. In Fig. 5.3 B (see fig legend for details) the thick curve is the length of the whole myofibril,

the dotted curve represents the mean length of the 52 functional hS, and the dashed curve is the

mean length of the hS 11-36 in the middle with the shaded area, their S.E.M. - an index of hSL

non-uniformity. It is seen, that during Ca2+-induced force development the mean hSL decreased

while the non-uniformity increased -1.5-fold. During the ramp stretch the mean hSL increased and

remained almost constant after the stretch. More interestingly, the force increased by -200% while

the non-uniformity increased by only 25% during the ramp stretch. This impressively illustrates that

sarcomere inhomogeneity is not a simple function of force per se; the findings rather indicate that

changing from slow shortening to lengthening (stretch) stabilizes hS homogeneity.
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Fig. 5.3: Data from the myofibril shown in Fig. 5.1 B. A: Force transient recorded during

activation, stretch and relaxation. The rate constant of force rise upon activation (kACT) was

-5.2 s"1. The inset shows the length of the attachment ('dead' hS) of the preparation; note that

this in-series elasticity is extended during activation and stretch. B: Thick line: mean hSL of

the whole myofibril (52 functional hS + -5 'dead' hS) in absolute (left ordinate) and relative

(right ordinate) units. Dotted line: mean hSL of the 52 functional hS; dash-dotted line: mean

of 26 hSL pooled from the two end regions; dashed line (with grey envelope, S.E.M.): mean

of 26 hSL in the mid region. C & D: Two neighbouring hSL (outlined and dashed) and their

mean hSL (dotted). General presentation is similar to Fig. 5.2. Initial hSL just before

activation could not be determined due to out-of-focus images, however mean resting hSL was

-1.2 urn. Note that despite differences in hSL after activation, the neighbouring half-

sarcomeres get stretched by the ramp; they show different behaviours after the ramp that have

no apparent correlation with their pre-history.
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The shortening of the middle region that occurred during Ca -induced force development was

mainly compensated by the lengthening of the 'dead' half-sarcomeres at the ends. The total length

of these ends increased (from -6 urn) by -27% during the Ca2+-induced force development and then

by further -33% during the ramp stretch (Fig. 5.3 A, inset). The shape of the length transient of

these ends is similar to the force transient, which confirms that they act like a passive compliance.

The distal half-sarcomeres, hS 1-10 and 37-52 (dash-dotted transient, in Fig. 5.3 B), did lengthen

slightly on average during the pre-stretch phase and, during stretch, they were elongated more on

average than the middle 26 half-sarcomeres. However, considerable non-uniformity was present in

the distal half-sarcomeres during the whole time course (data not shown). Upon the Ca2+-removal at

the stretched length, the mean hSL in all segments approached that expected for the lengthened

myofibril, accompanied by increasing uniformity (decreasing S.E.M.) in hS lengths.

Fig. 5.3 C shows the dynamics of two sarcomeres (hS 17 and hS 18) that are somewhat similar to

those shown in Fig. 5.2. On the other hand, a surprising observation, shown in Fig. 5.3 D, is that a

'strong' half-sarcomere (hS 15, because it initially shortened on activation) elongated to -1.35 um

(i.e. beyond the plateau) during stretch, but shortened again at the stretched length (post-stretch

phase). It slightly lengthened at a short hSL of -1.0 um during late force rise on activation (initial

pre-stretch phase), and was taking up approximately double (-32% L0) of the relative length change

during stretch, whereas its neighbour (hS 16) lengthened only -1/6 of the applied stretch (2.5% L0).

It is important to note that after the large elongation during the ramp, the half-sarcomere (hS 15) did

not further extend towards non-overlap, resulting in 'popping', where force is borne entirely

passively. After stretch these neighbouring half-sarcomeres had a concunent dynamics, the longer

one 'creeping' back to plateau length, while the shorter one slowly elongated. The complex inter-

sarcomeric dynamics shown here can hardly be observed in the mean response of the myofibril (a

population of sarcomeres) as shown in Fig. 5.3 B.

To statistically analyse whether stretch-induced hS dynamics during and after stretch depend on

their previous dynamics and/or on hSL, we fitted the three phases (pre-stretch, stretch, post-stretch)

of the length traces with linear regressions to obtain the initial hSL and the sliding velocity for each

phase. We note that for the pre-stretch phase an initial part of the transients i.e., the first 80 ms after

Ca2+-application was missing and could not be included in this analysis. Fig. 5.4 shows scatter plots

of the velocities and hSL from 26 half-sarcomeres in the more uniform part of the myofibril (hS 11-

36). The pre-stretch velocity has a significant conelation with the initial hSL (Pearson's product-

moment, p < 0.05, Fig. 5.4 A). Large shortening amplitudes lead to short hSL 80 ms after Ca2+-

application; hence, the more a half-sarcomere shortens upon activation, the further it continues to

shorten in the late initial phase at high forces, which we label as a 'strong' half-sarcomere.
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Fig 5 4 Scatter plots of the velocities half-sarcomere length change (nm/s) during the initial

pre-stretch, the stretch and the post-stretch periods and the hSL at the beginning of each phase,

data are from the middle 26 half-sarcomeres (hS 11-36) of the myofibril shown in Fig 5 15

Pearson's moment correlation coefficient r is given for the plots A and B A: Scatter plot of

pre-stretch velocity versus initial hSL, exhibits a significant correlation (p < 0 05) B: Scatter

plot of post-stretch versus pre-stretch velocities, exhibits no correlation C: Scatter plot of the

velocity during stretch versus hSL prior to stretch (*), and the post-stretch velocity versus hSL

at the end of the stretch (o), a data pair is connected by a straight line to identify half-

sarcomeres The region between the vertical dotted lines (1 0-1 2 urn) denotes the plateau

region of the force versus half-sarcomere length relationship Note that all velocities are

positive during stretch and irrespective of the pre-stretch hSL (*) after the ramp stretch, the

velocities are reduced to reach the longer hSL
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The conelation between post-stretch and pre-stretch velocities was not significant (Fig. 5.4 B); this,

implies for example that an initially (pre-stretch) shortening half-sarcomere does not necessarily

shorten post-stretch. Furthermore, hSL prior to stretch did not conelate with the velocity during

stretch, and hSL at the end of the ramp stretch did not conelate with the post-stretch velocity (not

shown). Fig. 5.4 C shows the velocity during and after stretch plotted against respective hSL; there

is a large variation of hS lengths involving all three parts of the steady state force versus

sarcomeres-length relation (i.e., ascending limb, plateau, descending limb). The data shows that

while operating on the ascending limb prior to stretch and on the plateau after stretch, half-

sarcomeres exhibited both shortening and lengthening in the post-stretch phase; such behaviour

makes it impossible to foresee the dynamics simply on the basis of the steady state force versus

sarcomere-length relation. It is noteworthy that the four of the five hS that reached the descending

limb during stretch showed further lengthening after the ramp, however, although at a low velocity

(<0.05 Lo/s); the other hS shortens, contrary to what is expected. Hence, it seems that the complex

stretch-induced behaviour of hS cannot be explained either by defining 'strength' according to rapid

length change during stretch (see Morgan, 1990) nor by means of 'strength' in terms of the dynamic

pre-history of a hS prior to the stretch (see Material and Methods).

5.4.3 A-band Displacement

The general observation that neighbouring half-sarcomeres (sharing an M-band) show different

dynamics was further analysed by measuring A-band displacements. Fig. 5.5 shows data from a

myofibril where a complete experiment as above was done. The myofibril consisted of 13

sarcomeres and we analyzed 12 consecutive of the 26 half-sarcomeres, located at the right half of

the myofibril. The left-hand column of Fig. 5.5 (frames A, C, E and G) show length traces from four

selected neighbouring hS pairs, each pair sharing an M-line (continuous: right M-Z distance;

dashed: left M-Z distance) and half of the length of the conesponding sarcomere (half of Z-Z

distance, dotted line). In the frames on the right-hand side (B, D, F and H), the difference between

the dotted and the dashed trace in each graph of Fig 5.5 A, C, E and G, respectively, is plotted,

representing the displacement of the A-band relative to the sarcomere centre (sarcomere

asymmetry) in the conesponding sarcomere. During Ca2+-induced force development, (1-2 s),

sarcomeres 2, 3 and 5 developed considerable asymmetry as indicated by separation of their half-

sarcomere length traces in the left-hand frames and shift away from zero position in the right-hand

frames. During ramp stretch (2-3 s), the asymmetry is generally stalled. The observations after

stretch are somewhat different in detail for different sarcomeres but, essentially, asymmetry

remained in those where it developed during activation; however, sarcomere 2 and 5 showed an

increase in asymmetry.
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Fig 5 5 (page 138) Half-sarcomere length traces (hSL, frames on the left column) and A-

band shift (AL, frames on the right column) from four half-sarcomere pairs at the right end of

a myofibril sharing an M-band (rows) The length of the corresponding sarcomeres is

represented by the mean of the two halves (dotted) Sarcomeres are numbered according to the

position in the myofibril (S 2 - S 5, right —> left), and the sides of the halves (right / left) are

indicated in frame G Vertical dashed lines indicate the times of onset and end of stretch and

Ca2+-removal as in Fig 5 2 Horizontal dashed lines in the right frames indicate the sarcomere

centre where symmetry is achieved During ramp stretch the rate of A-band drift decreases

(positional changes either flatten or reverse) A-band shifts during contraction and stretch are

generally slow compared to the fast recovery of sarcomere symmetry during relaxation

In three myofibrils we analysed the A-band dynamics of 20 sarcomeres for the pre-stretch, stretch

and post-stretch periods. The change in position of the A-band with respect to the sarcomere centre

in each phase was fitted with a linear regression (as in Fig. 5.5 right-hand frames) and the velocity

determined. The mean velocity of A-band shift was -35 nm/s during pre-stretch period but it was

reduced to -20 nm/s during stretch; however, the reduction is almost significant (p < 0.06, paired t-

test, Fig. 5.6) indicating that lengthening anests / stabilises A-band shift. The velocity was

increased in the post-stretch period, -27 nm/s, but the difference is not significant (p > 0.1).

5.5 Discussion

This paper presents the first experimental data on time-resolved half-sarcomere dynamics in Ca2+-

activated myofibrils during and after large-amplitude (15-20% L0) ramp stretch. It is relevant to

note that, since the maximum shortening velocity in rabbit psoas at 10 °C is -1.2 L0/s (Sun et al,

2001), the ramp lengthening velocity used here (-0.2 L0/s) is moderately fast. When the resting

half-sarcomere length prior to activation was set to -1.2 um (SL - 2.4 um), conesponding to the

beginning of the descending limb of the force length relation in mammalian muscle (Sosa et al,

1994), activation by a step-increase in [Ca2+] caused shortening of half-sarcomeres with bi-

exponential dynamics shown previously (Telley et al, 2005), but also lengthening of some

sarcomeres and extension of the series compliance at the attachment sites. A ramp stretch induced a

force rise to a peak with intermediate change in curvature similar to the results reported from

muscle fibres (Edman et al, 1978; Lombardi & Piazzesi, 1990; Getz et al, 1998). The peak forces

(2-3 P0) in our experiments suggest that the stretch velocity is at or beyond the 'yield point' of the

force-lengthening velocity relation (Katz, 1939). During stretch all half-sarcomeres lengthened but

by markedly different amounts, in a range of 5% to 200% of the imposed length change per half-

sarcomere.
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Fig 5 6 An index of the velocity of A-band shift was determined from the fitted linear

regressions as shown in Fig 5 5 (right-hand frames) Mean values (o) with standard error of

mean (bars) of the A-band velocities in sarcomeres (n = 20) from three different myofibrils

during the three periods (pre-stretch, stretch, post-stretch) are shown The higher velocity in

the pre-stretch phase indicates considerable A-band drift away from the centre of the

sarcomere A paired t-test showed that the velocity during stretch is smaller than that before

stretch (P = 0 059 < 0 1), development of A-band displacement is therefore reduced during

stretch The post-stretch velocity did not significantly differ from the two other velocities, but

tends to be in between

A well known concept to characterise and predict muscle force relative to its length is the steady-

state force versus sarcomere length (F-SL) relationship; the F-SL relation was first shown by

experiments of Gordon et al. (1966) and confirmed in mammalian fibres (e.g. Edman, 2005). The

same concept has also been used to predict the dynamic sarcomeric behaviour, particularly during

muscle stretch (lengthening) (Morgan, 1990; Allinger et al, 1996; Zahalak, 1997; Schachar et al,

2002); the general prediction was an isometric behaviour at optimal length range with maximal

plateau force and occunence of lengthening instability on the descending limb of the F-SL relation.

We propose that this conceptual inversion is invalid. Our study clearly demonstrates that the F-SL

concept, per se, fails to foresee the behaviour of half-sarcomeres during contraction and,

importantly, during stretch; sarcomere lengthening and shortening are observed on the ascending

limb, on the plateau, and on the descending limb. The failure has two reasons: firstly, the F-SL

relation is a steady-state and hence a static concept and secondly, it does not take full account of

serially linked functional components (half-sarcomeres) as found in myofibrils and fibres. Such an

in-series system has a high degree of freedom and can not be adequately described with just two

parameters (force and end-to-end length). Instead, to fully account for the half-sarcomere behaviour

as in our experiments, dynamic concepts such as the force-velocity (shortening and lengthening)

relation, transient cross-bridge kinetics and variability in force capacity need to be considered.
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5.5.1 No Evidence of 'Sarcomere Popping'

On the basis of the methodology adopted in our experiments (as summarised above), the conditions

were appropriate to expect rapid, uncontrolled elongation beyond filament overlap in some ('weak')

sarcomeres ('sarcomere popping', see Introduction) when a myofibril is stretched, as formulated by

Talbot & Morgan (1996). Moreover, it may be argued that, an isolated myofibril would be more

susceptible to stretch-induced changes than a muscle fibre. However, by visual observation and -

more significantly - by accurate measurement of individual half-sarcomere length, we never

observed such an event, as also reported by Rassier et al. (2003b). Unlike in the present study the

dynamic prehistory of sarcomeres during force development prior to stretch was not analysed there,

which would provide some information on individual sarcomeric force capacity. We analysed in

detail the video images and force recordings from six myofibrils for any evidence of rapid

sarcomere-elongation beyond filament overlap during ramp stretch. However, no 'sarcomere

popping' was ever observed in any of a total of 204 half-sarcomeres. Instead, our data suggests that,

although lengthening of half-sarcomeres is non-uniform, and weak (lengthening) and strong

(shortening) sarcomeres co-exist, half-sarcomere dynamics are highly damped and slow, especially

during the isometric hold phase after a stretch (post-stretch phase). Even those half-sarcomeres that

elongated much more than the majority, which could be interpreted as being 'weak half-sarcomeres'

according to Morgan's definition (Julian & Morgan, 1979a; Morgan, 1990), did not necessarily

further, and rapidly elongate after the ramp stretch to sarcomere lengths beyond 3.0 um. Such

subsequent lengthening was proposed some time ago by the same group to explain residual force

after stretch, as caused by a decrease in force capacity with increase of length on the descending

limb of the force-length relation, refened to in some papers (see e.g. Zahalak, 1997) as 'negative

stiffness' (probably an inappropriate term) for instability. Our findings suggest no such sarcomeric

or half-sarcomeric instability.

5.5.2 Half-Sarcomere Dynamics and Residual Force Enhancement after Stretch

Our results show dynamic and complex behaviour of half-sarcomeres during and after stretch in

which short (0.9-1.0 um) half-sarcomeres can shorten or lengthen and long (>1.3 um) half-

sarcomeres can shorten back towards the plateau of force-length relation. The length changes after

stretch are markedly slow (<0.05 L0/s). Recently, we showed by modelling that an in-series

connected half-sarcomere system containing a 5-15% variability in isometric force capacity

exhibits similar slow dynamics after stretch (Telley et al, 2003). In the model, a half-sarcomere is

represented by an active force-generating component obeying the steady-state force-length and

force-velocity relations (and Ca2+-sensitivity), and a passive tension component (representing titin)

with non-linear viscoelastic properties. The novelty ofthe model is not in a new mechanism of ac-
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Fig. 5.7: Simulation of force and dynamics of a myofibril with 10 half-sarcomeres connected

in series, according to the model of Telley et al. (2003); basically it is a multi-segmental

mechanical model, where each segment (hS) consists of an active element (that obeys force-

velocity relation and F-SL relation) and a parallel viscoelastic passive element. For simulation,

the model assumes a 15% variability (normally distributed) in hS force capacity i.e., in

maximal isometric force (P0) of half-sarcomeres. A: Force response of the myofibril during

ramp stretch of 21% L0 in 1 s. The force reaches a peak of-2.5 times the isometric force at the

end of stretch, and declines slowly after stretch but does not reach a steady state on the time

scale adjusted to display the experimental data. Estimated final force is -10% higher than

steady-state force during end-held contraction, indicated with the horizontal dotted lines. B:

The dashed trace represents the externally applied ramp stretch. Selected length traces from

four individual half-sarcomeres (outlined) show the general dynamic features observed in the

experiments; thus, all half-sarcomeres elongate during stretch, but by different amounts (range

80-150%o of imposed length change). The dynamics after stretch is slow and 'creeping'; hS 1

and 2 remain almost isometric, hS 3 is further elongated (though operating on the plateau) and

hS 4 shortens back on the ascending limb. Half-sarcomere lengths remain below -1.5 urn and

hence the filament overlap is maintained.

tive or passive force-generation, but in a systematic treatment of the half-sarcomeres mechanically

connected in series. The simulations presented there illustrated that half-sarcomere non-uniformity

with slow dynamics is a natural response of a system having small gradients in active force

capacity; this may arise from small differences in filament length, from disparities in filament

spacing (Brown & Hill, 1991) etc. Such a possibility was indeed considered to overcome force

oscillations in the modelled cross-bridge force response to stretch in muscle fibres (see discussion in

Lombardi & Piazzesi, 1990). However, such variations are assumed within a natural heterogeneity

of mechanical properties in half-sarcomeres, unlike large-scale heterogeneity that may arise in

whole fibre segments (Colomo et al, 1988).
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Our multi-segmental modelling, shown in Fig. 5.7, illustrates a number of features of interest.

Firstly, elongation during stretch is not necessarily restricted to a few half-sarcomeres and this does

not end beyond filament overlap (>3.5 um). Secondly, a stretch on the plateau of the force-length

relation can cause forces higher than P0 and P0 of the strongest half-sarcomere. Thirdly, without

occunence of 'sarcomere popping', the internal slow dynamics after stretch can lead to the residual

force enhancement of <10% P0. However, recruitment of other elements on activation and during

stretch, as indicated by the 'static stiffness' reported by Bagni et al (2002), may need to be

considered to fully account for the extent of force enhancement.

Previously, Rassier et al (2003c) analysed residual force enhancement in frog single fibres and

showed that force enhancement at the beginning of the descending limb is in the range of -10% P0

above the expected value at the final length. In contradiction to our modelling, the same group ruled

out sarcomere inhomogeneity as a contributory mechanism for the residual force enhancement after

stretch by arguing that a) steady force after stretch should not exceed isometric force at optimum

length (Rassier et al, 2003c), and b) force enhancement should not occur on the plateau and

ascending limb (Herzog & Leonard, 2002). Our experimental results show that during activation

prior to stretch the sarcomere length distribution is already dispersed so that long (hSL -1.5 um,

mostly at the periphery) and short (hSL -0.9 um) half-sarcomeres co-exist (present study and Telley

et al, 2005), and predictions on the basis of the steady-state F-SL relation for the whole population

are not meaningful. This is further supported by our modelling which demonstrates that 'isometric'

force can well be exceeded during the hold period after stretch. Thus contrary to what is suggested

by Rassier & Herzog (2004), sarcomere non-uniformity, without sarcomere 'popping', does play a

role in the residual force enhancement.

5.5.3 Sarcomere Asymmetry: Coupling between Active / Passive Forces in Sarcomeres

Although they used long lasting contractions (duration of several minutes), Horowits & Podolsky

(1987) were the first to provide evidence of A-band shift in contracting muscle fibres, resulting in

asymmetry of filament overlap in the two halves of the sarcomere. Recently, we showed that such

displacements indeed can occur during the first few seconds of contraction in end-held myofibrils

(Telley et al, 2005), obviously caused by an imbalance in the force generation in the halves of a

sarcomere. Other findings have indicated the importance and / or involvement of active and passive

force transmission within sarcomeres in overall muscle function. For instance, Mutungi &

Ranatunga (1996a) observed that fast-to-slow muscle difference in the viscoelastic relaxation rate of

resting tension (fast/slow ratio of -3) was similar to the difference in their active shortening

velocity; they suggested that this is indicative of appropriate coupling / interaction between active

and passive force transmitting mechanisms within muscle.
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The present study demonstrates that A-band shift and sarcomeric asymmetry remain during

externally imposed force (stretches), albeit with small changes. During ramp stretch all half-

sarcomeres lengthen; despite high force, however, the increase in sarcomere asymmetry seen before

stretch is clearly reduced during stretch (see Fig. 5.6). In general, the average dynamics of

sarcomere asymmetry after the stretch does not suggest a consistent behaviour but remains similar

to the pre-stretch period. It may be argued that the A-band displacement is simply a phenomenon or

outcome of sarcomeric stabilisation, unbalanced cross-bridge force generation in the two halves of a

sarcomere being compensated by stretching of passive components (e.g. titin) in the weaker half.

An approximate estimation of force in a unit cell of the filament lattice (1 myosin, 6 actin and 6 titin

filaments) in the two halves of a sarcomere leads to the following. Assuming -150 potential cross-

bridges, -40% occupation (Linari et al, 1998) and 8-10 pN isometric force per attached head

(Piazzesi et al, 2002a), a 10% difference in cross-bridge force in one half of a sarcomere would

result in an imbalance of-50 pN per unit cell; this would cause each titin filament in the other half

to transmit -9 pN more force. According to the measurements of Labeit et al. (2003) this would

imply a length change of 50-100 nm in the compliant region of titin, which is similar to the A-band

shift observed in our experiments.

Taking the simplest case, two component forces can arise in an active half-sarcomere during

lengthening. On the one hand, high force during stretch may arise from strain of rapidly detaching

and reattaching cross-bridges in pre-power-stroke state (Getz et al, 1998); evidence indicates that a

stretch induces a truncation of the full cross-bridge cycle (implied by Fenn (1924), Abbott & Aubert

(1951), Curtin & Davis (1973) and Linari et al. (2003) in energy studies). On the other hand, forces

from stretching (and unfolding) the titin filament (Minajeva et al, 2001) may contribute

considerably to force in lengthening muscle, even at shorter half-sarcomere lengths. Thus, the

implication of our findings is that, under dynamic (stretch) conditions, titin may play an important

role in force transmission across sarcomeres. However, purely elastic forces in titin at short half-

sarcomere lengths are small and viscous forces could be a major contributor; indeed, moderately

large velocity-sensitive, viscous-like, force development occurs during stretch of relaxed muscle

fibres, evidently from titin filaments (see Ranatunga, 2001). Additionally, titin stiffness may

increase due to interaction with actin and due to Ca-induced stiffening on activation (Labeit et al.,

2003). Significantly, our results show that the two force-developing components are less

unbalanced between the halves of a sarcomere during lengthening than during active shortening

(fully-cycling cross-bridges). The finding that A-bands are stabilised during stretch is compatible

with the fact that 'popping' sarcomeres were not observed. If selected half-sarcomeres were rapidly

elongating, A-band displacements would then increase markedly, but such increases were never

observed, and A-band velocities during stretch are rather decreased.
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5.5.4 General Conclusions and Speculations

Our findings have raised a number of issues of interest. Firstly, the results provide no evidence in

support of the 'popping sarcomere' hypothesis. Secondly, all half-sarcomeres lengthen during

stretch and the steady-state force-sarcomere length relation, per se, does not predict the dynamic

half-sarcomere behaviour, as used previously (e.g. Morgan, 1990). Thirdly, half-sarcomere

dynamics after stretch are slow and not explainable without introducing variability in passive

viscous components. Fourthly, development of sarcomeric asymmetry is generally reduced during

stretch compared to that during initial isometric force development. Finally, it seems that simulation

of the contractile behaviour of preparations consisting of a dozen or more functional elements (half-

sarcomeres) in series requires the use of a multi-segmental model (instead of a simple lumped

model) with assumptions of variability in their active and / or passive dynamic mechanical

properties.
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Page 147: "The Beauty of Nature" — Bundles of rabbit psoas muscle fibres in dark-field illumination.

Colours originate from light diffraction at the regular grid of sarcomeres. With permission from H.

Roots, University ofBristol, UK.
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In the last two chapters we have demonstrated that sarcomere dynamics is present in single

myofibrils from different muscles and different species, and that some of the dynamic observations

can not be explained by current contraction models. However, the preparation of myofibrils implies

that the contractile system is isolated from its physiological environment. In a fibre up to several

thousands of myofibrils are lined up in parallel, laterally interconnected by intermediate filaments

(e.g. desmin), forming a veritable network (3D) of sarcomeres. It is believed that these filamentous

connections have a functional role in terms of mechanics and internal motility (Shah et al, 2004).

The advantage of myofibrils is that small units of the contractile system can be accurately and

reliably studied; yet, in myofibrillar preparations the inter-connectivity is by definition abolished,

and the passive mechanical conditions may therefore be altered. Importantly, it is believed that

lateral connectivity enhances the stability of myofibrils and sarcomeres in a fibre during contraction

(Shah et al, 2002), which would imply that the internal motility is restricted. To date, this

hypothesis has not been tested by measuring real-time sarcomeric motility in contracting muscle

fibres.

In order to advance the study of the role of sarcomere dynamics in more complex systems like the

muscle fibre, we have targeted the implementation of an experimental setup that facilitates single

skinned fibre imaging to address the above mentioned hypothesis.

6.1 Relevance

The overall aim of the research of sarcomere dynamics in fibres is to provide new insight in terms

of mechanics on the composite cellular level of a fibre. The systematic registration of possible

sarcomere length inhomogeneity, its generation and the influence on system response (force) is a

main topic. Specifically, the relevance in muscle research is the following:

• Occunence of sarcomere non-uniformity and damage in skinned fibre preparations has been

a well recognised 'problem' in experiments, particularly at physiological temperatures. The

setup facilitates experiments that will address this in a systematic way and will provide

insight into the factors that lead to its origin and enhancement, and hence would have a

constructive impact on general fibre mechanics experiments.

• Experimental findings from fibres should give new insight into whether there is an intrinsic,

built-in, sarcomere pattern arrangement; for example, whether sarcomeres at fibre ends are

generally weaker, shorter etc., and how they behave during single activation, continued

activation and fatigue. Such information would be invaluable for understanding muscle

function and its responses to damage.
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• Further Modelling on the basis of gained data should provide quantitative accounts of the

interaction of different mechanical elements both within and between sarcomeres during

force transmission and / or shortening and lengthening. Thus, it may lead to understanding

of some ofthe unresolved issues in muscle experiments.

• There is good evidence that the underlying mechanism of over-stretched sarcomeres during

eccentric exercise and stretch experiments are the same. Based on preliminary image data

on skinned fibres, we believe that sarcomere instability is a precursor for microscopic

muscle damage and soreness. For this hypothesis quantitative evidence has to be obtained.

Given the importance of contractile systems for the physiological development, and the defects of

these systems leading to diseases, the experimental design will potentially provide a new platform

to identify targets for drug development (modelling) and the screening of effects of drugs

(experimental detection). There have been requests from clinicians who investigate different

pathologies of skeletal muscle, e.g. nemaline myopathies, and need a better understanding of the

mechanics of such tissues for ruling out possible therapies. Furthermore, genetic engineering and

knock-out animals are cunently the most promising techniques to enlighten the functional role of

different proteins also in muscle research.

6.2 Experimental Premises and Technical Restrictions

To meet all the needs for force recording, imaging and environmental control we are constrained to

the limits of physics. Issues like geometry, temperature and mechanical attachment need to be

considered when ascertaining resolution, detectability and light intensity for the considered optics

and force measurement device. In the following we will point out the most relevant conditions and

technical restriction.

6.2.1 Spatial Dimensions

A typical skeletal muscle fibre of the rat or rabbit has a width of 50-100 um. By assuming a mean

width of -2 um for a single myofibril, a muscle fibre can consist of several hundred, even up to a

thousand myofibrils in parallel. In an optical section of a fibre we can expect 25-50 myofibrils (and

hence sarcomeres) in parallel along the diameter of the fibre. The A-band of a sarcomere is 1.5 um

long; the length of the I-band can decrease to 0.4 um during physiological shortening. The Z-line

has a width of 30-50 nm in fast type muscle and 50-140 nm in slow and cardiac muscle (Luther et

al, 2003). Small functional segments of 300-500 um length (attachment excluded) can be prepared

from single skinned muscle fibres.
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6.2.2 Fibre Preparation and Attachment

Muscle fibre bundles are dissected and chemically permeabilised according to Coupland et al.

(2001). Experiments with skinned (permeabilised or demembranated) fibres are known for their

structural instability especially at the fibre ends at which they are attached to the mechanical

apparatus. It has been shown recently that chemical fixation significantly improves the reliability of

skinned fibre experiments (Hilber & Galler, 1998). Despite this technical disadvantage skinned

fibres have the advantage that they can be easily prepared and conserved, they are relatively long-

living and have a clean membranous surface which is important for microscopy. Fibres are mounted

onto miniature hooks (stainless steel; -500 um long, -200 um wide) by glueing them with

nitrocellulose dissolved in acetone; hardening of the glue takes a few seconds. Fibre ends are then

chemically fixed by applying the method of Hilber & Galler (1998). Fixed ends are made visible by

adding pigments to the fixative.

6.2.3 Physiological Environment and Activation

The physiological environment of skinned muscle fibres can be mimicked by immersing them in

saline solution that guarantees (i) natural ionic environment, (ii) pH 7.1, (iii) colloidal pressure, and

(iv) variable but controlled concentration of free Ca2+. Generally, a fibre is housed in a trough

system filled with the saline solution. Regulation is controlled by rapid switching between three

solutions that contain either high ('activating') or low ('relaxing' and 'pre-activating') free calcium,

based on the Ca2+ buffer EGTA (ethyleneglycol-bis-(ß-aminoethylether)-N,N,N',N'-tetra-acetic

acid), a calcium chelator that binds free Ca2+ ions.

Ashley & Moisescu (1977) determined the binding constant for Ca2+ and EGTA: K= (5 ± 0.5) 106

M"1 at pH 7.1 and 2 °C. The desired concentration of free calcium in activating solution is -32 uM,

which is pCa 4.5, more than enough to fully activate the contractile system. The diffusion properties

of EGTA and free calcium in a skinned muscle fibre with cylindrical shape have been discussed by

Moisescu & Thieleczek (1978). They provided an estimate for the radial diffusion coefficient D of

EGTA of-460 um2/s at room temperature. However, Pape et al. (1995) used a smaller value (170

um2/s) for their simulations of diffusion inside the cytosol. To give an estimate for the time needed

to fully activate a fibre, we solve the diffusion problem for the calcium buffer into the fibre by

assuming equal diffusion properties for EGTA and Ca-EGTA. This is meaningful because changes

in the molecular size due to binding of Ca2+ to EGTA are minor (molecular weight of EGTA:

380.35). Thus, the mobility of both EGTA and Ca-EGTA can be assumed similar.

Let a fibre be represented by a cylinder with radius R. The radial diffusion of a substrate with

concentration c0 into the cylinder, in which a lower concentration ct is present, can be described by

(Crank, 1994)
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If the surface is maintained at constant concentration c0 (ideally without flux) and the concentration

inside the fibre is initially q, a solution of (6.1) is wanted satisfying the boundary conditions

c(r,t)\ = c„ c(r,t)\ = q (6.2)
V ' >\t=R ° V ' nt=0 0<r<R

1 V '

One can show that with separation of variables, i.e.

c(r,i) = £(r)-77 (i) (6.3)

the general solution can be written as

oo

c{r1t) = c0+YjanJ0{r\)e-xim (6.4)

where J0 is the zero order Bessel function and R\ is the nth root of J0. The solution that fulfils the

boundary conditions (6.2) is then

c(r,t)-q
=1 2^ J0(r\) ^ ^ ^

Co
—

ci R »=i \J\ {R\)

Curves of (c — q) / (c0 — q) versus r / E for different parameters D -t / R2 can be found in Crank

(1994). Basically, a large difference between bathing concentration c0 and initial internal

concentration q drives the diffusion process. For 0.15 mM initial internal and 25 mM bulk

concentration of EGTA the elapse time for the free calcium concentration to reach 95% ofthat in

the bathing solution in the middle of the fibre (width: 50 um) is -115 ms (Moisescu & Thieleczek,

1978). In case the total concentration of EGTA in both 'relaxing' and 'activating' solution is the

same, this elapse time is at least one magnitude higher (1-10 s). Keeping the total concentration of

EGTA constant throughout the experiment is desirable to guarantee no changes in ionic strength

and osmolality. However, it inhibits fast diffusion into the fibre. The goal is to replace most of the

EGTA in a so-called 'pre-activating' solution to increase the gradient in [EGTA] with respect to the

'activating' solution without changing much in the physiological environment.

In order to satisfy the physiological needs and not to change cationic composition and ionic

strength, one has to introduce a substitute for EGTA that is identically charged at neutral pH, is a Ca

buffering system, has low affinity to Ca2+ but similar affinity to Mg2+ and diffusion coefficient. One
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potential candidate is HDTA (hexamethylene-diamine-tetraacetic acid). We adopt the preparation of

'relaxing', 'pre-activating' and 'activating' solution from Ashley & Moisescu (1977) and Moisescu

& Thieleczek (1978), but we use glutathione instead of TES. In the pre-activating solution most of

the EGTA is replaced by HDTA. All solutions contain 4% Dextran (molecular mass -500 kDa) to

compress the filament lattice spacing in the fibre to normal dimensions through colloidal osmotic

pressure. Since muscle contraction is an endothermic process and hence dependent on the

temperature of the environment, all solutions in the trough and the externally applied by

micropipettes need to be temperature-controlled.

6.2.4 Optics, Imaging and Resolution

A major effort is made to facilitate high-resolution imaging of the fibre segment in any

experimental situation. The choice of proper optical components defines the ability of the system to

detect objects and changes in their position. Some technical (physical) restrictions concerning

optical components, contrast techniques and camera are discussed.

(a) Optical Components

Since the fibre is housed in a trough, immersed in solution and mechanically controlled by

actuators, only dry-type objectives on an inverted microscope can be used reasonably. However,

there is a way of using immersion objectives; a drop of immersion fluid can be applied between

objective lens and bottom cover glass of the trough. The advantage of a dry-type objective is its

long working distance4 and the thermal isolation from the trough system. Immersion objectives have

a higher numerical aperture5 (NA) and thus a higher resolution in terms of separability (Rayleigh's

criterion6), but a short working distance. Moreover, they conduct heat into the trough system unless

they are cooled to the experimental temperature, which is risky for high precision optical

components.

4
Lhe working distance is the distance from the front lens element of the objective to the closest surface of the

cover glass when the specimen is in sharp focus

5
Lhe numerical aperture (NA) of a microscope objective is a measure of its ability to gather light and resolve

fine specimen detail at a fixed object distance It is defined as NA = n sin(a), where n is the refractive index

of the medium and a is the one-half angular aperture of the objective
6
Lhe Rayleigh criterion is a rule for how well a set of optics is able to distinguish the location of objects that

are near each other, proposed by the English physicist Lord Rayleigh Lhe criterion for separability is that the

central ring in the diffraction pattern of the image of one point object should fall on the first dark interval

between the Airy disk of the other and its first diffraction ring Lor light with wavelength A and a lens with

numerical aperture NA, the minimum distance between objects must be d = 1 22 A / NA Lor transmission

light microscopy the NA of the objective and the condenser matter, hence d = 1 22 A / (NAobj + NAcond) At

best, the minimum distance is d = 1 22 A / (2 NA0b,) if the NA of objective and condenser match
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The physical restriction here is the inverse relation between working distance and resolution in

terms of Rayleigh's criterion. The higher NA of a lens is the closer an object needs to be positioned

to the lens (objective and condenser!), and thus the shorter is the working distance. Furthermore, the

field of view ('field size', the size visible in the specimen plane) is inversely proportional to the

magnification; too high magnification may not allow the view of the entire fibre segment. To cover

the width of the fibre in z-direction (-100 um) and to overcome the size of the hook (-200 um), the

cover glass (170 um) and safety space between lens and cover glass (>100 um), a working distance

700 um is the minimum.

It is for these reasons that we choose a dry-type, achroplan7 objective with 0.75 NA, magnification

63x and long working distance of 1.57 mm. The second choice is a water immersion, achroplan

objective with 0.9 NA, magnification 63x and long working distance of 2.2 mm. Moreover, we have

a 0.55 NA condenser to our disposal that allows a distance of-25 mm between condenser lens and

optical axis. The Rayleigh limit of separability for the first objective is 516 nm and for the second

objective 462 nm (A = 550 nm, green). Note that the numerical apertures of the objective and

condenser count (NA = NAobj + NAcond). All optical parts are manufactured by Carl Zeiss AG

(Switzerland).

(b) Contrast Techniques

Contrast is, perhaps, the single most important variable in obtaining a good microscope image.

Organelles of cells have little inherent difference in light absorbance, so methods must be used that

take advantage of other differences. Phase contrast is often employed to image challenging

specimens, but the technique suffers from interference fringes, is restricted to very thin specimen

preparations, and cannot take advantage of the full condenser and objective apertures, which is

conditioned by the phase annulus.

Most involved - and perhaps the most useful because of its high resolving power - is the method

called Differential Interference Contrast (DIC). The basic DIC system is a modified polarized light

microscope - two perpendicularly arranged linear polarizer before the condenser lens and after the

objective lens - with two Wollaston or Nomarski prisms added. The condenser prism is placed in

the front focal plane of the condenser in order to separate the polarized light emanating from the

polarizer into two components. Incident wave fronts of plane-polarized light are split (or sheared)

into mutually perpendicular (orthogonal) polarized components (termed ordinary and extraordinary

wave fronts) by the Wollaston or Nomarski prism. The second prism is positioned behind the

objective, either in an adjustable sliding frame or a fixed mount to recombine the sheared wave

fronts in the conjugate plane of the objective rear aperture. Components of circular and elliptically

7
Correction of aberration achro (achromatic) denotes spherical and chromatic correction, plan denotes

planar field curvature correction
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polarized light arriving from the objective prism pass through the second linear polarizer (analyzer)

and subsequently undergo interference to generate the DIC image at the microscope intermediate

image plane.

The optical components required for differential interference contrast microscopy do not mask or

otherwise obstruct the objective and condenser apertures (as in phase contrast) because the NA of

the condenser illumination can match the objective NA, thus enabling the instrument to be

employed at full numerical aperture. The result is a dramatic improvement in resolution, elimination

of halo artefacts, and the ability to produce excellent images with relatively thick specimens. DIC

contrast depends on gradients in optical path (OP = n- d
,
refractive index n times thickness d) and

not on absolute values of OP. In addition, differential interference contrast produces an image that

can be easily manipulated using digital and video imaging techniques to further enhance contrast

(VE-DIC) For more details see Salmon & Tran (1998).

(c) Image Acquisition (Camera)

The idea of monitoring the internal dynamics of a muscle fibre demands a sufficiently fast low-

light-level camera. Applications with the lowest light levels generally require some compromises

between spatial resolution, temporal resolution and signal-to-noise level. In the following we

discuss the key parameters which determine a camera's characteristics.

• Camera sensitivity refers to its response to a given light level. The quantum efficiency (QE)

is the fraction of photons arriving on the detector surface of the camera that generate a

photoelectron as response. It depends on the wavelength ('spectral response') and on the

fraction of the detector surface that is active ('fill factor')

• Electronic image acquisition is complicated by the presence of noise. The signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) is the signal level generated by the camera's response to light, divided by the

average noise level. Noise has several sources: a) 'readout noise' from the conversion of the

detector's response to an electronic format; light level independent, but dependent on the

readout rate b) 'shot noise' - the uncertainty from the stochastic process of counting

photons; proportional to the square root of photoelectrons c) 'dark noise' from thermally

generated electrons; proportional to the square root of the dark current.

• The spatial resolution defines the sampling of the optical image in discrete pixels. It is

determined by the physical pixel size and independent of the optical resolution of the

microscope. The sampling theorem should be fulfilled.

• The number of images acquired per second, the frame rate, is determined by the pixel read

rate and the number of pixels in the image. Faster readout normally has less light per pixel
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each frame. For each pixel the digitisation depth (number of bits) normally limits the total

readout.

Tuning of image acquisition generally involves maximising the signal-to-noise ratio, the frame rate

and the spatial resolution for the particular needs. Further details can be found in Berland et al.

(1998). We have chosen a camera model manufactured by Hamamatsu Photonics Inc. (Japan). The

CCD model C9100-02 has the following characteristics: 8 um (square) pixel size, Ik x Ik pixels,

400-1080 nm spectral response, 35 MHz pixel clock rate, 2000x electron multiplier gain, a readout

noise of 10 electrons (r.m.s.) and 14 bit digitisation depth. With a magnification of 63x (of the

microscope objective) the pixel size in image space is 126 nm; therefore, the minimum distance of

two separable objects according to the Rayleigh limit is sampled by 3.6 pixels and 4.0 pixels for the

0.75 NA and the 0.9 NA objective, respectively. Thus, optical resolution is sufficiently over-

sampled (~4-fold). Binning (combines charges of adjacent pixels, improves SNR) and reasonable

selection of a sub-array (readout of a sub-image only) allows frame rates up to 200 Hz while

keeping the sensitivity and the SNR high enough.

6.2.5 Force Measurement

A typical skeletal muscle fibre of 50-100 um width generates an active force of 0.5-2.0 mN
.
At

rest and physiological sarcomere length the same fibre transmits passive forces in the range of 5-

10% of the active force, with a minimum of 20-30 uN. The miniature transducer element AE 801

manufactured by Aker's Microelectronics (Norway) provides an ideal solution on that particular

measurement scale (Fig. 6.1 A). The silicon part operates as bending beam with integrated piezo-

resistive functionality; two implanted diffused resistors on each side of the beam change their value

differentially during bending. The maximal applicable load is 120 uN, and the natural frequency is

-12 kHz. The spring constant at full length of the beam is 2 mN/um. Thus, during maximal

isometric forge generation of a muscle fibre the strain due to beam compliance is <1 um, which is

less than 0.5% of the fibre segment length.

To a first approximation the relation between strain and resistance change is linear. It is determined

by various parameters such as deflection, beam dimensions, and doping level of the resistors. The

strain due to a force can be calculated with the equation for the deflection of a cantilever beam:

F f 2 I2
Av = = —e — (6.6)y

EI 3 3
m"

h
V '
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Lig. 6.1: (A) Schematic representation of the force transducer element. Lhe wires are

connected to the diffused zone (resistors) and hold by the header. Lhe force F causes the

deflection Ay of the beam. Lhe length of the diffused zone (Al 12) relative to the length of the

lever arm of the force (t) defines the change in resistance upon bending for a certain deflection

Ay. (B) Data from the calibration of a transducer element AE 801. Lhe figure shows the

relation of applied force (gravitation of small objects) and corresponding voltage of the

amplified Wheatstone bridge. Lhe resulting coefficients from regression are: U = \.\11 F,

standard error = 0.01, R2 = 0.999.

where Ay denotes deflection, / = 4 mm length, h = 0.1 mm thickness, F the force, I = bh3 /12

area moment of inertia with b = 1 mm width. The modulus of elasticity of the beam is E = 1.6 105

N/mm2 (standard value for silicon). The maximal strain is recommended to be 1000 uS

( emaic = 10
3

). The average strain in the diffused zone can be calculated by

e = e
l-Al/2

I
(6.7)

with Al j 2 the length of the diffused zone, and the relative resistance change

A -1 -Ay
R I 2f

(6.8)

with A = 55-70 the gauge factor of the resistors. The relative resistance change causes a voltage

change A U in the conesponding Wheatstone bridge that is governed by the two diffused resistors

on the beam and two external passive resistors. This voltage change can be appropriately amplified.

The spring constant of the beam can be calculated relative to the beam length:
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The transducer has a relatively low hysteresis (±0.10% at em8I ), good linearity (±0.25% at em8I ) and

relatively high spring constant. The calibration of the transducer is achieved by ananging a simple

setup such that vertically acting (gravitational) forces of small objects (e.g. small wires) with known

mass (few milligrams) can be applied. Fig. 6.1 B shows a plot of calibration data (force inversus

voltage change U ) from a transducer on which a small hook was attached. The figure illustrates

that the linearity on the range we need for our purpose is excellent. The disadvantages of the

transducer are its high sensitivity to light and the failing due to electrical conductivity when

immersed in ionic solutions.

6.3 Preliminary Experiments

We performed preliminary experiments refening to some of the methodological steps for muscle

fibre visualisation that allowed us to select specific equipment and set parameters of the optics,

force measurement and mechanical construction. Specifically, selection of the proper objective

required the construction of a prototype trough system that could be mounted on an inverted

microscope and allowed video microscopy during activation. Furthermore, the fibre end fixation

technique had to be feasible with fibres mounted in the trough.

6.3.1 Fibre Imaging in a Physiological Environment

Fig. 6.2 A shows a technical drawing and a photographic image of a setup for fibre segment

housing, manual length control, force measurement and activation. For fibre attachment two

stainless steel hooks were mounted onto the trough wall and on the force transducer through a small

dried blade of grass. Dried grass has excellent stiffness and bending properties for its small mass.

The tips of the hooks were aligned and positioned close to the bottom cover glass (<200 um). The

slack length of the fibre was adjusted with a translational stage (M-311.00, PI, Germany). Fibre

activation and relaxation was controlled by exposing it either to 'activating' or 'relaxing' solution

pumped through small tubes. Video-enhanced DIC microscopy (objective: 63x, 0.75 NA;

condenser: 0.55 NA) delivered image streams of the striation pattern during an activation-relaxation

cycle.

Fig. 6.3 depicts images in Nomarski DIC mode of a single muscle fibre segment (length -500 um,

width -80 um) during early activation (^4) and after active stretch (B). Dark regions of the striation

represent the A-bands (remain constant in width despite shortening), and bright regions the I-band
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Lig. 6.2: (A) Construction drawing of the mechanical setup including a trough system for fibre

housing. (B) Image of the construction with linear stage mounted on top and force transducer

mounted in the driving side of the stage. (C) Detailed image of the force transducer beam and

attached hook. A piece of dried grass served as mounting device of the hook to the transducer

beam.
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Lig. 6.3: DIC images of a muscle fibre segment during contraction (A) and stretch (B). Dark

bands represent the thick filaments containing A-bands, brighter bands are the I-band. In the

stretched fibre (B) the Z-lines in the middle of the I-bands are visible. Scale bar, 5 urn.

of which the width is changing during shortening. For stretches beyond 2.5 um the Z-line could be

resolved; however, at physiological lengths during contraction the Z-line can not be resolved.

Generally, the signal of an object smaller than A / NA depends on the size of the object (resolution

in detectabihty8). Since the Z-line of a fast muscle has a width of -50 nm, hence lower than a tenth

of A / NA, its signal amplitude is <10% of the possible amplitude if it were a large object, and may

therefore get lost in overall noisy signals. Thus, in short sarcomeres the signal of the Z-line is too

small to be detected in the strong signal of the I-band and the broad low signal of the A-band. In

terms of post-processing of video streams, it seems impossible to resolve properly and reliably half-

8
Lhe resolution in detectabihty depends on the width of the object and the SNR. Lor objects smaller than a

critical width X / NA the signal amplitude decreases non-linearly with the object width, according to the

definition of the point-spread function. See also Mizushima Y. (1988). Detectivity Limit of Very Small

Objects by Video-Enhanced Microscopy. Appl Opt 27, 2587-2594.
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sarcomere lengths from the striation with the used optics, especially at low SNR. In the following

we will concentrate on whole sarcomere length (SL) detection only. Mean sarcomere length can be

determined via fast fourier transform of the image intensities in a selected region. A second

technique uses the auto-conelation (in special cases the cross-correlation) of the intensity profile

along the fibre, which delivers a measure for connectivity of the striation. More sophisticated

methods locate the position of the striation and the average distance between two neighbouring

striation patterns. However, since we are at the limits of resolution and sampling, this approach may

bear certain problems regarding reliability.

6.3.2 Fibre End Fixation with Glutaraldehyde

It has been shown that fixation (chemical cross-linking) of the fibre ends reduces structural disorder

and additional compliance introduced by damaging the fibre during the attachment (Chase &

Kushmerick, 1988; Martyn & Gordon, 1992). Potential effects of chemically cross-linked fibre ends

were systematically studied (Hilber & Galler, 1998); there was significant improvement of the fibre

stability and performance in fixed fibres.

In the trough system introduced in section 6.3.1 we performed fibre end fixation according to the

procedure of Hilber & Galler (1998). Selective fixation of fibre ends is achieved by overflowing

them in a fine, rapidly downward-flowing stream of pigmented fixative solution containing 8%

(v/v) glutaraldehyde and 5% (w/v) Toluidine blue. For precise application of the fixative, a

micropipette with tip diameter of 10-20 um was machine-made by pulling borosilicate capillaries,

and micro-positioned with an X-Y-Z translational stage (M-313.00, PI, Germany). The rapid flow

of the fixative was accomplished by bathing the fibre in a low ionic rigor solution that had a lower

density than the fixative. However, such procedure is only meaningful if there is enough space

between the fibre and the bottom glass (-10 mm) to prevent contamination of the middle part of the

fibre. In the study of Hilber & Galler a trough with 0.9 mm height was used to guarantee that the

residual fixative does not contaminate the fibre and aggregates on the bottom of the trough.

Although the fixation created a sharp boundary between still functional and fixed parts of the fibre

early during the procedure, the contamination was considerable after several seconds, caused by the

small distance between fibre and bottom glass. Clearly, there was not enough space for the

accumulated fixative far away from the fibre. We concluded that in a new construction of a setup

the fixation procedure should be performed in a trough different than the one for actual mechanical

experiments, in which the fibre needs to be close to the bottom glass. Basically, this implies that, for

a micro-positioned (X-Y-Z) fibre relative to the objective, the trough system (comprising two

troughs, one >10mm high) needs to be mounted on a translational stage.
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6.4 A Novel Experimental Setup for Muscle Fibre Imaging

In the following subchapter we present the design and implementation of a novel setup for Video-

enhanced Mechanical Experiments on single muscle Fibres (ViMEx-F). The construction arose

mainly from conclusions and knowledge achieved in preliminary experiments and tests, and was

designed in collaboration with Dr. K.W. Ranatunga from the University of Bristol. Fig. 6.4 shows

construction drawings and 3D view of some components (microscopy stage, trough system,

transducer adapter).

6.4.1 Optical Components

The basis of the setup is a rigid stage of a Zeiss Axiovert 135 inverted microscope with 0.55 NA

condenser and 100W HBO lamp exceptionally used for transmission illumination. We use the 63x,

075 NA long distance, dry-type objective from Zeiss and the Hamamatsu C9100-02 camera

described in section 6.2.4(a). Manual fibre dissection is accomplished under dark-field illumination

and a cold-light source (KL 2500 LCD, Zeiss) by using a pivoting stereomicroscope (Stemi 1000,

Zeiss). After dissection the stereomicroscope is used on top of the inverted microscope for fibre

attachment using upright illumination (KL 1500 LCD with two-way fibre optics, Zeiss).

Lig 6 4 (page 163) Photographs and construction drawings of the experimental setup,

showing an overview and a detailed image of the bicameral trough system Top: overview

image, depicting the microscope stand (white case) and the stage (black background) on which

all manipulators and holders are rigidly mounted On each side a piezo actuator is held by an

X-Y-Z stage driven by fine manual actuators A third linear stage (left side) holds a

manipulator that can be used to hold micropipettes, cover glasses and needles Lhe trough

system (drawing in the middle and on the right side, measures in [mm]) is mounted on an X-

Y-Z stage driven by coarse actuators It allows lowering the trough system and translating the

fibre from one chamber to the other A fast-stepper, mounted on a fifth X-Y-Z stage, enables

the solution switching and has an integrated solution temperature control (cooling system)

Bottom: details of the thermo-isolated trough system, incorporating a chamber for fibre end

fixation (left part) and one for video microscopy and mechanical experiments (right part) On

top of each piezo actuator an adapter (detailed shown on the right) for the force transducer is

attached that also serves as protector from light and mechanical overload, and as holder for the

wiring and electrical connections Lhe fast stepper holds and translates (arrow) a micropipette

that is introduced into the solution containing chamber Lhe solution that passes the

micropipette is temperature controlled by a cooling system Additionally, a temperature sensor

is introduced in the bathing solution while the trough system is cooled Suction at each of the

four corners removes any redundant solution
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6.4.2 Mechanical Components and Fibre Housing

Two independent X-Y-Z translational stages (M461, Newport, Germany) allow 3D manual micro-

positioning of each attachment site of the fibre. Both stages hold a piezo actuator (P841.60, PI,

Germany) in horizontal direction with 90 um displacement; this allows length changes from either

left or right of the fibre (180 um total displacement). A force transducer element (AE 801, Aker's

Microelectronics, Norway) is mounted on top of each piezo actuator by means of a house-made

adapter for attachment and wiring. It is necessary to have a transducer on both sides (dual force

measurement) because length changes induce inertial forces, caused by the mass of the transducer

beam; thus, for length control with the right actuator the left transducer is used and vice versa.

Small tungsten hooks are glued onto the transducer beam via carbon fibre rods and point to the

horizontal and vertical optical axis of the microscope.

A third X-Y-Z linear stage (M461, Newport, Germany) serves for manual positioning of a multi¬

functional tool holder. Important functions are (i) capillary holder for fibre end fixation, (ii) cover

glass holder between condenser and sample, and (iii) manipulation needle. The tool holder can be

moved in three linear directions and one rotational axis, with the possibility to easily pivot the

holder to remove the tool from the trough.

A bicameral trough system (anodised aluminium) was manufactured in the house. It comprises a

high-wall chamber for chemical fixation and a smaller for experiments, both having a bottom

window (cover glass) for inverted microscopy. The trough system is mounted onto the microscope

stage through a manual X-Y-Z translator (MM-33R, Warner instruments, Germany). Switching

between 'fixation chamber' and 'experimental chamber' without moving the fibre is accomplished

by pivoting the objective, lowering and translating the trough and raising it to the exact height

(micro-controlled) without letting the hooks touch the bottom cover glass. All the tools and

attachment sites are introduced into the chamber such that they fit within the -25 mm distance

between condenser and optical axis.

6.4.3 Activation

The experimental chamber is filled with 'relaxing' solution. Any added solutions contributing to the

solution volume is continuously sucked away at the corners of the chamber to prevent overflow.

The fibre segment is fully exposed with either activating or relaxing solution, streaming out of a

three-barrel micropipette that is positioned close to the fibre and laterally translated for solution

switching. Rapid solution switch is accomplished with a perfusion fast-step system (SF-77B,

Warner Instruments, Germany) which is mounted on a miniature X-Y-Z translational stage (M-MT,

Newport, Germany) for micro-positioning of the pipette. Rapid translation is finished after few

milliseconds (typically <20 ms for 0.7 mm displacement; -1 ms for 0.3 mm displacement). The
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flow generates a small hydrostatic pressure that promotes diffusion into the fibre. All solutions are

filled in reservoirs and flow separately through small (ID 0.58 mm, Warner Instruments, Germany)

polyethylene tubes into the micropipette. The reservoirs are exposed to a small but constant positive

operating pressure to generate and control a continuous flow rate.

6.4.4 Temperature Control

The thermally isolated bicameral trough system is temperature controlled with a circulating cooling

system (Fl2, Julabo, Germany) and a PtlOO temperature sensor (Distrelec, Switzerland) introduced

into the trough. A second cycle of the circulation cools down the solution in the isolated reservoirs.

Before passing the micropipette, the temperature of the relaxing and activating solutions are

adjusted with a thermo-regulator based on two 0.32W Peltier units (RS Components Ltd., UK) that

pump heat to an aluminium element which is cooled on his part with the reflux from the bicameral

trough system. A second PtlOO temperature sensor (next to the Peltier units) serves as input for a

house-made automatic control. All small tubes are additionally cooled with the reflux of the second

cycle.

6.5 Problems and Limitations

The presented apparatus is capable of producing simultaneous imaging and force recording of single

muscle fibres during fast activation and relaxation and during rigor state, in a temperature-

controlled and defined ionic environment. However, we recognised several problems which need to

be improved in the future. Furthermore, there are still limitations regarding how rapidly and how

homogeneously a fibre can be activated. We notice the following:

• Force transducer: So far, the longitudinal axis of the fibre does not point to the bending

beam ofthe force transducers. Between the tungsten hook and the transducer beam a carbon

light-weight construction transmits the fibre forces, but is also exposed to surface tension

located at the air-solution interface. This problem can be improved by immersing the

transducer elements into the bath (electrical isolation with oil), therefore positioning both

transducers in line with the fibre axis and avoiding lateral forces. However, such changes of

the construction need to be evaluated carefully; exposing the transducer to ionic solutions

and, more importantly, to high intensities of light may be problematic and not easy to cope

with.

• Activation: An important factor in skinned fibre experiments is the concentration gradient

between bath and myofilament space for Ca2+. Although the solution switching is finished

after <20 ms, and the concentration of free Ca2+ in the centre of the fibre is 95%
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equilibrated with the surrounding solution after -120 ms (as estimated in section 6.4.3), we

can not totally exclude artificial gradients in [Ca2+] caused by the solution switch, which in

turn could introduce non-uniformity. Improvement can be achieved by tuning the 'pre-

activating' solution and increase the concentration gradients for EGTA and free Ca2+

between bath and myofibrillar space; larger gradients would then fasten the diffusion

processes, and preconditioning (low EGTA) would not instantaneously buffer the diffusing

free calcium. A second possibility to avoid slow diffusion is to use very small fibres only.

However, this may complicate the mounting procedure.

6.6 Final Remark

At the time this thesis was submitted some components (camera, force transducer) of the

experimental setup described above have not been tested and fully evaluated due to delivery

problems.
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Page 167: "A Philosophical Discourse
"

— Original quotation from Frank Zappa ("Packard Goose "), in

which every sentence was negated.
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Conclusions

The motivation of the research presented in this thesis is given by an interdisciplinary approach

involving theoretical mechanics, computer vision, cell biology and experimental muscle physiology.

The thesis emphasises the importance of (half-) sarcomere dynamics for the interpretation of

contractile force, especially during transient, non-steady-state situations, from a theoretical and

experimental viewpoint.

It is still an enigma why nature has constructed large biological motor systems by connecting tiny

micro-scale units, the sarcomeres, to large networks, the muscle fibres. From a system-control

viewpoint such a large system with high degree of freedom must exhibit dynamic phenomena. If so,

an important question is whether and under which conditions the dynamics has dominant effects on

force. To understand muscle function on that particular level, we started to study the behaviour of

small multi-sarcomere systems by means of model simulations without going into molecular events.

We early realized that the resulting dynamics of such systems compared to a single unit has a

considerable impact on overall force production. Consequently, we wanted to test our model

predictions experimentally. The key here is to determine individual half-sarcomere lengths and

length changes to provide information on filament overlap and sliding, respectively, in the

functional unit of muscle. This is particularly convenient in single myofibrils, which can be

prepared such that they include a small number of sarcomeres; this is more difficult to establish in

single fibres or fibre segments. The single myofibril assay presented in chapter 4 of this thesis has

proved powerful for our investigations, and will furthermore facilitate the study of the elementary

mechanism by which cross-bridge force is converted to filament sliding, as well as the contribution

of different force-generating components in a half-sarcomere using standard molecular intervention.

7.1 Most Important Contributions

Chapter 3 raises two striking theoretical issues. Firstly, we show that a rigorous mechanical model

of half-sarcomeres connected in series involving variability in individual half-sarcomeric force

capacity, but otherwise following classic contraction characteristics exhibits slow, creeping and

counter-predictive dynamics during active force production. The model is able to account for

several phenomena that are not well understood so far or do not fit into pure cross-bridge models

without other mechanical components. We show that during stretch all half-sarcomeres elongate,

but at different amounts. After stretch some re-shorten up the descending limb, others further

lengthen at different velocities, and again others shorten on the plateau of the force-length

relationship. Such behaviour complicates any straight-forward interpretation of force and sarcomere

length because no simple one-to-one relation emerges between dynamic behaviour and strength of

individual half-sarcomeres. The second issue addresses possible effects of transient dynamics on

cross-bridge kinetics, which we have simulated on the basis of a two-state and three-state model.
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We show that initially rapid shortening depresses force development such that experimentally

observed kinetics is obtained; however, without initial shortening the force kinetic is up to six times

faster. Finally, we demonstrate that small differences in the dynamic behaviour (slow shortening /

lengthening) can account for a -10% variability in half-sarcomeric force production.

Chapter 4 introduces what we call FIFUM (Fluorescence Imaging of the Functional Unit of

Muscle), a novel and high-resolution assay to reliably detect lengths and length changes of

individual half-sarcomeres in skeletal and cardiac myofibrils during fixed-end contraction induced

by fast steps in [Ca2+]. By using immuno-fluorescence labelling of Z-line and M-band proteins,

video microscopy and computer vision, we can accurately monitor changes in individual half-

sarcomere length simultaneously with force recordings. We show for the first time that during Ca2+-

induced force development (half)-sarcomeres shorten actively, approximately bi-exponentially,

showing initially slower kinetics than the force rise, which is contradictory to the steady-state force-

velocity relation. Asymmetric shortening of the two halves of a sarcomere during contraction

indicates rapid shifts of the A-band from its centre position. During the rapid exponential phase of

force relaxation structural relaxation (elongation) occurred sequentially on the half-sarcomere level.

The independent and asymmetric behaviour of individual half-sarcomeres emphasizes the

importance of monitoring length changes during muscle contraction and relaxation on the level of

its functional unit, the half-sarcomere.

Chapter 5 reports unique data from single psoas myofibrils that is contradictory to the 'popping

sarcomere' hypothesis. We demonstrate that all half-sarcomeres elongate during stretch, but at

different amounts and velocities. Generally, experiments show that half-sarcomere dynamics is

slow, as suggested by our modelling, but complex and counter-predictive; the static force-length

relationship does not predict conectly half-sarcomere behaviour. The definition of 'strong' and

'weak' that refers to dynamic stiffness is contradictory to our definition which refers to initial

shortening or lengthening and is based on the concept of variability in the number of potential

cross-bridges along half-sarcomeres. We suggest that any simplistic conceptions of sarcomeric

behaviour on the basis of static relationships that address the sarcomere instability issue should be

avoided. Finally, sarcomere asymmetry developed during contraction onset is rather retained than

enhanced during stretch.

Chapter 6 describes the design of a novel experimental setup for synchronous imaging and force

recording of single skinned muscle fibre segments (Video-enhanced Mechanical Experiments on

Fibres, ViMEx-F). On the basis of preliminary experiments the setup was constructed to fulfil the

needs for fibre experiments and the restrictions regarding optics and imaging. The novelty of the

setup is its capability of fast (>100 Hz), synchronous imaging of the full striation of the segment

during contraction in a controlled environment. The striation data from video microscopy can be

further processed and e.g. sarcomere dynamics in a fibre can be studied, and the mechanics of
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lateral coupling of sarcomeres can be estimated. The mechanical setup allows precise (nm) length

manipulation of the sample at low rates of length change, which will facilitate e.g. the study of the

slow dynamics of sarcomeres in rigor state (small, slow length changes caused by slow detachment

of cross-bridges) regarding non-uniformity in cross-bridge number.

7.2 Outlook

For the near future we intend to push our research on sarcomere dynamics and muscle contraction

on three interconnected levels. We plan to extend our multi-segmental model such that cross-bridge

kinetics, filament elasticity and passive viscoelasticity are incorporated in a force-controlled

formalism for each half-sarcomere. In a first step the numerical implementation of a simple

framework has to be pursued that allows to link mechanically two half-sarcomeres by means of the

two-state formalism. Based on that, a generalisation for multi-state models will be formulated, and

finally the simulation of half-sarcomere dynamics in a myofibril will be performed. Furthermore,

the FIFUM assay will allow experimental investigation on the dynamics of individual half-

sarcomeres in a single myofibril or in a bundle under different chemical conditions and

perturbations. One particular problem which needs further investigation is the role of sarcomere

dynamics during step increase and decrease in [PJ; the issue of sarcomere dynamics has been

excluded so far, although some of our preliminary results suggest that it is a crucial factor. On the

level of muscle fibres, we will monitor sarcomere behaviour in short contracting fibre segments and

implement algorithms based in statistical analysis on the one hand, and morphological functions on

the other hand to analyse the striation pattern and sarcomere lengths. A concrete project will be the

characterisation of knock-out preparations, e.g. from myomesin-null or desmin-null mice, regarding

integrity and stability of the sarcomeric network.
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A.l More on Multi-Segmental Modelling

We refer to the considerations made by Denoth et al. (2002) and expand the contractile actomyosin

(AM) element described in Eq. 1 therein with a pCa-dependent force term describing the activation

level:

Jam (x,x,pCa) = fAM (x)f2AM (i)/MM (pCa) (A.l)

where pCa is minus the natural logarithm of the calcium concentration. The function fAM follows

the basic characteristics introduced in section 2.1.4, Eq. (2.1). Since pCa controls the activation

level of muscle and is therefore a function of time, the total derivative of fAM with respect to time

involves a term

o d d
—-— fAM (x,x,pCa)- — pCa = fAMpCa -—pCa (A.2)
dp Ca dt dt

where the subscript of fAM denotes the partial derivative. This term acts as a perturbation similar to

a length change.

A.2 The Galilean Transformation

Given a set of first-order partial differential equations (PDEs)

d_

dt
n.

( d d )
,(x,t)= \-v(t)— \n(xf)\
V ; [dt dx)1

V ;J

= J2 k ^ n3 (x,f) -n. (x,f) J2 K(x)
3=1 3=1
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for i = l...m, whereby the identity v (t) = x (t) was used. The general solution of Eq. (A.3) can be

constructed by applying the Galilean transformation:

£ = x-s(f) ,r = t
, n,(Ç,T) = n,{x,t) (A.4)

where the length change s is defined as

t

s(t) = Jv(ç)dç (A.5)
o

We immediately conclude that dr = dt. Let the transformed transition rate functions be defined as

K (&T) = K (x ~s(t),t) = K (x) (A.6)

with the coordinates £ and r defined according to Eq. (A.4). Then we can show that £ is time-

independent:

dÇ=d_
dt dt

t

x(t)- J v(ç)dç x(t)-v(t) = 0 (A.l)

and the total derivative ofthe transformed fractions n, reduces to

^(^) = ^-^-n,^r) + ^-n,^r) = ^-n,^r) (A.8)
dr dr ö£ or dr

By substituting Eqs. (A.4), (A.6) and (A.8) into Eq. (A.3) the differential equations transform to

C\ m m

TT n, {i, t) = £ k,, {i, t) n, {i, t) - n, (Ç, r) • £ k„ (Ç, r) (A.9)

3^i 3^i

for i = l...m, which is a set of parametric, first-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

A.3 General Solution of a Two-State Model

We solve Eq. (A.3) for the special case m = 2 and by neglecting reverse reactions. Let n = nx be

the fraction of attached cross-bridges, and 1 — n the fraction of detached cross-bridges. Taking the
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two transition rate functions describing the attachment (k+) and detachment (k_) kinetics, and

applying the Galilean transformation (see A.2) we get

d
„

dr
H&T) + \K(t,T) + k_(t,T)\-n(t,T) = k+(&T) (A.10)

We show that the exponential approach

> (£, t) = exp

T

J(£+(ç,ç) + £(ç,ç))dç

n(tr) = Q(î,r)-
T

(All)

solves the differential equation; partial differentiation with respect to £ gives

dr dr

= -Q (£, r)"1 • (k+ (£, r) + k_ (£, r)) • [...] + fc+ (£, r)

fc+(Ç,T) + £(Ç,T))-n(Ç,T) + fc+(Ç,T)

(A. 12)

which is the differential equation (A. 10). Therefore, given any forward and backward transition rate

functions, the solution for any perturbation s is given by Eq. (A. 11) and the inverse 'Galilean

transformation', which is x = £ + s (t) according to Eq. (A.4) with s denoting the filament sliding.
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B.l Initialisation by Segmentation

To determine the initial positions of Z-line and M-band signals, we implemented a segmentation

procedure that is based on edge detection. Fluorescent patterns are generally rather longish features

of which a closed edge line can be easily determined by using Canny's edge detection method

(Canny, 1986). After defining manually a region of interest containing the feature, automatic edge

detection delivers the feature boundary and defines all pixels belonging to the feature. The centroid

is then calculated and defined as initial centre position of the pattern, which serves as an input

parameter for the LSM matching algorithm.

B.2 The LSM Matching Algorithm

In computer vision the least squares matching (LSM) approach facilitates high-resolution

localisation of unique patterns in a region of interest of an image sequence. The algorithm is based

on a non-linear, iterative optimisation, where the model feature ('template') is matched in the search

image, and is principally driven by noise analysis. The matching gives the localisation parameters

(e.g. displacement) for the feature from template to search image.

An algorithm originally implemented by Danuser (1997) has been used as core algorithm

(MATLAB extension) to extract fluorescent pattern positions in our video streams. The aim of the

matching procedure is to find the specific patterns (Z-line and M-band signals) in the search image

which conesponds to the template according to an objective function (e.g. sum of squares of

differences). The minimisation of the objective function drives the determination of a set of

parameters of a radiometric and a geometric transformation between the Reference (template) and

the Search image.

r(v) »ï»(u') ^iR(w) (B.i)
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The geometric transformation T deals with image changes due to displacement, rotation and

deformation and involves interpolation of intensity values for the transformed coordinate system

v = Tu
.
The radiometric transformation R models intensity changes due to temporal variation in

illumination and reflection characteristics, and is assumed to be linear. The intensity signal is

perturbed by noise e modelled as zero mean normally distributed, independent and additive for each

sample. The combination of the two transformations and the noise model yield an enor equation for

every pixel, of which the summed square is then argument-minimised and yields the transformation

parameters. The solution of this least squares problem involving stochastic data is sought on the

basis of the Gauss-Markov model, which delivers an a posteriori estimate of the image noise; it

allows to calculate an estimate of accuracy (defined as standard deviation a) of the positional

changes (for details see Danuser (1997) chapter 3.4 and appendix A therein). This estimate is based

on the assumption that image noise is zero-mean, normally distributed and unconelated. According

to the enor propagation theorem the linear transformation of a normally distributed variable yields

another normally distributed variable. Therefore, enor propagation from the observation space

(image intensity and noise) into the space of (unknown) transformation parameters finally yields the

standard deviation a for each position estimate.

B.3 Error Propagation and Accuracy

As mentioned in section B.2 the positional tracking of image patterns delivers an estimate for the

standard deviation a for each position estimate in both x and y direction. We defined the uncertainty

of the positions as three times the standard deviation, which gives a 99.7% probability that the true

position lies in between ±3<r. Taking at least hSL ±3<r gives a 99% confidence interval (p =

0 01).

During image analysis half-sarcomere length is calculated as the distance between the positions P1

and P2 ofto consecutive fluorescence patterns (see Fig. A.l A):

F = P2-P1
2/2 -Vi

Fr]

F
(B.2)

The scalar length is then

((x2 - Xl)2 + (y2 - yjf = {L2X + L2yf (B.3)L L

Let Ax1 and A^ be the uncertainty of the position Pu and let Ax2 and Ay2 be the uncertainty of

the position P2. Hence
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7-line M-band 7-lme

06 08

time [s]

Fig B 1 Error estimation for sarcomere and half-sarcomere lengths (A) Schematic

representation of two consecutive fluorescent patterns (e g two Z-lmes) with positions Px and

P2 ,
distance vector L and standard deviations (error bars, denoted Axt and Ay, 1,2) of

the positions m each direction (B) The same notation is used for two neighbouring half-

sarcomeres sharing the M-band for error estimation of the A-band shift (C) Plot of calculated

errors for each time point (frame) Note that the overall maximum error TiL is an upper

boundary (dashed) of the errors of all calculated distances

'Ax,'
= 3

'*m' Ax2
= 3

w^y

A?a a(P{) Ay2 <p")
(B.4)

By assuming independence between the tracked positions the covariance of the positions is zero,

and one can apply the simplest form of the Gaussian error propagation for a function / of enor

prone variables \

df

d\

2
I

0"i +
df

d\
a +...+

df

d\.
o„ (B.5)

and replace /with the length L of Eq. (B.3) and \, j = 1,. .,n with the coordinates (x,,yr) and

(x2,y2). Hence, we get

aL =\{Ll- (Axl + Ax22) + 4 • (Ay2 + Ay22)f (B.6)

For each time point half-sarcomere length (hS)L and the uncertainty aL is calculated, which makes

the half-sarcomere length hSL and the uncertainty aL functions in time: L(t) and aL (t). The
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global uncertainty is defined as the maximum uncertainty over time and all tracked lengths L}, j

l,...,k

S
L
= max max aL (t)

3 t *
(B.7)

and is termed 'accuracy of length' (Fig. A.l C).

Similar calculations are made for the A-band shift, which is defined as the distance between the

centre of a sarcomere (Z-to-Z distance) and the position of the M-band signal (Fig. A.l B):

al = p2-Up1+pA = Ul1-f
D,s

(B.8)

and the scalar length

AL AL

\ix2 -\(xx + x3)f +{y2 -\(yx +&)) j*

(D1+D2y

(B.9)

According to Eqs. (B.4) and (B.5) one can similarly calculate the variance of the A-band shift from

position uncertainties Pu P2 and P3 and gets

(Ja l-(Dl{Ax22 +\{Ax21+Axl)) + Dl{Ay22 + \{Ayl + Ay23))f (B.10)
AL

The maximum ofthe function aAL (t) overtime

EAi = max aAL (t) (B.ll)

is termed 'accuracy of length' of A-band shift.

B.4 Sarcomeric Relaxation and Determination of the Transfer Time

The ramp-like half-sarcomeric elongation during relaxation in cardiac myofibrils was analysed by

fitting the length traces with a piecewise linear, ramp function and determining the times of ramp

onset. Thereby, the transfer time was defined as period between the onset of lengthening of one
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half-sarcomere and the onset of lengthening of its neighbour. We analysed the sensitivity of

measuring these times of onset by simulating noisy ramp functions several times and analysing

statistically the resulting time points. The ramp function that was fitted to the measured length trace

was defined as follows (see also Fig. B.2):

/(*) a2t + b2

a2t + b3

t<tr

t, <t <t2

t2 <t

(B.12)

Then the points of intersection between the piecewise linear functions can be calculated as

k -h h ~b2
(B.13)

We simulated traces of an artificial half-sarcomeric elongation during relaxation with known times

of onset and end of elongation and the same signal-to-noise ratio found in experiments. Data was

fitted using the 'LSQcurveFit' routine implemented in MatLab® (Mathworks, Inc.). The simulation

was performed a hundred times with the same parameters for each of four cases, the curves were

then fitted and times tt and t2 were extracted and plotted (Fig. B.3). We show that the duration of

the initial dynamics (initial shortening / lengthening) lowers the robustness of the fit if it is shorter

than -0.3 s. In Fig. B.3, right column, the statistical analysis of the enors of tt and t2 (the difference

between true value and measured value) are depicted. As expected the median is close to zero which

means that the times are measured conectly. However, the distribution sets a scale for the

sensitivity of measuring times and therefore the vulnerability of the algorithm to noise. We then

defined the sensitivity of measuring the 'transfer time' between two consecutive half-sarcomeres by

taking the standard deviation of tt multiplied by the square root oftwo, according to the propagation

of enors. We found that for the particular noise level found in experiments the sensitivity is 6 ms.

no
, ,

A——
_

"a3

b3 h/

b,

a, |

XX«2

h h t

F_

Fig B 2 Scheme of the ramp function

composed of three piecewise linear

functions /, with slopes a, and intercepts

b,, i= I 3, which define the intercepts

ij and t2 between the linear functions

For details see text
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Fig B 3 (page 192) Simulation of noisy ramp functions and piecewise linear fit with onset of

elongation (f) and end of elongation (t2) We analysed four cases where tx was gradually

increased, therefore the duration of the initial dynamic phase was prolonged This clearly

increases the robustness of the fit, as illustrated by the decreasing SD of the transfer time Left

column shows ramp traces (continuous) and fitted trace (dashed) The standard deviation of

the transfer time is given as a measure for the sensitivity of the fit Right column Statistics of

the resulting times of ramp onset tx and ramp end t2 Box plots show median, quartiles and

extremes
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